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Foreword
“I can’t imagine not being able to spend time in a place like
this,” Marybeth Holleman writes, from the immense, remote
Tongass National Forest in Alaska, “where I can feel the deep
relief that comes from being put in proper scale. I can’t imagine
what would happen to me if I could not feel so small, insignificant,
and held by something far greater than that which human hands
can build.” The writers and artists whose work is featured in this
second issue of Deep Wild: Writing from the Backcountry, offer us
43 versions of this truth, how wild places re-orient and restore us.
Diversity is the byword of this collection. Writers from
five countries and twenty two of the United States invite us on
journeys, in all seasons, from the tundra to the desert, the Arctic
Circle to Equatorial Africa, the PCT and the AT and the CDT.
Adventure abounds. Your pulse will quicken as you stand with
Aaron Denham in the path of a charging bear in “The Spirit of
an Encounter,” or as you are swept along with John Manuel and
son on a river in flood in “Reborn on the Chatooga,” or as you
witness a young woman faced with the challenge of leading a
group of tenderfeet out of the Alaskan wild after the trip leader
disappears, in Maria Kochis’ short story “Chenega.” And, of
course, no collection of backcountry tales is complete without the
brain-buzzing feeling of being lost, brought to us by Anna Taft in
“Pothole Grace,” as we wander the sandstone wilderness in high
summer, thirsty and overheated.
A notable thread that emerged as this issue took shape was
the range of experiences of women alone in the backcountry.
Some describe the ecstatic moment that we all crave, like Diane
Gansauer, on her knees in the wet earth of the Red Desert of
Wyoming, whispering, “Thank you, thank you.” But not all. In
Dian Parker’s compelling story “Stones in Translation,” a Hispanic
woman, abandoned and impoverished, a survivor of abuse,
retreats to the desert where she, and the child within her, lose
themselves. Cynthia Ezell, on her first solo trip after a divorce,
seeking strength in a fragile time, instead suffers apprehension
at the appearance of a fellow hiker and, later, a moment of terror.
These and a few other contributions are a sobering reminder that
the backcountry experience does not always equate with feelings of
safety and tranquility.
4
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We are well-served by youth in this issue. Brandon Losier
of Ball State University, the winner of our 2020 Undergraduate
Student Essay contest for his essay “How to Run Away,” gives
a heart-tugging account of a young man seeking relief from the
troubles that beset him by escaping to wild places. And high school
poet prodigy Hannah W. Duane, in “Tarn Mind,” takes us on a
joyous free-wheeling romp through her high Sierra spirit-home,
“where redwoods spin avian homes” and “white granite domes are
temples” and “saturated meadows [swing] with paintbrush.”
In response to our invitation for “political writing, however
you construe that word,” we received numerous offerings, and are
proud to feature two exquisitely detailed and informed reports of
the dire consequences of global warming. In “Changing Winds:
Portrait of a Landscape in Transition,” Todd Burritt, high in the
Wind River Range of Wyoming, provides a close-up, dramatic
account of the rapidly changing ecosystem as the glaciers retreat.
And in “More than Ever: What Wilderness Means Now,” Marybeth
Holleman laments “the human footprint [spread] over the entire
planet, and beyond,” while at the same time “believe[s] in the
resilience and tenacity of nature.”
In this time when people the world over have discovered
common ground in a pandemic, it is heartening to be reminded
that other things bring us together as well, as expressed by the
international writers whose work appears in these pages: the pity
that arises in Nigerian poet Tim Fab-Eme as he tries in vain to
“make medicines against death”; Italian Federico Federici’s quiet
note of hope in a season of separation: “Grass flower seeds / will
sprout in late spring / from under an inch of ice…”; British essayist
Daniela F. Sieff’s discovery of the “animal body” she inhabits as
she moves, with exquisite awareness, through the East African
bush; Indian poet Annanya Uberoi’s reminder that (as Thoreau
says) “there is more day to dawn”:
			
… we must sleep well
to wake up in time to taste the tangible rays
of golden light as they lay gentle and godlike
upon the massive rubble of the earth.
Finally, thanks are always in order: to the dedicated team
of volunteers who so willingly bring their energy and expertise
to this enterprise, to the several hundred writers and artists who
DEEP WILD: Writing from the Backcountry
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entrusted us with their work and made our selection process so
challenging, and to readers far and wide who have shown through
their support that a journal dedicated to writing inspired by
journeys to the backcountry has a place in the literary landscape—
and in the knapsack.
Happy wild reading!

JAVELINA.
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The Hushed Needle
Tova Feldmanstern
into the quiet places
i go tumbling
after the cacophony
after the togetherness
after the once and forever loneliness
there is an urge to run
to be gone from the known world
vast and peopled
to find a precious nothing
thread the hushed needle
dig for blood
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Out Here
Quinn Bailey
Walking done right
Is mostly listening
With steps in between,
Stopping to be still long enough
That it feels like
Treason to start again.
Who am I to break this silence?
That is the job of the wren,
Or the thrush,
Or the creaking firs.
I am just a visitor here;
Each crunching step confirms
My citizenship to a different world
Of quickness and improvement.
But out here it is still understood
You cannot improve fresh snow,
Or the glittering throat of the hummingbird,
Or these maple seeds, like angels of spring,
Falling slowly to the ground.

8
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The Exit is the Entrance
Rebecca Young
I trudged across the tanned-hide of desert. Two hours ago
I’d exited a Lost & Found slot canyon in a little-visited corner of
Arches National Park. Thirty minutes ago, I’d drunk the last of
my water. Now, I was maybe a mile from where I’d parked my car
in a patch of bare sand surrounded by desert scrub plants. I was
thirsty, but a Nalgene waited in the passenger seat of my Subaru.
I’d make it out before dehydration became a serious issue. The
earth was rusted over here, cracked rock like a spider-web of sheet
metal shimmering under a delusional sun. The fractured land,
parched mouth, grain-of-sand-suns, infinitude of nothing. Yucca
spears, geometric Prickly Pear, tease of cool-mint Sage Brush,
bleeding red Claret-Cup Cactus blooms. The desert was beautiful,
but I barely noticed as I trudged through the heavy, midday heat.
The canyon I’d just exited had been cool and shadowy, a desert underworld so dark and silent I’d wondered if anyone would be
able to hear me if I yelled. A blinding snake had writhed overhead,
a trick of the noonday sun shining through the narrow opening
thirty feet above me. I hadn’t wondered if anyone would be able
to see me down here; I knew they wouldn’t. The corridor was so
narrow I often had to drag my pack behind me as I shuffled along
the canyon floor sideways, scraping my shoulders and hips along
both walls as I went. I knew I’d left skin cells on the sandstone, a
shard of broken fingernail discarded into the sandy floor, strands
of hair wedged into a forked end of log jammed in the canyon from
which I had just come. I held this knowledge as a selfish pleasure,
my DNA mingling with ancient stone and wood worn smooth by
years of flash floods, the same floods that would soon enough wash
away all trace of me. Only the canyon and I knew I’d been there, a
delicious secret I shared with this place.
Now back above ground, heat bent my back, the sand shifted
under my boots making walking difficult, and I thought of nothing but the artificial cool of air conditioning and the rush of water
down my throat. The desert I trudged through now was common,
tedious, a land that in my exhaustion I tolerated only; it held none
of the aura of the canyon. I could wear the brash claret flowers
over my eyes, see nothing but barbed scarlet, and still I couldn’t
be enticed to leave any part of myself in this desert, could not be
DEEP WILD: Writing from the Backcountry
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tempted to love the dry mouth of it, the rasp and rub of hot air like
sandstone on my skin.
Suddenly a riotous buzz, like the crackle of a livewire. I
ducked, thinking a giant insect had swooped low near my ear, before realizing what I was hearing.
“Snake!” I said aloud. The sound was coming from a mature
sage brush about six feet distant. I backed up a few paces. The
buzz continued, loud, urgent, pervasive. I looked, squinted hard
at the sage’s dark base, knowing to look for the coil among the
flecking bark, perhaps the whir of rattle. I knew what I would
see—copper or silver rectangles marching down the dorsal spine,
the thick body of muscular, braided rope, short, no longer than
two feet at most, but broad-backed. The rectangles might be clear
stamps of charcoal, or they might be faded to dusty desert colors,
just sketched outlines, if the snake was older—the markings of the
Midget Faded Rattlesnake, the only species common in this area.
But I didn’t see it.
The sound pulled me down deeper, much deeper than I had
gone into the canyon, beneath the earth, through the ground-up
bones of rocks and animals and people, and still I didn’t see the
coiled body, the unfeeling eyes watching me. I only saw the depths
of branch and mound of hunkered earth, and heard the terrible
hum, heard it as the air went taut, as the sun chilled, and the day
gaped, the desert opened, as if the roiling began inside my own
head, and in the mouth of the unseen I could’ve sworn I heard my
name.

10
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The Glass Slipper
Clara Mae Barnhart
It was snowing in the Shenandoah’s,
we’d driven eight hours South to escape
it but the cold found us on the second day
of our camping trip; when we woke up the tent
was covered in snow and the dogs were shivering.
We were ridge hiking along the Appalachian
trail and the wind was blowing through my
thrift-store down jacket and I could feel
a blister coming in hot on my left toe.
I hiked along, determined to keep up
with you, to show you that contrary
to my own lingering doubts,
I was strong enough to be your match.
Quite suddenly I lost all resolve and sat
down in the middle of the trail on my pack,
let rip a long list of complaints ending with
the goddamned blister on my toe.
You laughed and told me to take off my shoe.
You told me how much you loved me,
said how cute I was as you peeled off my
musty wool sock. You ripped off a piece of
your own shirt and wrapped the soft fabric
around my toe and taped it up so that when
you were done it looked like I’d grown
a child’s drawing of a foot at the end of my leg.
But as we walked on, it no longer hurt,
and the wind didn’t stand a chance
against the fire you’d stoked up there
on the granite path, snow falling
on mountain laurel all around us.
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Azalea Campground
Clara Mae Barnhart
You mixed about a pot’s worth
of instant coffee into your to-go cup.
You said, “This morning let’s relax.”
Just saying this was enough to make
you feel like you’d rested, to make you berate
yourself to get back to work. Minutes later
you swarmed the campsite, stuffed rain flies
into sacks, counted all the tent stakes twice,
here and there stopping to spoon yourself a bite
of oatmeal from the communal bowl.
That site was spotless in less than ten minutes,
our backpacks fully formed
with bear bins and emergency socks.
Before making our way into the backwoods
we stopped at a grove of old growth trees,
the first Sequoias we’d seen.
You got ahead of me on the trail and finally
sat down on a root the size of a picnic table
under the two-thousand-year-old towers.
A tributary flowed between them; it was a lush year
in California, the foothills an electric green,
phoenix-like after five years of drought.
Birds flew with deft silence
in and out of fallen trees,
hollowed out by age and fire.
I walked up to your resting spot,
laid my hand on your shoulder.
You turned towards me, your face
moved to stillness,
your eyes filled with tears.

12
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Fall Pilgrimage: Some Thoughts on Faith
Cassie Van Domelen
The top of my world is the Matterhorn peak in the WallowaWhitman Wilderness in the northeastern corner of Oregon. Every
fall, I haul myself up that mountain, spend a couple nights in
the glacial bowl of Ice Lake ringed by Eagle Cap’s highest peaks,
scramble up the trail to the Matterhorn’s summit, and try to
convince myself to stand on the edge of everything and look down.
The Matterhorn’s a mountain made of marble, which is
something that still surprises me after all these years. It was
limestone once, the seafloor sediment of ocean creatures, shells
and calcium; then, with enough heat and compression, it heaved
itself up into a Michelangelo-style work of art, white dome all year,
even now, when there’s hardly any snow. When you get closer,
you see it’s actually white with blue veins, and it’s rough—grippy
enough to hold your boots to its crystalline surface while you
climb, like a fly up a wall, straight to the sky.
Got my soul realigned on the mountain. Or something. Here’s
what I know happened:
1. Hiked up a mountain with a 40-lb pack, 3.3 miles up the west
fork of the Wallowa River, then 5.7 miles and 3,000 feet of
elevation gain switchbacking up the flank of the Matterhorn to
reach Ice Lake, turquoise water framed by peaks of granite and
marble, cinder and slate. All I’d done to train for this was lie on
the sofa watching TV and drinking beer. So I pretty much got
what we all know I had coming.
2. My eyes went funny a mile and a half from the top. People’s
faces grew weirdly indistinct, my boots went missing, the
ground got lost, then everything was waves and sparkles, and I
sat down and took off my pack and turned my head side to side
one hundred times while working that acupressure point on
my elbow. Then I went ahead and wrang my own neck. Vision
straightened out. Proceeded with the climb, migraine averted.
(This only works sometimes.)
3. Staked my tent out before the mountain, on a back bay of the
lake. Slept fitfully on a stupid little bedroll, but once I threw
back the fly in the morning, I didn’t care anymore about the
cold, or the ground, or my poor excuse for a pillow.
DEEP WILD: Writing from the Backcountry
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4. Climbed up to the top of the world, where all the peaks turn to
sky. Gusty as hell.
5. Later watched the mountain goats climb to the clouds. They
made it look easy.
6. While watching mountain goats through binoculars, found
humans climbing down the mountain the wrong way, way
off trail, late in the day. Worried/prayed, then finally went
and talked to the old-timers in the horse camp down at the
meadow. They said there’s only one way off the mountain, and
those guys weren’t on it. Resumed my station of worry and
prayer until the hikers found another way down. They seemed
fine. I felt relieved and quietly stupid.
7. Hoarse coyotes ran through the canyon at dawn, singing as offkey as any choir of little old ladies.
8. Mist rose up with the sun, then kept rising until it was so
thick I couldn’t see anything through the cloud I was suddenly
standing in.
9. Something about the dense fog, and then later how it broke,
made me cry uncontrollably.
10. Those guys who came down the mountain the wrong way
passed me on the trail out. I asked if it was them, a teenager, a
dad. It was. Said I’d seen them, kept watch, worried. They said
it wasn’t as hard as it looked, that scree field, the marble knob,
the quick drop through shale and forest. But the kid said it
was good to know someone was watching out. Called me their
guardian angel.
11. I quit feeling foolish, then, and stapled together some more
of my thin theology: if it doesn’t break your heart, you’re not
doing it right; I am my brother’s keeper; I am my sister’s
keeper; and maybe there’s always more than one way off a
mountain.

14
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Tarn Mind
Hannah W. Duane
I.
My world: in the mountains of California—
where redwoods spin avian homes.
Before birth, I crawled inside a gentle nest, peeled bark
skin for a spirit entangled in tree rings: flesh an open feast
for squirrels who chatter in my heart, soak in nutty earth.
My rabbi told me:
“In the womb, you learn G_d’s words.
Then forget as divine finger touches lip,
silences memory and creates Cupid’s bow.
Thus hold divine knowledge always. To study is to remember.”
There is no getting out of primordial petrification:
of skin like soil, glass-glinting in sunlight,
of saturated meadows swinging with paintbrush,
of a sunset turning grey.
I am half mountain-made spirit, and learned
Snyder’s Riprap and the language of simplicity.
White granite domes are temples.
Memories only fade when wood births fungi. 				
									
My soul resides in scree slopes that shift in winter wind,
muted hues mingled with toe-numbing air before dawn,
when down-stacked fleece-stacked thermals go from
shivering to morning sweat: cold on arrival, sap-scented.
II.
My father taught lessons like scroll study:
the proper way to twist ice ax into back-pack,
tri-point orientation on waterproof map,
stuff a sleeping bag,
light a sputtering camp stove,
wake with the summer sun,
DEEP WILD: Writing from the Backcountry
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sit with coffee, lakeside,
to relish morning in sore and stiff body.
The first time my family went backpacking
my sister (seven and strong) asked:
“When does carrying get fun?”
My father looked up at North Peak and said:
“It’s not
the carrying, but
the being.”

PUMA 1.
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Casting Lines on Kaiser Creek
Corey Sparks
He says, “Here’s a neat trick”—
With a deft wrist flick Grandpa sends
the rod out sidearm, and the fly whips
across a placid pool on Kaiser Creek
up under grasping brush just so
to tempt a rainbow. No sea-bound salmon
swim here, far upstream from the dams
on the San Joaquin—those hard-working waters
that for years fed Grandpa’s acres of almonds.
“Here’s a neat trick,” he said.
—That there “trick” rhymes “creek.”
Were you sent back upstream?—
That time it worked, that sidearm flick,
so there was no need to fetch the line
cast across the chinquapin-crowded pool.
Mind, even when it’s cast with care
sometimes the line snags a currant’s
low limb or an alder root—forgiving as iron,
yielding as the time that has hooked
certain sounds from out my mouth,
—“Almond” quit rhyming “salmon”
just like tricky “creek” was damned—
yielding as the time that hooked
Grandpa some few years back.
Go fetch it, or let the snagged line
break—either way another cast awaits.
This isn’t saying something harsh.
The gain, the loss—it comes out in the wash
of a high Sierra creek
where I learned a line-casting trick.

DEEP WILD: Writing from the Backcountry
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The Spirit of an Encounter
—“You can’t get a word out. You just stare for as long as
you can because suddenly it will be over, you will
get your name back and life will begin again.”
			
Craig Childs, The Animal Dialogues

Aaron Denham
Animals are watching. They know where you are, and
their life endures unseen. In their spaces, we are visitors, often
intruders. Many indigenous people recount a time when animals
and humans spoke to each other. Then an irrevocable incident
drove us apart. Perhaps since that moment, each of us uniquely—
through art, poetry, spirituality, conservation, or research—is
looking for the tendrils to bring us close again. Animal encounters
can connect us to something vast, triggering suggestions of what
could be, confirming we are not alone.
The most memorable meetings come as surprises. In the
desert you startle a napping fox, flushing her from beneath a
boulder. Before you find the words to alert your companion, the
fox has bounded down the hill, into the arroyo, and around the
bend, her tail floating. She never glances back. Closeness involves
more than patience, permission, or skill. It takes chance. And with
chance comes surprise. This naked surge of adrenaline and vivid
shock can spawn a bubble of shared immediacy.
The Seven Devils rise 7900 feet above the bank of the Snake
River in Idaho. The prominent peaks have names like She Devil,
Devils Throne, Twin Imps, and the Ogre. They are from a Nez
Perce story about seven child-eating monsters from the nearby
Blue Mountains whom Coyote trapped and turned to stone. A
friend and I were backpacking among them. I awoke at sunrise
and explored the nearby boulders and scree.
On the stones’ far side were mountain goats foraging for
lichen and tufts of grass. I wanted a closer look while they were
down from their ledges. I hopped between boulders and landed
on a precipitous slab. Falling to all fours, I scampered up with
my remaining momentum. On the opposite side, unbeknownst,
a curious goat did the same. We reached the edge in unison and
froze. Our beards were a foot apart. Her head swayed back and to
the right. Such an odd eye taking me in. Let’s look at each other.
Her ears pricked up. I eyed her slender horns. You first, I thought.
18
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Would she headbutt me off the rock? It wouldn’t take much—
friction and fear held me in place. The goat pivoted, sweeping her
shoulders, stiff neck, and head away in one motion. I waited a
moment before peering over the edge to watch her join the other
nannies.
For these moments, nature coded us to flee, fight, or freeze.
The response comes from a primordial part of the brain. Instinct
chooses, but we can temper it, be innovative, if time allows, or
yield to the adrenaline and sprint for our life.
When I was 10, my father and I explored a creek flowing into
Lake Coeur d’Alene, Idaho. He was up the hill on the opposite
bank. Bramble, ferns, ocean spray, and patches of florescent
sphagnum moss filled the thicket. The thimbleberries were unripe.
I paused. A rhythmic thumping came from the brush ahead. It
drummed faster and louder. It sounded big, and it was coming
right for me. I fled without thought. Running downhill I doubled
my speed, leaping, my peripheral vision a blur. This is what
flying feels like. The earth fell from my feet and I sailed off the
bank. Midair, I twisted and grabbed an exposed root to break my
descent. Dank soil rained on my head and poured down my shirt.
The spell broke.
Dad appeared at the edge and extended his hand. “I thought
it was a bear,” I said, flooded with shame. I knew this forest. Why
did I run? How did I miss the drop?
“It was a grouse, you know,” said dad. “A bear wouldn’t do
that.” An amorous bird drummed his wings and I ended up in the
creek, dirt clinging to sweat. This lesson was crucial. Here is where
I learned to stop and think.
There are bears near my hometown. As children, we shared
strategies for managing an encounter. My Alaskan relatives said
you should play dead when attacked by a grizzly. Roll into a ball
to protect your organs. At night, I imagined myself in a tight
curl, readying my pocketknife for the final struggle as a grizzly
descended on me in the damp forest.
Black bears differ. You can scare them or fight until they
lose interest. “Run downhill,” said a man I met while fly fishing.
“You know, that’s where they’re the slowest. Their front legs are
short.” I was skeptical, and he’d been drinking. But soon a pattern
emerged among all the advice. No matter how much you want to,
don’t turn your back. Don’t run. And don’t bother climbing a tree.
Bears will follow.
DEEP WILD: Writing from the Backcountry
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The Wenaha River is in the northeast corner of Oregon
near the Washington border. Its low elevation makes it ideal for
fall hikes. I was backpacking solo up the river into the WenahaTucannon Wilderness. The sun warmed the brisk air, golden
cottonwood leaves glimmered, and bear shit was everywhere. They
were black-and-raisin-colored jumbles, filled with seeds, husks,
and whole, unchewed berries. The bear was gorging itself.
I kicked a pile off the trail and soon forgot about the bear. A
few miles in, I paused at a narrow passage carved into the basalt
to give way to a man and his pack horses traveling downriver.
I continued upriver then decided to backtrack to a flat section
nestled in a bend. It was a good spot to explore and camp. Leaving
the trail, I walked through dry grass and past ponderosa pines,
thin saplings, and brush. My mind wandered as I traipsed. The sun
would soon recede behind the canyon wall. I’d build a small fire
with pine needles and down branches to cut the cool air and heat
my chili.
The peace broke. Frantic thrashing came from the bushes in
front of me. Are the horses in there?
The thicket exploded. This was not a grouse. A black bear
erupted into the clearing at full speed. It was running right for me.
Time stopped. This was the only real moment. The rush of the
river, gone. The chipmunk, silenced. The unwelcome 1980s song
repeating in my head, smothered. There was no breeze. The bear
maintained its course.
Craig Childs described how animal encounters can be so vivid
that they detach from time. A bubble forms around the moment,
rendering it otherworldly, spiritual. In this meeting, the bubble
fixing our fate was visceral. This was elemental, not ethereal.
No way. I followed the bear’s paws amid a rotary gallop:
at one instant all four were together—the bear floating above
the earth. Swaths of fat and fur heaved in rhythm. I heard a
resounding thud with each stride. It seemed like a dream. But this
was not a dream. The bear bolted closer.
A lone ponderosa stood behind me with slick, scaly bark. Four
people joining hands could not embrace its trunk. Its branches
were beyond reach. This clearing had no options. Maybe a water
exit? I wouldn’t make it to the river in time. I remained frozen in
disbelief. Think.
I unbuckled my waist strap. I’m more agile without the
backpack. It might offer better protection on, but this wasn’t
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a grizzly. I hefted the pack up and off my left shoulder. With it
situated atop my right arm, I prepared to throw. If my timing
worked, I might hit the bear and scare it off. If not, it would at
least be something to put between us.
With the pack raised, I started to throw.
But the bear made a 90-degree turn and hustled up the
canyon side. The pack fell to my feet. It was over.
I stepped forward and marked the bear’s path up the hill.
I considered following—I felt we had unfinished business. The
flood of relief carried a twinge of disappointment. Did I expect
something more?
The sound of the river returned. A breeze picked up. “Did you
see that?” I asked the hills.
It is easy for people to misinterpret animal behavior and view
their encounters through fear. The bear wasn’t after me. It was
not ferocious. Startled, the bear might not have realized what I
was until I moved. The horses ahead of me sent it into the thicket.
The river and the vertical rock on one side, and an eroding hill
with scattered basalt columns on the other, hemmed the bear in.
The way out was through me. When I heaved the backpack up, I
became another obstacle to avoid.
I made camp far enough from the adrenaline-soaked scene. I
stoked the fire and peered into the shadows. Sleep was elusive.
Some people see these encounters as sacred moments of
communion. We want animals to reach for us, guard our spirits,
share their wisdom, and pass us messages from beyond. If more
of us welcomed this view, we would be better neighbors. A part of
me wants to embrace this animism. Doing so enlivens the world,
amplifies meaning, and makes me feel vital.
Over time, my impulse to speculate why and build a scaffold
of fantastic meaning grew, yet sterile rationality prevailed. But I
concede the bear and I did share something divine. The sacred
was in the mutual panic and myopia as our options unraveled into
one another. For an instant, the bubble enveloped us and stopped
time.
In the morning I awoke to a blanket of clouds. I lingered with
coffee and a journal, listening to the river. I replayed the moment,
seeking to divine each detail. It was noon before I retraced my
steps in the light rain. As I left the clearing, I nodded in gratitude
and cast a plea over our encounter, asking it to last.
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Storm at Toleak
Alex C. Eisenberg
The night is silver flashes
of crashing waves
and high tide howling loud.
Rips of wind and rain
against the rattling tarp
pull hard against p-cord
tied to lifting driftwood
dragged through soaked sand.
Trenches at the edge of tarp
fill and flow under us
small in our shelter
shivering but not daring to move
surrendered alone awake
as the will of the wild reveals.
The world is ending, I think,
here at the ends of the earth—
angry air eroding sea stacks
tearing its own shore asunder
towering a primal terror
over all our civilized pride.
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Chenega
Maria Kochis
They were an expedition of seven: Danny, a wildlife
photographer from Toronto, Harrison and Marge, a married
couple compiling their life lists, and two college girls from Texas,
Lucy and Stella. Plus she and Frank, wilderness guides. The ferry
dropped them off on Knight Island. The women slept in one tent;
the men in another. She slept, like Frank did, on an air mattress
out in the open. If she lay on her right side, she could look into
the rainforest. If she lay on her left, she could see the bright
Chugach Mountains: white and then pink and then salmon. And
if she raised her head a few inches she could see Frank. He was
sitting and reading on some logs in the middle of the cove, close
to the tide line, the last person to lie down, the first one up in
the morning, setting up the stove, making coffee and oatmeal.
In between, he would fall so deeply into sleep, she could steal in
close; she could lie down beside him, touch her nose to the back of
his neck.
She could have but she didn’t. It was his way, when he was
leading an expedition, to carve out some space for himself at
night, to separate a bit from the group, and tonight she felt his
need for space was greater than usual. Maybe it was this place,
this Alaska. The spaces so huge and bountiful a person didn’t feel
the need to share; everyone, at least in a group this size, could
have as much light and space as they wanted, could revel in it,
wallow around in the beauty of the place like that elk she saw, on
the bus ride to Whittier, on its back in the mud with its legs up, its
hooves kicking.
Emily had never been to Prince William Sound before, but
she had heard Frank talk so much about the islands, each and
every one struck her as deeply familiar. Squirrel Island, with its
heavy matting of moss, felt on her bare feet just as she expected:
spongy and wet in the hollows, but everywhere else, lush and
caressing. Copper Bay was truly shaped like a heart. Not like a
human heart, with its complexity of chambers and valves and
hidden compartments, but a fantasy heart, something drawn
by an infatuated school girl; they camped near the cleft, above
swimming holes crusted in barnacles, and across from the kind of
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plunging cascade that made the whole scene look like it belonged
in a tropical paradise.
The eagles were a surprise. They were nothing like hawks.
Their cry, not a scream at all, but an eerie kittering. So was the
sweetness of raw sockeye on pinches of rice, the abundance of
bears at Humpback Cove.
She knew the sun wouldn’t set until after eleven, and that the
sky, for hours beforehand, would quiver with violet light; what
astonished her was how much she missed it: the dark. So much
so she knew she could never live here, in Alaska, no matter how
beautiful or wild or untrammeled it was. To be deprived of night
for months on end. To see, always, the hands on the ends of your
wrists when you wake from a dream and recognize them as yours
was not something she was willing to cope with. At home, if she
got up at night, she never turned on any lights; she preferred
to float to the sink or the toilet, stumbling, bruising herself
sometimes, but more likely to wake in the morning not only not
knowing where she was, but who she was: the beginning of each
day a true beginning.
And of course, the glacier itself wasn’t quite what she
expected. For their honeymoon, she and Frank had gone to the
Torres del Paine in Patagonia and had seen the magnificent
Grey Glacier. But Grey was mostly silent (she can recall only the
thunder of a single avalanche), whereas Chenega expressed itself
constantly in the harrowing language of storms.
An hour after unpacking, they paddled out to the glacier.
Frank instructed them to stick to the middle of the bay, rather
than hug the shore, where a large swell might bash them against
the rocks. They should paddle hard if they saw a wave coming,
towards it rather than away; if they paddled away, the wave might
slip underneath their kayaks and cause them to surf.
They drew close enough to feel its breath. Cold face, cold
hands, her hair getting moist. Danny got the closest; he took a
frenzy of photos. When Frank told him that was far enough, that
he should turn around, he didn’t listen. Later, he said he never
heard Frank yelling. But the glacier stayed quiet as an animal with
something new to watch the whole time they were out there. She
remembers how difficult it was to turn the kayaks around when the
time came; their rudders, in the grip of a powerful current, didn’t
seem to work.
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Later that afternoon, the group decided to make pizza. It was
a sunny day, and there were a lot of flat black rocks where they
could spread the dough. Frank came over to tell her he was going
for a walk.
Emily helped the others for a while but wasn’t really in the
mood for gabbing, or sitting under the tent like this with the sun
so warm and gentle, a father’s hand on her head, so after a while,
she took her notepad and walked to the rocky northern edge of
the bay to watch the ice floes. The bay was like something out of
a fairytale, glowing with strange and wonderful castoffs. Soon,
she was sketching them, trying to render the ineffable—cold
hearts, blue souls, and milky silences. For what purpose, she
didn’t know. The floes, with their fragile borders, their evanescent
beauty, couldn’t be captured by the art of pottery. She would need
something else.
But it was funny. After a while, her mind began to journey.
She saw Frank’s hand, with its scraped knuckles and blond hairs,
push away the Fool’s Huckleberry, heard the grunts and snuffles
of animals deep in the brush. The thin cascade Frank bent his lips
to chilled her mouth. Sitting alone on the rocks by Nassau Fjord,
she could smell the sweat off Frank’s neck, like cut-open lemons
dipped in the sea.
She had always known she loved his body, loved it more than
her own. She hadn’t known she could slip into his skin.
A warbler broke her trance. She saw not just the floes
anymore, but the world beyond them. She saw the glacier. And
something in red moving close to the glacier. She picked up her
binoculars.
Danny. Of course it was. She should go after him. Later, she
wondered why she didn’t, why she just sat there watching him
watch the glacier, taking his photos. And then: the unthinkable.
A huge shard of ice broke off from high up on the glacier and
plunged into the bay.
The wave was immediate. For a second, Emily thought it had
sunk the kayak, but after a moment the boat surfaced, streaming
water like the back of a whale, and after a minute, Danny’s head
bobbed up next to it. And that was the last thing she saw because
she had chucked the binoculars on the ground so hard she broke
the lens; she was shouting and climbing over the rocks, slipping,
banging her knee, reaching the hard pebbles of the beach. The
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wave turned her around. She made for the highest nearest rock,
which wasn’t that high, but the wave wasn’t headed straight for
her, like it was for the camp. The others must have seen it too.
Already they were running, making for the alders. Five minutes
later, the cooking tent collapsed in the swirling wash. Two of the
kayaks were dragged into the sea.
By the time Emily got to him his lips were blue. She did a
classic T rescue, emptying the water out of his boat by rotating
the prow. He needed to pull himself in, even though he was barely
moving. She yelled at him. She pleaded. There was nothing she
could do. She couldn’t haul him in. She would tip herself. She
couldn’t drag him to shore, still in the water. It would take too
long. Danny held onto her deck lines and stared, his eyes glassy.
She snatched a palm full of water and flung it at his face.
The first couple of times he tried he couldn’t make it,
slumping back into the waves, head lolling, a little smile on his lips
every time, but she yelled at him to keep at it, keep kicking as he
pulled himself up, and somehow he managed it at last, and then
the cowgirl roll into the seat. His hands were too numb to get the
spray skirt around the cockpit, so she just hooked the emergency
line to his boat and paddled like crazy.
It wasn’t the catastrophe it could have been; Emily kept
reminding herself of that. The waves hadn’t reached any of the
individual tents, protected by the dunes. Everyone’s sleeping bags
were dry. The cooking gear had been swept away, but some of it
had come back to them on subsequent waves, like shipwrecked
treasure: they gathered it up with grateful arms. Most of the food
was still in Frank’s kayak and hadn’t been touched. All the flour
was gone, the dried tomato paste and spices. They had rescued
both kayaks the wave had dragged out, which hadn’t drifted far.
Danny’s paddle was lost. There was a good chance it was
floating somewhere in the vicinity of the glacier, but she wasn’t
going back for it. Nor, she said sharply, was anyone else. Perhaps
the next group to camp here would stumble upon it, or maybe it
would float all the way to Valdez. It didn’t matter. They had two
spares.
The real loss—the unforgiveable loss—was her radio. Harrison
had taken it out of her dry bag to listen to the weather. He’d left it
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lying on the stump when they fled into the woods. Now, the only
radio they had was with Frank.
She waited for him impatiently, casting her eyes on the
dark patch of woods into which whistling he had walked. On the
one hand, she knew he would blame her for leaving the group,
removing her watch on them for so long. Those few hours a day
when he went on his walks, she was supposed to be in charge.
She braced herself for the cold wave of accusation, sure to come,
but hoped it would just be the one, there and gone, and then the
realization of what she’d done, what she’d accomplished, would
wash over his features like golden light.
Danny himself took a long time to get warm. He sat shawled
in a sleeping bag for hours near the fire Harrison built up into
roaring proportions: cheeks red, eyes glittering as with a fever.
Every so often she took his pulse: forty five beats a minute. On
the slow side, but not dangerously so. At least, she didn’t think so.
Frank’s pulse, at rest in bed, was never over forty nine.
They spent all of the next day searching. Not Stella and
Lucy; Stella was scared of the bears. They stayed at camp, in
case Frank came back. She was worried about Danny, the state
of his body after yesterday’s long immersion, but she was more
worried about Frank, who had never in all their wilderness trips
together not returned to her. Danny stayed close by her side,
even as she bounded over rocks, flew through the forest, bleating
Frank’s name. They didn’t find anything, not a chocolate wrapper,
not a footprint. Occasionally, she paused, closed her eyes, and
tried to feel where he was, and the fact that she couldn’t—had no
intimation of his body—scared her more than anything.
That night they discussed what to do. It was more than a
day’s paddle to Main Bay, where they were sure to encounter
boats. Frank had charted a course that took them far outside of the
fishing channels, so they could have a true wilderness experience;
the only other boats they had seen, up until now, had been three
kayakers in Copper Bay, and that was five days ago.
Someone would have to stay here, she told them, in case
Frank emerged and was injured. She wanted it to be her. She
wanted to stay and keep searching. Danny might be able to lead
the group out. He was a good navigator, and most of the way to
Point Noelle looked protected. But Danny didn’t know basic rescue
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techniques. She could teach him, but it’s almost impossible, after
just one skills session, to work something like that deeply enough
into muscle memory.
The more important truth was that her faith in Danny’s
judgment had started to slip.
They were her group now. She would have to take them out.
In the end, the old couple stayed, Harrison and his wife
Marge.
“At least you’ll have more time for birding,” Emily said, trying
to put a positive spin on the situation.
Marge shrugged. “Our notebooks are gone. Washed away by
the wave.” Her voice quavered with sorrow. Harrison put a hand
on her shoulder, to stop her from saying more.
She stayed sweep, Frank’s old position, so she could keep an
eye on the pod at all times. One of the floes spun towards her as
she slid past: a smooth-skulled penitent, her hands clasped, to ask
for grace or benediction, Emily didn’t know. Her eyes flew away,
locked on Stella, her hair bright as a signal fire. They turned left
out of Icy Bay. When they left Dual Head behind, the waves picked
up, choppy wind-waves full of slop and splash, but no whitecaps,
not as far as she could see.
They entered the shoals of Dangerous Passage and the waters
calmed, but it was slow going, they were fighting the tide, the
current more forceful through the long, narrow channel. By the
time, they reached Point Noelle, everyone needed a break. They
had already paddled over twenty miles. They had at least ten more
to go.
Emily walked along the black sand beach, assessing the
swells, while the others got the stove going. From here to Main
Bay, the shoreline was much more exposed. It would be safer to
make such a trip in the morning, when the wind calmed down. On
the other hand, she couldn’t be sure of the forecast anymore, with
the radio gone, and the clouds in the eastern sky were starting
to bank. If she did push on, she would have to leave Stella and
Danny behind. Danny, in particular, showed marks of exhaustion:
a winter pallor to his skin, his eyes darkly smudged. Lucy could
probably make it, even though it was clear, by this point in the
expedition, that Lucy didn’t like leaving Stella; she had persuaded
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Stella to join the trip in the first place and now felt responsible
for her. Splitting up the group even more seemed like a really bad
idea, but so did the notion of leaving Frank wherever he was in the
forest another night. Emily paced and paced, trying to work it out.
In the end, she decided to stay. The wrong decision. In the
early hours of the morning, a storm swept in, stranding them there
for three days.
They had left the cooking tent with Harrison and Marge,
to shield them from the cold breath of the glacier, so they had
to make do with two heavy-duty plastic tarps, lashing one high
up in the alders, so the smoke from the cooking fire wouldn’t
choke them, and stringing the other at a diagonal to the beach, to
protect them from the wind. At night, around the campfire, Danny
told stories about his trip to Zimbabwe, photographing lions.
Their golden eyes were still haunting him. Yes, lions had been
photographed many times before (and painted and carved before
that, the darling of artists for eons), but this might be among the
last times, the thing his grandchildren might gather around the
table to hear.
“You? You got to see them? Lions in the wild?”
The strange duality of that. To live so furiously in the moment
and be so prescient of the future. Emily looked at Danny lying
there, in the flickering firelight, and saw that it was wrecking his
head.
On the second day, she remembered the cabin. It was owned
by a native family Frank was friends with—their last name escaped
her—and every time he camped at Point Noelle he made sure to
visit. It was a fishing cabin. They always left the door open, in case
someone needed shelter. Maybe they would have a radio.
Stella and Lucy stayed behind, to keep a lookout for boats.
Emily wasn’t sure where the cabin was, precisely, so she and
Danny took the only trail leading out from their camp. Other
smaller trails crossed it. They wandered around for most of the
day. She led and Danny followed, his eyes glowing green in the
gloom of the forest.
They knew they were on the right track when they started
seeing junk: a mossed-over mountain bike; a pile of rusted crab
traps; a rowboat caught in the trees. Had a giant wave washed it
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there? The cabin was on the edge of a quiet finger bay. The door
was unlatched, just like Frank said it would be. A single room
with cots, a sofa, a scratched-up coffee table, a couple of board
games. A tiny kitchen with a sheet of mossy linoleum on the floor,
an ancient cast iron stove, a wash basin with no faucet. A window
above the basin like a landscape painting. A wide-mouthed
paint can with a spray of feathers. Strings of tiny buoys, big as
Budweiser cans, crisscrossing the ceiling; wooden paddles crossed
on the walls.
They searched every drawer, every cupboard. In the middle
of the room, Danny took her by the hands. She remembered,
suddenly, how the glacier had tumbled down to him. In another,
darker age, she might have thought he was a sorcerer. A weather
maker.
But they were all weather makers now, she reminded herself.
The last thing they did before they left was sit on the sofa,
break open a jar of peanut butter, and eat it with their fingers.
On the morning of the fourth day, Emily woke to blue skies.
She roused the others and began to pack. Lucy made oatmeal and
coffee. While they were eating, Stella noted the wisp of something
on the horizon and picked up her binoculars. Whales, she called
out. After a moment, she passed the binoculars to Lucy. They
hadn’t seen orcas since the ferry ride to Knight Island, thirteen
days ago. Lucy stood up. “They seem to be heading for us,” she
said, bemused.
A few minutes later, it was still true. They were still coming,
visible now to the naked eye.
When the whales got close enough for them to see the notch
in the fin of the big bull, Danny dropped his spoon and coffee mug
in the sand and ran for his camera. He sprinted for the tumble of
black rocks jutting out into the water. Stella and Lucy followed,
and so did Emily, cursing the delay but unable to stop herself,
too much a part of the group by now to ignore the pull of their
speeding legs. And if one of them were to lose their balance?
The whales steamed right by them, headed for the shallows,
two babies, two females, and the bull. When the sea pulled back,
the chin of the big bull was resting on the banking sand. The third
wave floated him out. He cruised, parallel to shore, back and
forth, back and forth, like any old swimmer. The other whales
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stayed seaside of him, in slightly deeper water, making big looping
circuits, their bellies flashing green whenever they rolled.
The wonder of it and the surprise. The flush of certainty
that filled her. They would kayak out of there and alert the Coast
Guard, and the Coast Guard would take her to back to Nassau
Fjord. The old couple would be there, a little worried but not worse
for the wear, and Frank would be there too: mollified, tendered,
eager to see her. Full of feeling, his eyes would search for her on
the rail of the cutter. Frank, as he was before, in most ways, but
from now on a man willing to break all his own rules. He would
stop worrying about the future so much, his dying and leaving her
alone to cope, which is what he’d been doing for some time—she
knew that now—assessing her with the eyes of a man who would
have to leave her on her own someday, and wanting to reassure
himself she had all the skills she needed.
The orcas left the cove, finally, done with their sensual rites,
and she moved quickly off the rocks and towards their pile of gear. 		
They would leave within the hour.
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An Observation About Winter in Narbona
Federico Federici
This birch tilts towards the North Star,
blind, in the biggest snow of the year,
under the blank axis of the skies.
This oak too bends under the thin air
materialised on a weedy clearing,
where much-trodden-on leaves of dark
eddy, at aimless angles, sewn together.
Winds concentrate their work and rake
through these ancestral hulks: red
cedar, black ash, basswood, black
locust, sassafras, red spruce, buckthorn.
Grass flower seeds
will sprout in late spring
from under an inch of ice
when this birch, now fallen
silent, answers bud to bud
and leaf to leaf.
An impenetrable nest on this elm,
a breast wherein a light-hearted lark,
long since asleep in its birthplace,
breathes. What were twigs are loose
wings, what was full green is
the shadow of the departed flock.
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Changing Winds: Portrait of a Landscape in Transition
Todd Burritt
1. The Story is Melting
In late summer, 2013, Jen and I left our worksite deep in
the Wind River Range and began a two-day walk back to our tiny
apartment. We followed a route I traveled three years earlier
which, though tedious at times, I pitched to her with original
excitement: what it feels like to connect vast wilderness to your
bedroom door, one step at a time. As our coworkers started down
the trail, twelve miles to the truck to be home in time for dinner,
Jen and I pointed the opposite direction and couldn’t contain our
grins.
We spent the rest of that day off-trail, in thin light and
steady wind, linking great blocks of high plateau. Goat Flat, No
Man’s Pass, Downs Mountain. Miles past the highest scraps
of timberline, we tipped our highpoint and started descending
toward an ice field called the Continental Glacier. Its long
gleaming path promised a reprieve from so much boulderhopping.
Stepping onto the ice, my field of vision simplified to a
blinding hoop of horizon, white-meets-blue, and a few piles
of talus in burnished gold clusters. I let my steps fall loosely,
feet skating in a slush of crystals, as I drifted toward a smudgy
reference point on the opposite side. Drawing closer, I wondered
what I was seeing. It looked like mud—but at an elevation where
hardly anything visible to the eye could grow, and even the flats
were built from boulders, mud would be complicated. Mud raised
more questions. So I reminded myself of what I already knew.
Much has changed within the few seconds of geologic time
that humans have occupied the Greater Yellowstone. 12,000 years
ago, glacial tongues unfurled from cirques to river basins. 6,000
years after that, a megadrought drew the level of Yellowstone Lake
down below its outlet. Through it all, life adapted. Warm periods
drove timberline uphill, or down into the beds of evaporating
lakes, and I started to imagine we were approaching the detritus of
an ancient forest floor, once exiled by the sun to 13,000’.
When we reached the edge of the glacier I took a minute to
entertain my theory. Indeed, the dark material smelled like a tidal
flat. It was fibrous and spongy. Right off the bat I thought I found
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a decomposed twig—then, just as quickly, I realized I was deluding
myself. Jen couldn’t figure it out either, and soon we wandered off
toward a small summit. One of three capping that high section of
the Continental Divide, I call them “the Molehills”: despite their
humble profiles, each commands a unique view off a different
aspect of the massif. The top afforded an overview of the glacier we
crossed, with its dark splotch, and more splotches along our route
ahead. But there was no insight to be had. Smoke from distant
forest fires veiled the broader panorama, and without an excuse to
linger, we descended in silence.
Moving north again, we sought the margins of the glacier for
easier walking. I’d scrape my fingers through the pervasive mats,
impatient with the mystery. One pinch resembled a scramble of
insect parts, but mostly you’d call it muck. Then, crossing one
rotten drift, there was no longer any mistaking it: we walked on
grasshoppers. It was like a focus dial twisted, and the ground’s
staticky texture sharpened into details of skin-crawling familiarity.
Saw-toothed legs knitted terraces across a rivulet’s path. Pea-sized
crania with vacant eye sockets lay sorted like graupel. Freshly
exposed by the receding ice, this moldering mess lined the glacier
in a bank that was inches thick and, oftentimes, dozens of feet
wide. I paced a couple of manic circles. It stuck to my boots. In
most places the components remained vague and unspecific, but
then we’d find better-preserved specimens, some of which were
grasshopper-complete. Looking north, the deposit continued
indefinitely with the ice.
We resumed our walk slowly, in disbelief, stopping here and
there to hunch over the mealy exoskeletons. I don’t think we said
much. It seemed to change everything, though we couldn’t say
how: here were insects on a geologic scale.
Admittedly, I could’ve prepared myself better for the
grasshoppers. My first clue, had I chosen to think about it, was the
fact that glaciers named for grasshoppers are surprisingly common
in the region I call home. There are two named “Grasshopper” in
south-central Montana, in addition to a “Hopper,” and a fourth
lay just south of where we walked in the Wind Rivers that day. If
I ever did consider this fact, it was dismissively. I’d seen wayward
insects on glaciers, and the birds that come to peck at them—not
to mention snow fleas lower down in the forest, jittery little iron
filings that congregate into carpets on spring snow. Every day in
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the mountains brings more leads than I have the time to follow
up on, and my sanity depends on letting some things slide. But
when I’m plain slow to comprehend what’s going on, like I was
with those grasshoppers, it’s because the world works on a scale
grander than I’ve taught myself to dream. Allow the challenge in,
when it is sweeping and harmonious and too big to ignore, and
you will never forget why you go outside.
Back at home, I found my way to some overdue reading
on the Rocky Mountain Locust. Like the legendary flocks of
passenger pigeons—which blocked out the sun one year and
vanished the next—the story of this once-prodigious life form’s
sudden extinction can hardly be exaggerated. The largest locust
swarms were estimated to contain trillions of individuals and
to rival the biomass of the pre-Columbian bison herds. While
researching the physical and literary records of American locust
swarms, Jeffrey Lockwood found other parallels between these
two keystone species. Both held similar roles in the nutrient cycle,
and both were targets of annihilation efforts by western pioneers.
Ironically, it wasn’t a declaration of war that brought down
the locusts, but the processes of domesticity. Plows, irrigation,
erosion, and cattle were all it took to collapse the complex ecology
of the intermountain west. We will never know how much was
lost in the process: the locusts were simply one of the more visible
extinctions. The last living specimen was noted in 1902.
Based on carbon dating from other samples in the area, the
locusts we found might’ve been 800 years old. After taking flight,
the swarm probably got mixed up with a cold jet stream, which
froze and released them where the wind was at work building
a glacier along the lee of the Continental Divide. There, the
dead persisted long after the living died out—now, the glacier
is what’s dying. Not long after locusts surfaced from the bestknown Grasshopper Glacier in the Beartooth Mountains, the
accumulation zones of that body shrunk away, and it functionally
ceased to be a glacier at all.
Jen and I were lucky: we happened along as the sun burned
through one of the more arresting pages of a glacier’s miraculous
life. No sooner are remains exhumed from the ice then they
begin to decompose. Several years passed before I visited the
Continental Glacier again, and by that time, it was all I could do
to find a single recognizable abdomen from the undifferentiated
mush.
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There’s no question the locusts quieted Jen and me that day.
They derailed our sense of scale and introduced a theme of loss
to a landscape of eternity. Having begun our walk as an escape
from human influence, expecting lands of immutable power and
timelessness, some lesson in vulnerability was clearly overdue.
2. The Sometimes-Lake
September 6th, 2003. In the last constriction of Dinwoody
Canyon, northeast Wind River Range, where the creek opens up to
slake the desert, an automated USGS gauge assigned numbers to
the flow. It was about seven cubic meters per second—typical for
the slow wind-down of late summer, when, aside from the diurnal
ups and downs that correlate air temperature and snowmelt,
nothing much changes for weeks. Then, in the absence of either
recent rain or higher temperatures, the water began to rise. It
doubled in volume, then tripled. If anyone was watching as the
gauge passed 23 cubic meters per second—an average year’s
maximum for spring runoff—they couldn’t have known that the
inundation sourced to just a single tributary of a tributary of the
Dinwoody, where the impacts were historic. Two days later, the
torrent climaxed at 36.5 cubic meters per second. Trees crumpled
into pounding foam. Boulders ripped from stream banks, and
thundered toward the plains.
Over the months that followed, Forest Service employees
studied the flood from the ground, air, and office. They named it
the Grasshopper Jökulhlaup: Grasshopper being the glacier that
birthed the event, jökulhlaup a Swedish word for what is otherwise
known as a Glacial Lake Outburst Flood, or GLOF.
There are several catalysts for GLOFs. Volcanoes,
earthquakes, ice walls calving enormous pillars, structural failure
in a loosely piled moraine—all of these circumstances can trigger
the sudden release of disastrous volumes of glacial melt water.
I first heard about such phenomena while going to college in
Missoula, Montana, where there are interpretative signs right in
town. Every forty years, they say, for two millennia, a water body
half the volume of Lake Superior ruptured a lobe of the Cordilleran
ice sheet and raged westward, gouging the lava beds of Eastern
Washington into what’s now called the Scablands. One diminutive
sign directs the reader’s eye to a pattern of horizontal stripes that
traverse the grassy mountains on the edge of town—those aren’t
more logging roads, but ancient lakeshores.
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The Grasshopper Jökulhlaup was much smaller, of course.
Aerial photographs dating back to 1966 reveal a body of water
pooling uphill of a long tongue of the glacier. Through the
warming temperatures of subsequent decades, the lake grew as
the ice shrank. It wasn’t until 2003 that things reached a tipping
point. It started with a trickle of water rolling over the top of
the receding glacier: that’s all it takes to erode a channel in ice.
When that trickle is backed up by a large reservoir, the process
snowballs. All told, 650 million gallons of water—a thirty-acre
lake—broke from twelve thousand feet. Investigators that visited
the site afterward found a bizarre promenade, with guttered and
grottoed walls, melted through a half-mile of ancient ice.
As suggested by Glacial Lake Missoula, GLOFs often occur
cyclically. Forest Service hydrologist Liz Oswald concluded her
2003 report, Jökulhlaup in the Wind River Mountains, Shoshone
National Forest, Wyoming, with an arresting cliffhanger: “It
is likely that continued warming and melting of glaciers in the
Wind River Range will result in future and perhaps more frequent
outburst flood events.”
August 2nd, 2013. I awoke to another day on the job. Days of
travel from my supervisor’s office, I checked in for the morning
on a satellite phone. The shorter the sweeter when it comes to
phone calls in the wilderness—mine follow a basic formula: “All’s
well. I’ll camp at Ink Wells tonight. Have a good day.” But for
once there was news: three miles downstream from my camp, the
Downs Fork dumped a freakish flash flood into Dinwoody Creek
overnight. While the outfitter of a nearby hunting camp was out
scouting for rams, his camp was inundated. His visiting family
members, along with a sixteen-year-old wrangler, escaped to a
rocky knob with a dome tent, where they now sat stranded with
a couple of horses. Our trail crew was moving over to help them
to safety. That’s all, no great emergency. Besides: “It’s happened
before, about ten years ago. Grasshopper Glacier,” our receptionist
told me. Some lost association turned over in the back of my
mind—an illegible scrap of memory. I asked for details, but she
couldn’t say. With assistance on the way, and no way for me to
help, I shut off the phone and continued packing up. In two days
my work itinerary would not only allow me to see Grasshopper
Creek for myself, but I would need to cross it on foot.
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Reasoning that there could only be so much water, I didn’t
worry that the crossing would be dangerous. Two days later, the
final approach tested my confidence. When the creek was still a
hundred yards off, a terror sounded through the thick pine. In the
last fifty feet, I kicked through debris marking the climax of an
incredible flow. Silt plastered the trunks of trees four feet off the
ground and greased the meadow grass like a head of hair. My first
order of business was to see if I could possibly ford the thing, or
tightrope on a fallen tree. I found it violent and off color—anything
but normal—but passable in the right spot. This discovery left me
free, for the moment, to explore a strangely altered environment.
Granite walls augmented Grasshopper’s roar into a seashell’s
feedback loop of white noise. Everything was loud and inescapable
enough to make me a little frantic. I followed a game trail that
wound through grouse whortleberry and directly over a ragged
drop-off to the water below. Stepping up to the edge, the cataract
mesmerized me, until I noticed an overhang eaten into the
cutbank. Extending behind the heels of my boots, it could’ve
collapsed at any second. This realization made my entire scalp
prickle. Ten yards on, the phantom trail returned from over the
brink.
In Downs Basin, a treed flat where Grasshopper joins the
Downs Fork, the creek had thrown its banks left and right and
erupted in fresh braids through the surrounding forest. But it was
shallow enough and I found my crossing. In the middle of the
creek bed, where the water was fastest, I steadied myself by the
trunks of dead, grey spruce— eerie reminders that this wasn’t the
first time the water broke all the rules.
August 11th, 2013. We had six days off from work and were
back in the territory, young and alive and unwilling to miss a
thing. After years of admiring Wyoming’s highest mountain from
below, Jen and I decided to cram in an ascent at the end of an
eventful trip. A pre-dawn start put us on top before eight in the
morning, where we spent one dreamlike hour—standing, strolling,
and glassing the scenery under a sky clean and blue. Later, safely
below Gannett Peak’s steepest sections and almost back to our
tent, we kicked off our boots to enjoy “first lunch.” This low-key
celebration, at which we’d eat our fill of peanut butter and raisins,
would also mark the start of a long, business-minded push to get
back to our car as early as possible the following day. The demands
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of another workweek were already elbowing into our minds. But
before we could finish our food, a pall of cloud washed in from
the west and the temperature chilled. We booted up and made for
camp in a hurry, toppling inside the tent as hail pelted our heels.
Our next objective was the trail—only one mile away, but a mile
of freshly exposed terminal moraine. In its hasty retreat from a
barrage of Wyoming droughts and record highs now lasting over
a decade, the Dinwoody Glacier has shrunk a half-mile uphill
from the perimeter illustrated on the 1991 quadrangle. In its wake
lies a no-man’s land of unconsolidated rubble bulldozed from
the vertical terrain of its upper cirque. As the weather continued,
we teetered across this boulder field, ankles torquing on radical
planes, fleece gloves soaked in sleet, trying to escape.
At once the moraine ended and the storm broke. The canyon
widened and we put the East and West Sentinels behind us,
mountainous thugs charged with scowling down mortal passersby.
Their scaly granite shoulders, etched with chalky lines of new
snow, beamed painfully in the sun. Still we needed to keep
moving, to stave off the permeating chill. Slush filled the trail and
my occasional step hydroplaned out from under me. But in time I
was back in the rhythm of the walk and rational thinking returned.
I began processing the thousand things we’d seen—including
something unusual, something I didn’t expect. A shimmering lake
lay just a couple miles north of where we stood on top of Gannett,
cradled by the Grasshopper Glacier. A lake I didn’t think was
supposed to be there. Wasn’t that the same one that had fallen out
last week, disemboweling creek beds and rerouting bends before
dumping feet of sorbet-soft silt in the meadows? And now it was
back?
Big Meadows, evening, home stretch. It was easy to forget
we’d stood on top of Gannett that same day. The grand scenery
never let up, but my wide-eyed enthusiasm ran out miles ago. Only
the thought of reaching camp, and a reprieve from trail pains,
could still engage my mind. Blank-brained I turned a corner near
the intersection of Downs Fork and Dinwoody Creek, where a
bridge would usher us into the last stretch before camp. Then I
halted: the trail was drowned at a slopping bank of milk water. I
needed a moment to let this development sink in. Water sheeted
through the green forest, roiled over logs. On a heavy load of
suspended silt, bobbing pinecones and branches floated by. I could
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see it but I couldn’t think it. Grasshopper—which joins Downs
Fork three miles upstream—had flooded again.
Sometime between our departure from the top of Gannett and
our arrival at the Downs Fork, the Grasshopper Glacier burped
another deluge. That inexplicable lake raced us downstream in a
parallel drainage, then cut us off from the trailhead. A lake that
refilled and re-emptied in hardly a week. Could that even be true?
Years would pass before I’d find a precedent. In this case, I
suspect, water didn’t go over Grasshopper Glacier—it went under
it. When a glacier is subjected to enough hydraulic pressure from
an uphill water source, water that is also melting its way under the
glacier and pushing up on it, it’s possible for the glacier to float
like the giant ice cube that it is. As the ice rises, the waters rush
underneath; when the discharge eases off, the glacier can resettle,
staunching the flow, and allow the reservoir to refill.
But as I stood there, stopped in my tracks, I didn’t have a
theory. It wouldn’t have helped if I did. Fifty yards downstream
of us and just out of view sat the Downs Fork Bridge, pride of
the Wind River Ranger District trail crew. It was built over an
entire summer season with hand tools and native timber after
the preceding bridge, built by the Civilian Conservation Corps,
was taken out by the first Grasshopper GLOF in 2003. When I’d
last seen it, ten days earlier, the deck was burdened with a logjam
from that week’s flood. Trunks and root wads jack-strawed twelve
feet out, clogging the space between the pilings. This focused the
tremendous inertia of the torrent on the deck, and floodwater
boiled around both ends. The bridge looked imperiled then, and if
it was gone now, we weren’t getting out any time soon.
I zipped off my pant legs, stepped into sandals, and ventured
the flooded trail. Downs Fork rushed on like an interstate: solid
white tractor-trailers. The water was glacier-cold, opaque as
cream, the color of ash. I sought high ground and slid blindly
on greasy-fine silt into caving holes and burrowing currents.
Inundated saplings waved as in a windstorm. I didn’t need to go
far before I could see: the bridge was still there. When I returned
to Jen and stepped back onto dry ground my bare legs needled
from the cold. Much better to stay numb. We locked fingers and
crossed together. Reaching the bridge required balance moves
across a swirling logjam that wanted to roll us into the current.
We shouted over the noise. I quarreled with an unfocused sense of
outrage: this flood was wrong.
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But once on the bridge, an island under siege, we felt stable
enough to spend a moment. Ivory splashes slid through our
bloodless toes. Of the deadly tide that surrounded us, only a boom
and a sway translated through the deck. Maybe one crack would’ve
rocked us to the Atlantic, but at the end of an endless day, my
mind was fresh again. And to beat it all, I was damn happy to be
there. If the glacier was trying to kill us, that meant the glacier
wasn’t dead just yet. And it meant that we weren’t, either.
3. Accommodating Change
Despite being small and perfectly out of the way, Snowbridge
Lake grabs the map-reader’s attention. Larger lakes cluster to
the north, south, and west, but only Snowbridge has a name. In
September, 2011, I worked my way down to its south shore from
a ridge of bedrock. I was wandering after work, humoring my
curiosity, and now I wanted something more. I wanted this lake’s
distinction on the map to manifest personal discovery—something
exciting and novel, something that could be mine. And I especially
wanted to explain to my stomach why I was so far from camp
come dinnertime.
In other words, my motives were external, and therefore
my first reaction to the lake was disappointment. It was just a
cramped little gem like all the rest, hemmed in by plateaus filed
to points, with cliffed-out shores and unstable slopes. Another
little gem, and I was no longer in the mood. I came for the
exceptional, but here were the same old boulders, and stiff hedges
of krummholz to tear at the arms. While weighting a boulder in the
final approach I heard several more shift above it, grinding loose
a smell I know from under the dentist’s drill—and a reminder of
the Minnesota pastor who was pinned to death nearby in 1998.
When I did reach the shore it hardly registered, preoccupied as I
was with the map of pain and suffering to come. It was a long day
getting longer still; in fact, I pitied myself. Yet I knew the only hard
part would be emptying the brain, keeping on, trudging forth. So I
turned my back to my non-discovery and continued downstream.
And that’s when the surprise presented itself: a tunnel bored
through an immense drift of winter white, just over the outlet’s
rim. I crossed and re-crossed this bridge of snow, I took pictures
and marveled. The formation was not a glacier—that is, it wasn’t
moving of its own gravity—but it was composed of old ice, the
concretions of years, a landmark.
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Years later I descended toward Snowbridge Lake again,
this time with a companion. I didn’t mention the bridge. I just
pushed through the obstacles like before, and smugly withheld the
surprise that meant so much to me. I didn’t doubt its capacity to
amaze, and since our trip was nearly a month earlier in the year
than my previous visit, I had reason to believe that the frozen span
would be even thicker and more luxuriant than the first time. But
as I led him over the outlet and looked down, there was no bridge.
Just rock, the creek flowing, and a withered scrap of ice that I
could’ve stepped over.
There are times when winter deposits more snow than
summer can take away. The stockpiles morph under their own
pressure, achieve life, sculpt land, and guarantee a flowing tap
all summer long. That period is not current. Glaciers exist in the
Wind River Range, but they are not surviving. When the last one
is gone, there will still be winter snows. There will still be flowing
streams. But a pantheon of gods will have deserted the mountain.
Privileged as I have been to walk among these doomed giants,
I’ve had to accustom myself to the melancholy sight of large, bare
swaths of ancient ice, exposed to the sun in mid-July. Some of
them have no accumulation zones at all. This means that, having
already lost the blanket of protection afforded by the previous
winter’s snows, these glaciers have to endure as much as two
months of borrowing against irreplaceable stores. Pages rip from
singular history books.
Even with no snow bridge, Snowbridge Lake remains.
Its signifier, in ceasing to be literal, now allows for personal
interpretation. For me the name represents a time in my life: a
period attached to a belief that the mountains guarded timeless
truths and unchanging forms. The belief served me in my attempts
to escape “civilization,” human folly, and uncertainty itself. But it
wasn’t meant to serve me forever. The more I followed it the more
I learned, and the more I learned the less I could ignore.
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One Foot
T-M Baird
He left. We may never know why. But the paper
that no longer feels papery when you read it
read, “Five degrees sooner than we feared,
the only glaciers we have are cracking apart.”
And as the sun bled out its last light one more time, maybe
he felt his foot caught in that crack.
Maybe the rupture in the ice was sticking to his shoes,
and instead of shaking it off, he said, to hell with this.
Tomorrow morning, I am going to wake up
breathing air.
You can’t expect a man whose whole life has been love
to watch someone die without reaching for Her.
Reaching for something, a bandage. A patch
of color for a bleached coral reef
will cost more than a few words of rage.
We will have to offer up our organs,
grow new spines. Out of the deep
we may never come up. But that is not something
love concerns itself with. If I had children,
and only one body to hold together long enough
to show them the last fjords still streaming with fish,
I don’t know if I would even bother to pack
a fishing rod. I’d gather up everything I could
of my heart, cram it into a backpack, tighten
the shoulder straps, lace up my boots, kiss the kitchen window
goodbye, and go. And from there, the logic
follows you, quiet and faithful as the wind.
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Reborn on the Chattooga
John Manuel
The rain started around midnight, a scattering of thumps
on the tent fly that soon became a steady downpour. I listened to
Jackson’s breathing in the sleeping bag next to mine. At least he
could sleep.
Somewhere down in the valley, the Chattooga River was
rising. I knew that at a height of 2 feet on the Highway 76 gauge,
the big hole would start to form on the rapid above Sandy Ford. At
2.5, Bull Sluice would be a raging beast. What the river would be
like above that level, I had no idea.
Hidden deep in the folds of the Southern Appalachian
Mountains, the Chattooga River was the logical next step for me
and my 13-year-old son. We had successfully run North Carolina’s
Class II Nantahala River in a tandem canoe. The 13-mile stretch
of the Chattooga known as Section III was considerably more
difficult, but I felt we could make it down safely at normal
springtime water levels. Even before Jackson and I had left our
home town of Durham, the Chattooga was running higher than
normal. And now this rain.
I knelt inside my goose down cocoon, head in hands. Where
should I draw the line and cancel the trip? How could I know
whether I was leading my son on a grand adventure or disaster? I
asked God for an answer, but heard only the wind and rain.
At first light, I backed out of my sleeping bag and donned a
rain jacket and pants. Outside, the woods lay shrouded in fog. The
kitchen tarp sagged under its load of rainwater. Without thinking,
I pulled down on the edge and caught a blast of cold water in the
face.
Keith emerged from his tent and stared at the sky.
“Wow, that was some rain last night,” he said.
“Yeah, I thought I’d go down to the bridge and check the
gauge. Want to come?” I said.
“No, thanks. I’ll get breakfast going.”
I drove down to where the Chattooga swirled beneath the
Highway 76 bridge, parked on the shoulder and slid down the
embankment. I had decided that if the gauge reading was 3 feet or
above, Jackson and I weren’t going. The gauge read 2’11”.
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The rest of the crew was up by the time I returned—Michael,
Roger, Charlie, and Randy. All were canoeists, except for Randy,
an expert kayaker. When I relayed the news about the river level,
Randy just shrugged. His brother, Charlie, was more circumspect.
“Is that too high for you and Jackson?” he asked.
“I don’t know. I’ve never done it at this level.”
“We’ve got some good paddlers here,” Keith said. “We can
always bail you out if you get into trouble.”
I weighed the options—Jackson and I could sit around camp
all day and wait for the others to return, drive five hours back
to Durham, or trust that we could make it down the river with a
little help from our friends. I roused Jackson and explained the
situation.
“Whatever you think is best, Dad,” he said.
Most fathers pray for the trust of their thirteen-year-olds.
But we can’t know everything. Our judgment is not always to be
trusted. I took a deep breath. “Let’s do it.”
We drove to the trailhead at Earl’s Ford and dragged our
canoes the half-mile downhill through the dripping forest. The
canopy of poplar and oak glowed lime green, the leaves newly
emerged from their buds. I’d always associated that color with
hope, the promise of warm weather and outdoor fun. But today I
felt only worry. I stepped into the clearing and surveyed the river,
swirling silent between a wall of rhododendrons.
“This doesn’t look too bad,” Jackson said.
I nodded. “It gets tougher farther down.”
As the rest of us inflated the airbags in our canoes, Randy
jumped into his kayak, paddled out to midstream, and practiced
rolling. Oh, to be able to flip a boat and get back up without
taking on a drop of water! Like a lot of whitewater canoeists, I’d
been sorely tempted over the years to switch to a kayak. But my
loyalty to the canoe, honed from childhood, and the brotherhood
I’d formed with my fellow canoeists kept me from making that
change. At least my current canoe, a sky blue Dagger Caption, was
designed for whitewater with a heavily-rockered hull to ride over
the waves, air-bags for flotation, and seating placed close together
for better balance.
I slid the canoe in the water and dropped into the rear seat.
As Jackson settled in the bow, my heart sank. My 13-year-old son
had grown a half-a-foot taller since the last time we’d canoed. I
couldn’t see a thing past his helmeted head and shoulders.
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“When did you get so big?” I said.
“What do you mean?”
“Your head is blocking my view.”
“What am I supposed to do about that?”
“I’ll figure something out.”
As we set off from Earl’s Ford, I set the canoe at an angle
to the current to give myself a better view downstream. Jackson
didn’t like it.
“What are you doing, Dad? Keep the boat straight!”
“I will as soon as we hit the rapids.”
War Woman—the first of the named rapids on Section III—
appeared on the horizon. Right off, I noticed a backward curling
wave spanning the entry chute. Michael, paddling out front in his
solo canoe, blithely took the wave at an angle and flipped upside
down. He bobbed to the surface, wide-eyed and sputtering, and
swam the boat to shore.
“Fuck, this water’s cold!” he shouted.
“We need to stay away from the middle of that wave,” I said to
Jackson. “Stick as close as you can to the rocks.”
Jackson drew the bow to the right. We only clipped the edge
of the wave, but if felt as if a watery hand grabbed our stern and
yanked it sideways. My heart leapt out of my chest. It was still
pounding when we eddied out at the bottom.
“Good job,” I said, as much to calm my own nerves as to
reassure my son.
Roger followed our line and came through upright, but his
deep-set eyes were caves of worry. More and more, as we tackled
tougher rivers like the Pigeon and the Chattooga, Roger’s smile
was giving way to a frown. Keith and I worried aloud that his skills
were falling behind ours, that it was only a matter of time before
he got into trouble. Still, Roger insisted on coming, and we were
not about to turn him away.
Beyond War Woman, the hills closed in and the Chattooga
picked up speed. Nameless rapids sprouted daunting haystacks
several feet high. We dodged left and right, trying to avoid the
worst of these waves, but water poured over the gunwales and
sloshed around the hull.
Jackson moaned, “My feet are getting soaked.”
“Wiggle your toes. Keep ‘em warm.”
We arrived at Rock Garden, the Stonehenge-like cluster
of mid-river boulders made famous as a backdrop in the movie
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“Deliverance.” Normally, one drifted through this stretch with
plenty of time to admire the rock formations, but today, the
current pulled us along at a runner’s clip.
As if entering a crowded room, we emerged from behind the
boulders to the head of a roaring rapid. The Caption started to
buck, and I leaned out for just a second to see ahead. Just like that,
we went over. Ice water closed over my face. I broke the surface
and caught my bearings. Jackson was swimming just ahead of me,
the boat to one side.
“Keep your feet up!” I yelled.
Waves broke over my head—three, four, five. I rolled onto my
side and started kicking to shore, paddle in one hand, stern line in
the other. I tried to stand at the river’s edge. The water-filled canoe
swung at the end of the rope and pulled me off my feet. I kicked
again, grabbed a root dangling from the bank, and dragged myself
and the boat ashore. Jackson crawled out in front of me and stood
shivering on the bank.
“Help me with the canoe,” I said.
“I can’t. I’m freezing.”
“Great. Just stand there doing nothing.”
Keith arrived and helped me flip the canoe.
“I can’t see a fuckin’ thing in this boat,” I said.
Keith nodded. “It must be tough.”
With the boat secured, I turned back to Jackson. He had yet to
move from his spot on the sandbar, shivering in a rain suit useless
against the cold. I put my arm around him and rubbed hard.
“This wasn’t your fault,” I said. “You were doing fine.”
“So what happened?” he asked.
“I leaned out to try to see the rapid.”
“I thought you weren’t going to do that.”
I said nothing. Our boat was designed for an experienced
tandem team where the bow paddler called out the route. Jackson
wasn’t ready for that, which meant I had to keep putting the boat
at an angle or leaning out to see.
Returning to the river, I dropped back to the middle of the
pack and managed the next few bends without incident. In the
distance, jets of spray danced above a broken horizon—Dick’s
Creek Ledge. Normally, half the ledge was above water, allowing
paddlers to pull their boats up on it and scout the passage to river
left. Today, the entire ledge was underwater and the passage a
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maelstrom of cross-currents, one rock throwing off a rooster tail of
white spray six feet high.
“Looks like the only way is to go over the ledge,” I said. “It’ll
be a straight five-foot drop.”
“We can’t see what’s at the bottom. Could be a mean
hydraulic,” Charlie said, referring to a backward-spinning wave
that can trap unsuspecting boaters.
While the rest of us huddled like ducklings on the rock, Randy
jumped into his kayak and paddled straight down the left-hand
chute. In one perfect motion, he launched off the half-submerged
rock, rode the rooster tail through the air, and landed upright at
the bottom of the ledge.
Roger shook his head. “Your brother’s got balls, Charlie.”
I told Jackson I was going to put him out on shore. “This one’s
too dangerous to run tandem,” I said.
Stepping out on the right hand shore, I was able to get a
good look at the base of the ledge-turned-waterfall. There was no
hydraulic, just a turbulent mound of foam. I paddled back out to
the rock where the others stood and relayed the news.
“It’s a straight drop all along the ledge,” I said. “One place is
as good as another.”
With that, I turned and paddled to the edge. The bow pitched
downward. I held my breath, dropped through the air. The hull hit
and leveled out. Piece of cake.
I waved my paddle overhead, signaling the others to come on.
Everyone landed upright, surprised as I was at their good fortune.
Even Jackson sounded upbeat when I reached him onshore.
“I could have run that, Dad,” he said.
“Yeah? We’ll do it together next time.”
Beyond Dick’s Creek, the gradient increased. Rapids
came back to back, their steady roar drowning out our shouted
commands. The river forked around a wooded island. Paddling
just ahead of me, Charlie dropped into a hole between two waves
and emerged with a boat full of water. I angled the canoe for a
better look.
“Dad, what are you doing?”
I hurried to bring us back in line. Too late. We hit the hole
at an angle and started to roll. For an instant, everything hung in
the balance. I thrust my upper body to one side, trying to counter
the roll. This can’t happen again, I thought. I won’t let it happen!
Over we went.
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When I surfaced this time, we were moving at a dead run.
A fallen tree lay halfway across the channel. I yelled at Jackson
to get away. He started to swim, grazed the jagged end and spun
free. Just as I slipped past, the canoe slammed into the trunk and
pinned.
Another drop loomed ahead. I swam for the island, clawed
at the rocks until I found one I could hold. Randy flew past in his
kayak, chasing after Jackson.
“Grab the stern loop!” he yelled.
With Jackson clinging onto the rear, Randy paddled hard
for the island. They made it to the shallows where Jackson let
go and tried to crawl onto the rocks, but his elastic cuffed pants,
ballooned up with water, held him down.
Keith and Charlie ran their boats ashore.
“I’ve got Jackson,” Charlie said. “Help John with the boat.”
Keith and I scrambled back up the bank until we got to the
fallen tree. The boat was pinned ten yards from shore with the
bottom facing upstream, a good sign in that water was not pouring
into the hull. From either end, bow and stern lines fishtailed in the
current. If we could reach one of those, we might be able to pull
the boat loose.
I studied the tree—an old loblolly pine that had broken off
about ten feet above the ground. The trunk lay at a forty-fivedegree angle, its battered crown stuck in the raging river.
“If you’ll give me a rope to hold onto, I’ll crawl down there,” I
said.
Keith frowned. “You sure you want to do that?”
“I can get down all right, but I might need help getting up.”
Randy arrived with a length of rope, which he lashed around
the broken stump. I wrapped the rope around one arm and laid
myself across the trunk. Sliding backwards, I eased down the trunk
until my feet touched the canoe. I kicked at the hull. Nothing. I
lowered myself and kicked again.
“Fucker’s pinned tight,” I said.
Keith pointed at the rope trailing out from the stern. “Can you
get ahold of that?”
I glanced down. No way to reach it with my hand, but I might
get it with my foot. I dangled my neoprene bootie in the current
and hooked the underside of the rope. Twice it fell off. The third
time, it stayed.
“Gimme some tension!”
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Keith pulled on the safety rope, and I started scrunching my
stomach, inching upward like a caterpillar. An arm’s length from
the bank, I handed the stern line to Randy. He gave it a yank, and
the canoe swung free. Charlie grabbed the boat as it drifted to
shore.
I stepped onto dry ground and headed down the bank to
check on the boat. Keith and Charlie blocked my path.
“You and Jackson need to get off the river,” Keith said. “Sandy
Ford is just around the bend. You can pull out there and hike up
the trail.”
I stared back. No one had ever told me to get off a river.
“You don’t want this to be the last time Jackson ever canoes,”
Charlie said. “If you flip again, that could do it.”
Jackson huddled on the shore, lips blue, shaking from the
cold. They were right. I had no business even thinking of going on.
“You might be able to hitch a ride back to camp when you get
to the road,” he said. “If not, it’s only a couple miles walk back to
the put-in. I’ll give you the keys to the van.”
I relayed the news to Jackson, explaining there was a takeout
just around the bend.
“I’m not getting back in that canoe,” he said.
“Jackson, we’re on an island. We have to paddle off.”
I ushered him to his seat, promised once again we would not
tip over. But there is no bargaining with a river. Within seconds of
pushing off, we were back in the whitewater. We hit a rock, spun
three hundred sixty degrees. Jackson grabbed the gunwales.
“Get me off!” he wailed. “Just get me off!”
Finally, the rapids subsided. A sandbar emerged on river
left. I drove the canoe onto the bar and jumped out to hold it fast.
Jackson stepped on shore, wiped the tears from his eyes.
“We made it, buddy,” I said.
The rest of the crew pulled in beside us. Hands reached out to
pull the boat ashore. We rolled it over and drained it out.
“I guess we’ll see you this afternoon,” Keith said.
He held out the keys to the van, a medal of defeat. I knew this
was the right thing to do, but the sight of my friends gathered in
their boats, heading off without us, was almost more than I could
bear.
Then, Roger stepped out of his canoe.
“You know, I’ve had enough of the Chattooga for today,” he
said. “I think I’ll hike out with John and Jackson.”
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“You don’t have to do that,” I said.
“No, I want to.”
I fought back the urge to hug him. No doubt, Roger was
worried about his own safety. But he was doing this for us, too,
for me and especially for Jackson. Out of all the people present,
including myself, Roger was the one guy who knew what my son
was feeling.
As the others headed down river, we gave them a good-bye
wave.
“Thanks for helping me,” Jackson said. “You guys saved my
life.”
I slung the bowline across my shoulder and started up the
steep, muddy path, dragging the canoe behind. I thought of Jesus
carrying his cross up Calvary Mount. I was no savior, but I felt
truly blessed. I’d lost Jackson as a canoeing partner. Of that I was
sure. But I—we—were spared the ultimate sacrifice.

KANGEROO RAT.
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Barbed Wire: An Old Growth Border
Karina Lutz
Two rough bulges of burl nearly gird the tree.
See the cut in the bark where maple grew
around barbed wire
and where wire still comes through one side
and droops to the ground.
Rust flakes from the wound wire made.
On the other side, wire still pulls
taut to the next tree,
it, too, scarred. Follow
strands from tree to tree.
On this side of the line,
the trees are younger. On the other,
much older. There, leaf litter layers deeper,
infused with fine roots
and hyphae of fungi
who have always crossed the line.
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How To Run Away
—Winner of the 2020 Deep Wild
Undergraduate Essay Contest

Brandon Losier
The sunlight glanced off the Appalachian Mountains for the
last time, shooting off crimson and yellow hues, before sinking into
blues and purples behind the rocky face. The grass was dry and
unyielding as I crawled into a hammock between two nearby trees,
curved into a smile between the dimples of bark holding me up.
The sun was gone, and so the only light left was the dying campfire
that needed more wood, a dying lantern, and the light from my
phone. A few missed calls were displayed from various friends
who had seen my location enter a different state. The blue screen
shone on my face, blinding me momentarily in a fluorescent shade
of white. I was alone in the woods, my car nearly a two-hour hike
east from here, with only a tent nearby, my dying phone, and my
thoughts.
Being alone with your thoughts was such an alien idea to me
before college, but when you learn what it means, it’s suddenly so
viscerally real that you have to wonder when you really ever had
company. What was it like to think with others? To have genuine
company? At what moment did my dorm room transform, the
maw of the doorway swallowing me whole, leaving me inside—and
everyone else outside?
My roommate had moved out the second week, his dad’s
money making it possible for him to afford to live at the nicer
dorm, the one with AC and heating. I, meanwhile, had spent the
remaining fifteen weeks alone in that room, the architecture of the
building blocking the sun for all but five hours a day. I would lie in
my bed and count the hours. One, two, three… I would eventually
stop going to class. I would eventually stop going out. A new
semester started, and fifteen weeks turned into thirty three.
People live alone all the time, and yet they usually choose to
do so. My exile was of coincidence and chance—with each passing
day I would curl up on my bed, no thoughts to keep me company
anymore. Just an existence between dreams that was filled with
the sound of a motor whirring outside, a steady hum that, when I
hear it now, jerks me awake in fear that I’m somehow still there,
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and it is just a dazzling dream that I survived that school year in
seclusion.
When that eternity ended, I had only a few things: my bags
and a letter. The bags were mostly trash bags, filled with clothes
that had sustained weeks of wear without wash. The letter though
was much more embarrassing, and too much to look at. I had
shoved it in my backpack and tried to forget about it.
The letter was from the school. A letter in result of my poor
academic performance that school year. The letter was proof that
when the worst was thrown at me, I couldn’t handle it.
I gave up.
Now, in the mountains, I was alone again. I didn’t have the
ceiling tiles above me to count though, just the branches looming
up overhead, threatening to collapse onto me given the worst
opportunity. Greying shapes that pointed in different directions,
to different outcomes. “Go this way!” one said. “No, no, this way!”
another demanded. I wasn’t sure which way to go, if there was a
difference, or if I should listen.
The branches still pointed anyways.
I watched as the battery on my phone drained, slowly
and steadily. Eventually the need for an emergency cell phone
outweighed my boredom, and I clicked it off for the night, in case
anything bad were to happen and I needed to send off an SOS.
And I looked up again, without any light to distract me. The
branches weren’t grey anymore. They were black hands covering a
moonlit sky. I realized in that moment why I could see as well as I
could—it was a corn moon.
The first time I decided to run away, I did it in the middle of
the night. I had never done something like that before, but would
start doing it regularly, especially once I had a car. But that night,
I didn’t have a car. I didn’t even have a learner’s permit. I couldn’t
even buy T-rated games yet, much less plan a getaway. My
parents’ words had finally driven me away, in the same way that
any rebellious teen eventually must strike off, but most rebellious
teens aren’t being blamed for nearly making their parents get a
divorce.
I had stormed in my room, the thunder of my silence rocking
the walls and shaking the curtains. I shook with shame and fury.
I waited hours, just existing in my room like a tumor, needing to
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get out for the survival of the rest of the house. But I couldn’t go
anywhere.
Until the moon came out. A corn moon. The light was like
a softer sun, shining over the neighborhood and showing me
something I hadn’t really looked at before. Beyond the neighbor’s
house, I could see, just between the trees, a corn field. Shining
under the corn moon.
“Look here!” The moon seemed to give me an out. “This is
how you can get away!”
I looked out the window. It was almost too easy.
That’s probably why I thought it was a good idea to jump out
of a window from the second story.
I landed on concrete, which hurts from half the distance,
much less the fifteen feet I jumped. I landed and took off running
in the middle of the night, alone. I was getting out.
I got over the fence of my yard, only barely having the wind
knocked out of me, and started getting farther away. I only had
two more goals in front of me: another fence, great. And a dog. Not
great.
I huffed in air and blew it out in puffs as I worked myself up,
adrenaline making me just go without thinking.
My feet pounded on the grass, racing across the distance
between the two houses, and I jumped over the chest-high fence.
Well, I climbed hastily over it. And loudly. The dog started up,
barking; I wasn’t sure from where though. I was already running,
my stride getting longer and longer as I used the muscles in my
legs to propel myself farther with each step, faster. The dog though
had twice as many legs to propel itself forward, and a lot more
practice chasing down its prey than I had running away.
And I forgot about the last fence, and this one was twice as tall
as the one I had just gotten over. Who has a privacy fence facing
the woods instead of the front?
I didn’t have time. I ran, I ran, I ran, oh god it is getting
closer, I ran, and I jumped.
My hands reached the top, the wood scraping against my
palms as I found my grip. As I got one leg over, the dog, a smallish
mutt, reached the fence and jumped up, barking at me like the
intruder I was.
The lights of the house turned on. I didn’t have time to stop,
too afraid of the owners looking over their fence for me; I kept
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running, my breath battering in my chest like a professional
kickboxer kicking in my ribs.
I didn’t have time to stop—so I kept running.
When I stopped, I was out of the woods, literally, and deep
in the corn field. I couldn’t exactly look around, and the stalks of
corn were cutting into my arms like razors. I hadn’t noticed until
blood was streaming down my arm. I looked up at the moon, still
shining, and wondered if I had gone the right way. I had a second
to think but decided to keep going. I shouldered my bag and
started walking. I pulled my sleeves down to protect my arms, but
the scar on my arm today is proof of the dangers of running away
without thinking.
The next morning, my parents found me asleep on the couch,
covered in bandages and surrounded with notes, the remains of
discarded apologies I had tried to write. I was dead asleep and did
not wake until much later in the day, but when I did, I saw that my
notes had been answered.
I had tried to write an apology. I had fallen asleep before I
finished, but my parents replied anyway.
We’re sorry too. Put the screen back on your window and eat
some food. We love you.
I lay there alone for the longest time in my hammock, just
looking up at the black hands covering the sky. Eventually, I got up
and moved, my head tilted back so it brushed against my back, like
a kid in amazement at a flying sleigh on Christmas.
The stars were really beautiful here.
In college, from my dorm room, I could only see part of one
constellation. Ursa Major, or at least part of it, that jutted up above
the building that blocked the sun. I could see it from the cracks
in the blinds that covered my window and counted off the stars.
Mizar, Alcor. We had to memorize all of them for Astronomy. Why
we did, I wasn’t actually sure.
Now, I could see it clearly, all the stars. That, and Ursa Minor.
Draco. Cassiopeia. Delphinus. I was by no means an expert, but
this view could make any man point up at the sky and trace the
pictures he could see. How could anyone not? The floating orbs of
light, just out of reach, showing images and glimpses of the future.
And the moon? She was beautiful. Full and bright.
Then I tripped over my fireplace and landed in the ash.
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The cloud that formed after that was probably grey and white,
floating up and down in the soft breeze that tickled the trees. But
in my sight, I could only see tears and blackness as I coughed the
ashes out of my lungs, my asthma kicking in harder than it had in
weeks. I stumbled for my backpack, trying to wipe the soot from
my eyes. I pulled from it my emergency kit in which, thankfully,
I had remembered to pack my inhaler. After shaking it, still
coughing, I brought it to my lips and saved my lungs from hell.
I breathed deeply, the air clear again, and looked back up. The
stars were still there.
I pulled off the clothes that I was planning on wearing that
night, and slipped into the next day’s clothes, hoping that it
wouldn’t result in them being miserably smelly. I poured water
over my head to clean the grime from my face. Satisfied, I crawled
into my hammock.
I remembered one night, when I couldn’t sleep in the dorm
room alone, I had curled up beside the window, wrapped in a
comforter and pressing my head against the glass. I waited and
waited. I didn’t have a clock and couldn’t bear looking at my phone
any more with the migraine that was eating at my brain. I sat and
waited instead.
I counted the hours.
One, two, three…
I was a bad counter, a bad judge of time, because I counted
way too many. Or the next day was just especially dark. I counted
and the sun did not come up that day.
I looked up from my hammock now and counted the stars I
could name.
I was almost falling asleep when I decided to look at the letter.
I remembered telling my parents I had flunked my classes.
And they did not understand. I couldn’t tell them how I had
spent so many days locked away in my room, unable to find the
will to wake up and go to class. How the cold had seeped into my
bones, and I couldn’t afford another blanket, let alone find one
in the dead of night. I couldn’t tell them what I had learned, that
eventually even your thoughts leave you when you’re alone for
long enough.
They didn’t understand that there was a difference between
being alone and being isolated, between being alone and being
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lonely. They thought that strength of character was enough, but
they were never more than an hour away from their parents, had
taken many more years than me to move out. They did not know
what it was like, when the beast of your cell swallowed you up and
you knew you were causing it to choke so it might spit you back
out. The daily grind was now the grinding of teeth into flesh and
bone. I was isolated, one of three survivors of my dorm’s hall who
stayed until the end of the year. People would leave in the middle
of the night without warning or goodbye. I may have run away
before, but at least when I did I was home by morning. There was
always a morning and a reason to come back to face it. I didn’t
leave people behind; I just made my own space. When I ran away,
it always reminded me why I was staying in the first place. I could
give up, but I chose to come home.
I don’t remember falling asleep that night, I remember
waking up with the sun brightly gleaming off the horizon of
mountains. I remember the reds and golds reflecting and shining.
I remember it was like fire.
I remember realizing that it was morning. It was time to go
home.
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Desolation Wilderness
Matthew Andrews
In my dream I am a different man: a
light wave curved in a black hole, a
shadow self cast long by the sun.
When I step out of the tent,
into the deceiving chill of October,
there are stars speckled like glitter,
little cracks on the porous edge of darkness
where the light of another world
bleeds through, like a finger outstretched.
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Good Choices
Diane Gansauer
“You’d tell me if you thought I was making a bad decision
to head out there today, right?” Despite careful preparations,
checking and re-checking lists and the latest trail reports and
weather, I always feel a bit nervous as I’m getting to the trail. It
helps my nerves if I talk with a local pro. The shuttle driver, who
had checked the weather report in detail before picking me up in
Lander, replied with hearty encouragement that I’d be fine. “You’ll
get rained on today, but nothing serious.” With that, we continued
to Atlantic City and a short distance beyond to my starting point
into the Great Divide Basin. I had made my one and only previous
attempt to cross the Basin 18 months before by bike. Mistake. I
wasn’t experienced with long-distance bike travel, especially if bad
luck hit, which it did, in the form of impassable mud. Mud that
was a hybrid between pudding and taffy. Mud that lasted more
than 50 miles. Mud that I later learned sent other bike trekkers
off the trail at the same time I came off, which made me feel
better about the choice to quit. The same shuttle service that had
dropped me off in 2017 was now taking me back in, but the bike
was at home. I learned that I’d rather be on my own two feet than
on wheels.
I was carrying five days of food—more than enough to get
to Rawlins. I was looking forward to making more miles in a day
than I can in the mountains. And I was openly peeved that the
people I was going to share the shuttle with had bailed because of
the weather report. They had chosen a later departure time than I
wanted, but they were the first to make a reservation, so their time
choice prevailed. They canceled 15 minutes before pickup, so there
I was on their schedule and they weren’t even in the truck. I was
ticked, but I also wondered if they made the better choice.
By noon on the trail, the skies were darkening and I was
putting on rain gear while I ate lunch. A few raindrops hit my
map as I headed south for another hour or so. From under my
hood, I was primarily watching the skies in front of me. I should
have turned around more often. A flash behind me was followed
immediately by a loud crack over my right shoulder. I was in a
draw between two knolls, so I wasn’t the highest thing around,
but the distance from me to the thunder bolt was way too small.
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Shedding poles and backpack, I ran to some sage bushes partly
up the hill so I wouldn’t be at either the lowest or highest point.
I wanted to distance myself from anything metal, but not go
more than 50 yards from my gear so I wouldn’t lose track of it. I
hunkered down in a small depression next to the sage and waited.
I would be nailed to that ground for one-and-a-half hours.
The storm didn’t move so neither did I, except to cover my
pack, grab a poncho, and then retreat back to my sage brush. At
the last minute before leaving home, I had thrown a bright yellow
poncho into the pack—extra coverage in case a storm was more
than my light rain jacket could handle. Good idea, ridiculous
color. I think it was left over from a kids’ fishing fair years ago,
but I still had it because it was tightly wrapped in its package and
very packable. I now looked like a big yellow bump in the Basin…a
bright yellow gum drop that had dropped from Valhalla when the
thunder god started hurling bolts. The rain was so relentless that
even my good rain pants were compromised, but at least I was
covered.
I also noticed that I was calm. Damp, a bit cooler than I’d like,
but calm. There wasn’t reason to be calm, because the seconds
between the flashes of lightening and the sound of thunder were
not measurable in five-second-per-mile increments. The storm
was on my location. The wind was gale force and nonstop. The
rain came in varying degrees of pelting. If the energy had been
connected to a beast, the creature could hardly have been more
single-minded.
I was completely silent, but about an hour into the experience,
I heard words coming from deep in my mind, very clear and
calm words. “Diane, what are the pronghorn doing right now?”
Pronghorn are abundant in the Great Divide Basin, and for the
most part, when they see you, they run. I couldn’t imagine them
running in this storm, so I replied out loud, “I guess they’re
hunkered down like I am.” Immediately a response, “Well, they’ll
be okay and they’re bigger than you are.” I started laughing.
Thunder cracks and pouring rain for more than an hour now, and
under my gum-drop poncho, I was laughing. It felt very good.
As the storm moved a few miles away and the length between
raindrops spread out, I got off the ground and picked up my gear,
including the soaked map I had tossed when I was startled by the
first crack of thunder. I trudged down the trail with a pace that was
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rather stiff from having sat in the cold, curled in a ball. Silently,
I crossed over two small hills before the sun started to come out.
At a fence shielding a spring from intruders, I stopped, spread out
clothes and gear, and re-grouped. I checked the wrinkled map,
ate a snack, dried out, and purposely took some time to get over
feeling shaken and reclaim my wits. If this was all I’d go through
today, I was grateful enough. A few beams of sunlight boded well.
After 40 minutes or so, in the mid-afternoon, I continued
south to the next rise. By now, the sun was streaming through
billowy white clouds, and meadowlarks were singing as if it was
sunrise and nothing had disturbed their day. Glorious. But as
I crested the hill, I stopped. For the second time, I went to the
ground. This time it was slowly, and I wasn’t calm; I was gasping.
There in front of me were half a dozen wild horses, drying
themselves in the sun, running. They didn’t see me at first. They
were racing, nipping at each other, kicking up heels. It was clear
they were playing. No one was around to enjoy this with me. I felt
like I’d won a private viewing as a prize that I hadn’t done much to
earn, but somebody gave to me anyway.
I don’t know anyone who hikes in Wyoming’s Great Divide
Basin who doesn’t hope they’ll see wild horses. The first thing I
noticed is that they were bigger than I’d expected. Having gone
through the same storm I did, they were now cutting loose and
having a grand time. They swiped hooves at each other with no
serious intent to connect, ran around a stock tank for no apparent
reason, chased each other up a hill and back down again, all the
while tossing their ridiculously gorgeous manes. Their earthen
colors— three varying shades of gray, a reddish brown, a speckled
white, and one horse of solid black—blurred by my less-thanstellar vision, looked like the earth itself had risen up in dancing
dust columns. At any moment, when the wind changed, they might
return to the sod they sprang from. I had thought the paintings I’d
seen of wild horses were romanticized, even a bit hokey, but at that
moment I felt the depictions weren’t far off the mark. Here were
the real creatures, and they looked so free, energized, downright
robust, beautiful in their natural state, unaware of anything but
themselves. I felt so moved by the sight that I knelt on the ground
for several minutes watching them.
I knew when they spotted me that they wouldn’t keep
company with me for long. They all stopped, staring at me with
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their dark eyes, nostrils flared to pick up my scent. When one of
them snorted, they swished their tails and took off like a bevy
of joking teens suddenly aware of a mom in the room. I was by
myself again, still on my knees, whispering, “Thank you, thank
you.”
I’m in my senior years now. The older I get, I’m increasingly
grateful that I can put myself in places where things like this might
happen, where body and spirit might be challenged, and stretched,
and awakened to the wonder in this world. It’s good to pause and
be in awe.
Twenty-six hours later, I saw the first person I’d seen in
two days. After greetings and checking in on things hikers check
with each other about on the trail—water, where you started,
where you’re going—he asked, “What did you think of that storm
yesterday?” I paused a moment, knowing he’d been only a few
miles away and blown to bits like I was. We both shook our heads
and laughed. Then I replied, “I thought it was fabulous.”
Others in his group arrived. They were going on and I was
not. I decided to stop early that night. I’d found a good spot in
soft grass near a creek, shielded from the incessant Wyoming
wind by a row of scrub oak. Too good to pass by. As I settled into
camp alone that evening, I thought of the hikers who bailed on the
shuttle and wondered where they might be at that moment. But I
didn’t wonder if I’d made a good choice.
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Wild Birds in Nepal
Anannya Uberoi
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We move as wild birds, swiftly,
but not failing to stop and recoup
the vast expanse that clears above us—
the sky moving westward,
making room to hold in it
both full—one waning in its leftover gold
the other reclaiming its voluminosity
a strange concurrence of two lights
set upon the moving dome.
The spruce bears its pine cones
among silent trees in a restless rustle
as if mimicking the old whitewater
that runs miles below the
tremendous mountains in a low, muffled harmonic
we gladly tune into.
Quaint birds repeat age-old windage
trapped in cracks of tree barks and curvatures
of stones that turn sharply as we climb.
Lung ta prayer flags strung upon shiny mountain ridges
call for a different breed of peace—five colours
dyed on thin cloth, for the mountains can be brutal
in the dearth of tincture and translucent winds often
call for revival in desperation. Today, we are
coloured in them.
These bring you good fortune, daughter,
whispered the Tibetan woman selling keychains
on the foot of the hill before we started,
and as the campfire dies down, the last light
gone, we descend.
We rest as wild birds at midnight,
soundless, warm in our shelters nestling with
fine tea and good food, for we must sleep well
to wake up in time to taste the tangible rays
of golden light as they lay gentle and godlike
upon the massive rubble of the earth.
The tiny dreamcatcher hanging on
my hiking bag should keep us from
wayward nightmares from far beyond that come
hunting for paradise.
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Wikipedia Says the Anna’s Hummingbird
Marjorie Saiser
is named after Anna Messena,
Duchess of Rivoli.
Yesterday an Anna’s Hummingbird
stood in the air for a moment,
poised in the trail ahead of me,
briefly attracted, perhaps,
to my red cap.
But the real is what he wanted,
the nectar, the truth, and
giving no attention
to any name I might apply,
he slid away,
wearing a sheen
of light at his throat.
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Being Animal
Daniela F. Sieff
I knew that I was an animal. I had studied ecology and
understood that I was part of the web of life. I had studied evolution
and understood the processes that had forged humankind,
alongside all other living creatures. But my understanding had
come from books, and it was not until I lived in Tanzania that it
became real to my own body and mind.
I am twenty-four years old when I go to Tanzania. I have
embarked on an anthropology PhD at the University of Oxford
and am doing fieldwork with a people called the Datoga. They live
in areas of remote wilderness, herding cattle, goats, and sheep in
traditional ways. The particular community with whom I work live
to the south-east of Lake Eyasi. The lake is a fifty-mile-long ribbon
of salty water which rests on the floor of Africa’s Great Rift Valley.
From its north-western shore, the bare rock of the rift wall ascends
over two thousand feet into the sky. Beyond stretch the plains of
the Serengeti National Park. Rising a little less precipitously from
the northern apex of the lake are the forested slopes of Ngorongoro
Crater, the caldera of an inactive volcano which is famous for being
home to the highest density of wildlife in East Africa. A diversity of
wild animals also inhabits the Eyasi basin. Here, the animals’ fear
of people means that daytime sightings are rare, but their presence
is visible through both the tracks they leave and the squeals, barks,
and roars that orchestrate the night.
The arid habitat surrounding Lake Eyasi is typical East African
savanna: a scruffy mix of grasses, shrubs, brambles, and acacia
trees predominates, but there are bands of woodland and also
areas of open pasture. Every so often, a majestic baobab punctuates
the landscape. Botanists believe these trees can live for several
thousand years; some of the oldest in the Eyasi basin are seventy
feet tall, and their bulbous trunks are more than twenty feet in
diameter.
Datoga homes are rectangular, squat, and windowless. They
are constructed by plastering a mixture of cow-dung and mud over
a frame of intertwined branches. In the rainy season, their flat roofs
sprout a spiky wig of living vegetation, and then the huts are home
not only to humans, but also to a variety of nesting birds and even
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the odd snake. Inside, there is a pervasive odour of rancid butter;
it is skimmed off the top of milk and valued as a moisturiser and
body gloss for humans, and also as a softening agent for leather.
The aroma of wood-smoke is also spun into the fabric of the
huts—a result of cooking fires that burn almost continuously.
The Datoga live in extended families, and each homestead
consists of a collection of huts. These, together with enclosures for
livestock, are encircled by an outer fence made from the thorny
branches of acacia trees. Ideally, this fence is substantial enough to
keep cattle, goats, and sheep in at night, and lions, leopards, and
hyenas out.
I am living with the family of my Datoga assistant, a young
man called Momoya. I have been given a hut within their
homestead. One evening, I am seated on a roughly hewn log
outside my hut. The sun has set, and it is utterly dark. I have only
just started the research project, in which I plan to investigate
whether the evolutionary heritage of our species contributes to
shaping the structure of families. I am feeling unsure of myself
and of my research. Preoccupied with doubts, it is a while before I
notice a burgundy glimmer on the horizon. When I do register it,
my first thought is that it is a distant bush fire. Within minutes the
glimmer intensifies into a band of blazing crimson. My heartbeat
quickens: is the fire spreading our way? Should I run towards the
sandy shore of Lake Eyasi, where there is no vegetation to feed
the flames? However, neither Momoya nor anybody else in this
homestead appears to be concerned, and venturing outside the
protective thorn fence at night carries its own dangers. I decide to
wait.
After a few minutes of staring at the glow, I glimpse the edge
of a fiery crescent. Initially, I have no idea what I am looking at,
but as the crescent thickens, fills, and then grows into a globe, I
realise that this is the hugest moon I have ever seen.
Rising ever higher, the globe changes from red to orange to
yellow, before settling on a creamy white. All the while the world is
coming back into view: I can see not only the people and livestock
who live in this household, but also the rocky crenulations of the
Rift Valley wall and the contours of the slopes of Ngorongoro.
Indeed, the light is so bright that a cascade of shadows dance
across the ground, as crisp and sharp as those cast by the mid-day
sun. The world is being remade in luminous shades of grey.
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The moonlit landscape is animated by an array of sounds.
The women and their teenage daughters are milling maize, and
the friction of rock on rock produces a rhythmic braying. Some
sing as they work. Their guttural tones complement the percussive
music of the millstones. Every so often a calf calls to its mother,
a kid bleats, and a dog barks. From beyond the outskirts of the
village, the booming roar of a lion is audible. At seemingly random
intervals, the tweets, crackles, and chirps of the cricket chorus
surge to a crescendo, blotting out all other sounds.
As my senses fill with the evening, I experience myself as
a speck of animal life in a universe that is infinitely deeper and
broader than I have ever imagined. I also experience myself
as connected to every other speck of life in this deep, broad
universe. I feel the pulse of breath bonding me to the animals
who are creating the soundscape for the evening, the acacia trees
that provide the protective fence, and the baobabs that stand as
monuments to passing time. I feel the web of ecology connecting
me to the creatures that I can neither see nor hear, but which I
know are going about their business on the Serengeti plains and in
Ngorongoro Crater. I feel the filaments of evolution linking me to
all living organisms on this planet.
I sit outside for a long, long time, but eventually tiredness
gets the better of me, so I head to bed. My mattress is made from a
raised platform of branches, covered with cow hides. As I drift off
to sleep, I take the wonder of the evening into my dreams.
My body wakes me sometime before dawn. Every inch of flesh
is demanding to be scratched. I normally sleep under an insect net,
but either it slipped during the night, or I failed to tuck it under
the cow hides; either way, I have been unprotected and subjected
to a feeding frenzy by a horde of mosquitos, ticks, and fleas. I am
beside myself, or rather I wish that I were beside myself, but there
is no escape from my screaming body. In a moment of masochistic
madness, I count the bites: I give up at a hundred and nine. There
are twenty-seven on my face alone.
The burning itching occupies nearly every ounce of my
attention; however, there is just enough space for a voice inside
my head to whisper, This too is what it means to be an animal
within the much larger web of life. I reflect that for the insects
with whom I’ve shared my bed, the numinosity that I experienced
last night counted for nothing. The fact that I am a human being
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counted for nothing. All that mattered to those insects was that my
blood was going to fuel their lives. For them, I was nothing more
than food.
My experience of being part of the web of life deepens a
couple of days later when Momoya and I journey to visit a Datoga
village on the opposite shore of Lake Eyasi. It will take all day to
get there, so we set out at first light in my Land Rover—a fourth- or
fifth-hand “Series 3” that is only a few years younger than me. The
first leg of the journey is a twenty-mile drive to the southern limit
of the lake. It takes three hours. There is no road, just a narrow
trail created by human and animal footfall; thus, while one set of
wheels roll freely along this path, the other set needs to crush its
own track through the vegetation. That task is made especially
hazardous by the abundance of animal burrows hidden in the
undergrowth, as well as by a multitude of thorns which punch
through Land Rover tires as if they are tissue paper. There is a
cheap cassette player in the Land Rover, and the mixed tape that’s
been playing includes the Talking Heads song, “We’re on a road to
nowhere.” I smile as it crackles through the rattling speakers.
Eventually, the trail peters out. Momoya and I fill daypacks
with what we (or rather I) will need for an overnight stay: drinking
water, malaria medicine, a mosquito net, antiseptic cream,
bandages, the obligatory Swiss Army pen knife, a torch, notebook
and pens, and my camera and film. Then Momoya picks up his
staff and spear, and we set out on foot.
It is hot, dry, and dusty. The rainy season finished months
ago, and the scorched ground has shrunk into hexagonal blocks of
desiccated mud. To minimise the loss of moisture, the acacia trees
have shed their leaves, and their thorn-studded branches look like
thickened lengths of taut barbed-wire when silhouetted against
the sun-bleached sky. I am finding it tough going. My mouth is
parched. The membranes of my nostrils start to crack. My eyes
itch. I am unused to hiking under the tropical sun, so it is not long
before my sweat has blended with dust and my body is covered
with reddish-grey second skin.
After an hour of walking, we come to the Sibiti River. It
feeds into Lake Eyasi and is about a hundred feet wide. We need
to cross. The water, however, is clouded by sediment, so we are
unable to discern its depth. Momoya and I step tentatively into
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the flow. We are relieved to find that the water reaches only to our
waists, and its coolness offers a treasured reprieve from the heat.
Indeed, the water is so delightful that I lift my day-pack high above
my head and duck down into the flow, allowing more of my body
to enjoy a moment of coolness.
Moving away from the river, we leave behind all signs of
human habitation and enter open grassland. Here, we begin seeing
wildlife. A lattice of snake tracks is carved through a bare patch
of earth. Knowing that this habitat is favoured by spitting cobras,
black mambas, and puff adders—all of which are venomous—I
find myself wondering if this adventure is a little unwise. That
thought slips away the moment we spy a bat-eared fox family of
two adults and three youngsters. The bat-eared fox is one of my
favourite species: they have pixie-like faces, their bodies are tan,
and they have dark legs and a stripe down their tails. As their
name suggests, they also have unusually large ears, which they use
to regulate body temperature and to locate insect prey. Reputedly,
their hearing is so acute that they can detect dung beetles hatching
underneath the earth. Momoya and I stand stock still and watch.
We are downwind of the foxes so they cannot smell us, and
because their eyes and ears are orientated to the ground in search
of food, they do not see or hear us either. To my joy, they trot
straight towards us. They are less than twenty feet away when they
register our presence, whereupon they freeze in mid-step, stare at
us for a brief moment, and then turn tail and gallop off as fast as
they can.
In the middle distance, scattered groups of zebra and
wildebeest graze. A giraffe and its calf stand tall in the far
distance. As a child, I had been entranced by African mammals,
and immediately after arriving in Tanzania I had driven to the
Serengeti to see them in the flesh. Then, however, I had been in a
vehicle and separated from the animals by glass and metal. This
feels entirely different. I am filled with awe as I realise that my
feet are walking over ground that is graced by their hooves. I am
filled with humility as I am reminded of how all living creatures,
including me, are interconnected specks of life, bound together
through evolution and our sharing of earth and ecosystem.
After a couple more hours of walking, the grasslands change
into woodland, whereupon my awe cartwheels into fear. On the
open plains, Momoya and I had been able to see quite some
distance, and that left us feeling it would be relatively easy to avoid
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dangerous animals; now that we are picking our way through an
opaque tangle of trees, brush, and brambles, we can barely see
six feet in front of us. The muscles in Momoya’s forearm tense
as he grips his spear more tightly. He says we must stop talking
and focus on looking and listening for animals. He is particularly
worried about small bachelor groups of buffalo, which have a
propensity to charge humans. He is equally concerned about
leopards and lions.
These days leopards rarely attack people; similarly, modern
humans are not generally a lion’s first choice of prey. All the same
attacks do occur, and Momoya underscores the importance of
remaining alert by recounting how one of his friends was killed by
a lioness not far from where we are now standing. The alarm that I
feel as a result of this warning is amplified by a deep knowing that
our ancestors were a favoured food of large African carnivores—
that we are the hunted as well as the hunters. I am instantly
reminded of the perils that come with being part of the web of life.
As fear takes hold of me, my parched mouth becomes yet
drier. The muscles of my stomach tighten into a writhing ball
of steel. My cells start to vibrate. Everything in me is on guard.
The only problem is that having grown up in central London, I
have not learned the cues that signal danger in the East African
bush. My body decides that its wisest course of action is to copy
Momoya: when he hesitates or tenses, I freeze in mid-step; when
he relaxes and moves, I find myself edging forward. A primeval
survival system has control of my muscles, and under its direction
I am playing out a life-and-death version of Grandmother’s
Footsteps.
That same survival system has also catapulted my senses
to center stage. With each step, my feet deliberately feel out the
ground before surrendering my weight, just in case I am about
to step on a snake. My nose actively seeks out scents that might
indicate that an animal is close by. My ears eagerly search for
sounds that could represent a growl and grunt, as well as for
rustling in the undergrowth. My eyes ceaselessly scan for animal
fur, for twitching ears or tails, and also for any trees that I might
be capable of climbing if we are actually attacked.
For the hour or so that it takes to traverse the thicket, an
ancient fear fills me and frames me, and I experience myself more
nakedly, and in a more stripped-down way than ever before. As
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walking ape. As such, I have neither the strength, claws, nor
teeth to fight off a predator. I cannot run very fast, and I am not
particularly adept at climbing trees either. As adrenalin sharpens
my senses, I am an animal whose primary protection comes from
being in a group, yet here I am with just one other of my kind. In
short, as I follow Momoya through the dense bush, I am a human
primate in a situation that has been potentially life-threatening for
longer than our species has existed.
I am not conscious of any of this at the time. In the rawness
of my fear, there is no room for thought. In the richness of my
fear, there are only my senses, each step that I take, and my
surroundings. However, once Momoya and I emerge from the
woods and spy the Datoga village that we are visiting, my fear ebbs
away, and it is then that I realise that for the previous hour I have
been in my animal body, and I have been only my animal body.
For the first time in my life, there was absolutely nothing else
about me that mattered.
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A Common Fate
Tim Fab-Eme
Yesterday, before her eyes could naked me,
the long search wheeled me miles away
like a pelican mapping the delta waterways
for all the mudskippers that oppose death,
each footprint the grave of a thousand
dreams buried hastily to hide me from
the men whose chests make me impotent;
but the hunger pangs dragged me home
again, cut open my empty game bag
and dropped my loins into the flame
of my wife’s eyes—a bitter bonfire
lit by the pale skin and protruding
belly of the child who strayed from
paradise into her womb in a time
the harmattan vowed I won’t laugh loud.
Raising my head I found bushbucks’ tracks,
and hope—that old, mad guide—cupped
my limp phallus with her moist lips
like a candy, and I trailed tiptoeing
between palm trees and bamboos and cassavas
to the puddle they stopped to drink.
I hid behind a bush mango, aimed
and clutched the trigger as hope herself;
strangely, pity prisoned me. I couldn’t fire—
a calf was staggering like a drunk,
her image in the slick was my
sick baby lying on his mother’s lap;
when she crashed down the herd regrouped
like guards of honor on Remembrance Day,
bowing their heads, saying goodbyes, before leaving.
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I flung my gun into the pool
and took the calf into my arms
and tried to make medicines against death;
that little rest and that little drink
knocked her heart like a sick engine,
and I, too, stopped, when it succumbed.

OWL.
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Inland Taipan Country Roamers
Samuel Prince
These deserts are ghost oceans—hostile and volcanic dry—
we’ve traversed in our quest for the fierce recluse.
We cover, we transect, we survey the bronzed earth,
arid depressions, inselbergs and vents,
some hectares from the last cultivated land
of canola crops, maize and blazed barley,
the last waterhole where we filled our gallon cylinders.
We gauge salinity and acidity, the fault scarps and erosions,
but no sign, no tell-tale outline in the siltstone,
no dice in the canyon lagoon, but for a camel carcass,
a bearded dragon and rainbow skink on the extinction brink.
A barren town—one roadhouse-cum-hardware store,
a wizened ibis picking around the tramways and stockyards,
a makeshift tabernacle serving the debris population—
less than 100—a single Taipan yield could kill double that.
They’re preening-elusive, ready-or-not, in the sedge groves,
on the interdune ranges, a mystery as old and callused
as these opal caves, incised gutters and amber ridges.
As the shade enfolds the hillslopes, the jagged slabs
and gorges, we re-swab our lips with fly repellent,
rub the steroid and glucose into our gums and resume search,
headlong, scab and scatter-eyed into the scorching wind.
NOTE: The Inland Taipan (Oxyuranus microlepidotus) is found in Central
Australia, which is broadly unpopulated. While considered the world’s most
venomous land snake, it isn’t especially aggressive, and is something of an elusive
species which rarely comes into contact with humans.
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Hunger
Susan Austin
He had only a few things: a lot of hair, chew, and a heart
complicated by loss. Pennies tossed in fountains, the first star
damned by city lights, the man he nearly killed because he
resembled the missing father. He yanked loose a few black strands,
pulled a plug of chew from a foil pouch and put the two, hair
and tobacco, beside the cow moose, her hindquarters steaming
in the cold still sparkle of hoarfrost, first the forelegs buckling,
then the hind giving way, her black eyes not bothering with us.
He smoothed the wiry brown fur and with the slightest shove
and her bit of giving in, she rolled on her side and died. Justly,
I didn’t care for what he did next—a kind of ho-yo-yo to all
the directions. Finally, the knife from his hip, immaculate and
sharp, severing sinew, the mesenteries snapping clean in the cold;
sorry for our hunger. It took five trips through deep snow to carry
the carcass out, her blood seeping through layers of my clothes,
her bulbous nose and dewlap slung over his shoulder, bobbing
like the drunk man he carried thirteen blocks to the hospital,
blood let from his own miserable fists soaking both their shirts
and set him in a chair in the waiting room, sponged dried blood
from that familiar face.
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“Desplobado,” excerpt from Arizona Time, a novel
Scott C. Seckel
Ponder stored his backpacking gear in an army surplus
footlocker. He raised the cracked lid. On top were nylon stuff
sacks, bivouac bags, and blackened dented messkit pans.
Somewhere beneath was a shoebox full of trail maps. He paused
to admire his boots. Outside, the worn leather was a dusty pecan
shade. Inside, thick socks had polished the leather over thousands
of miles to a rich mahogany. Looking at the boots suffused him
with satisfaction. A Chesapeake duck hunter oiling a Holland
& Holland twelve-gauge or a Bambuti pygmy fire-tempering
hardwood arrows would have recognized his sense of fulfillment.
Underneath a folded mosquito bar lay the shoebox. It
contained about twenty plastic-coated topographic maps.
Government agencies such as the United States Geological Survey
and the Forest Service published them. They were creased,
stained, burned by sparks. His map of the Superstitions was in
the middle of the box. An official wilderness area half the size of
Los Angeles, it was under the demesne of the federal government.
Buttes, canyons, and mountains rose and fell on the map traced
by pale coral contour lines, like Damascus patterns acid-etched on
eleventh-century Moorish blades.
On its southern edge lay the Peralta Trailhead parking
lot. Three red-lined trails wended away from the trailhead and
dispersed among topographic contours. The lines also looked like
heart tubes, he thought. Veins dilating infected fluid into vital
chambers. Arteries returning blood clean and true to circulation.
			
On winter and spring weekends, Peralta trailhead jammed
with cars of wildflower seekers and casual hikers. On hundred and
fifteen-degree summer mornings, parking spots were easier to find.
Ponder and Val arrived a little after eight-thirty. There were only
two other vehicles. A Subaru station wagon emblazoned with world
peace and whole-grain bumper stickers. Next to it a gleaming red
Infiniti sedan. Ponder pulled the Dodge in on the other side of the
lot.
Val glanced around. “Man, back a few years ago you used
to see these dirty old guys out here. Janitor pants held up with
twine, rusty .38 in their waistband, plastic water jug, a shovel and
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a pickaxe over their shoulder. Almost always in the western end,
trudging around. And if you went off trail you’d come across these
camps that made the hair stand up on your arms. Guys living
really rough out here. I haven’t seen anyone like that out here in a
few years, though.”
Ponder and Val sat on the tailgate and laced their boots.
Behind Val’s right shoulder a shotgun grip protruded. A K-Bar
sheath knife was diagonally jammed behind his belt buckle. A
week’s worth of tawny stubble bristled his gaunt face. He had on
black granny glasses, ragged khaki shorts, a black felt hat, and
tall leather hiking boots with heavily padded socks. Except for his
t-shirt (which bore the sentiment FUCK ART, LET’S KILL), he was
dressed for success a hundred and thirty years out of style.
Ponder wore Ray-Bans, a greasy leather vest, and desert
camouflage fatigues. A bandanna was tied around his head Aunt
Jemima-style to soak up sweat. A wet cotton scarf wrapped around
his neck and throat served as a radiator. After a last sip of water
from the jug on the seat, they set off on the Dutchman’s Trail,
named after the famously lucky prospector. Fame was the only
truth to Jacob Waltz’s legend. He was not Dutch, but German. He
never found gold in the Superstitions (the necessary geological
conditions are absent.) Consequently, he was not a miner either.
Probably a murderer of genuine prospectors passing through.
Though not true to history, the Lost Dutchman legend was true to
the Superstitions. Many things there were not what they appeared
to be. Mountain Rescue heard that almost every week. Simply
sticking to the trails was treacherous. They didn’t adhere to the
general public’s notion of what trails are or should be. In heavy
rains they gushed with as much water as creeks. Switchbacks
zig-zagged thousands of feet up and down mountainsides. Some
pitched to a steepness reasonably qualifying them as climbs. They
were rarely wider than twelve inches. They were often choked with
melon-sized rocks. They weren’t smooth. In many places they
weren’t even discernible. Most trails in the rest of Arizona were the
same or worse. Just admiring scenery without wrenching an ankle
took skill. Novices complained they only looked at the ground all
day. Experienced trekkers picked up the professional truck driver’s
habit of constantly roving eyes.
Misfortune especially favored day hikers. They never wanted
to hump first aid kits, knives, water filters, lighters, spare clothing,
and emergency food just for an afternoon. They never imagined
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not being home by sundown. Their standard equipment was lunch
and a camera. Photography loses appeal when lunch is long eaten
and a shortcut ends on a cliff ledge after dark.
A hundred yards apart, the two hiked in silence. Val led.
He owned a light climbing pack for day hikes. It had a padded
harness, hipbelt, and back panel, a load stabilizing system, and
an elaborate network of gear and tool straps. It cost well over a
hundred dollars. For Val, a simple day pack would not do. Sewn
between the water bottle pockets was a daisy chain. An ice axe
or wood saw could be lashed to the loops. Instead of a tool, Val’s
held a scarred leather scabbard containing his shotgun. Behind
his right shoulder it hung ready stock-up. He could seize the pistol
grip, draw over his shoulder in a sweeping half-circle, and fire
from the hip, almost at eye-blink speed. Coincidentally the pack
was perfect for this purpose. Its design was the reason he bought
it. Snakes were the reason he carried the Mossberg.
Ponder felt it was overkill. A pump-action twelve-gauge
offered plenty of protection from grizzly bears, let alone snakes.
People worried about them usually carried pistols loaded with
snake shot. He’d never been bitten though.
Val had been bitten by two snakes at the same time.
It was an August night on the far east side of the Mazatzal
Mountains. He was twenty-three. A pair of diamondbacks hit in
a spontaneous one-two. One punctured his right calf. The other
struck the outside of his left shin. The bites felt no worse than
thorn pricks.
The right snake’s head was broad as a hoe. Val saw its jaws
flex as it pumped in venom. Its body was too thick to reach
around. Using both hands, he frantically tried to rip it out of his
leg. The fangs stuck in the wound. The third time they tore free.
His calf was trenched more than an inch deep. He smashed the
snake’s skull against a rock.
The other rattler successfully disengaged its target. After
striking, it withdrew in a coil beneath a saltbush. Val hacked it
apart with a machete, then sank to the ground. Pain and swelling
started in fifteen minutes.
Lying athwart the trail, he tried to calm down so the poison
wouldn’t be pumped through the lymph nodes as rapidly. His
instinct forecast things were going to get out of hand in a hurry. It
was going to be a long time before somebody found him. If he was
lucky to be found at all.
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He cut the skin between the puncture holes to release some of
the impending pressure. Sweat ran off him as if he stood beneath a
shower.
Then there was nothing to do but deal with it. There was
going to be a lot of pain. Either he’d die or he wouldn’t. It was out
of his hands. He wouldn’t have to give a shit about anything if he
died anyway.
In half an hour the agony came. The rattlers didn’t send him
over the edge, but he spent the night having a good look down.
Pewter light from the full moon illuminated his convulsions.
He screamed and thrashed. Contortions wrested away muscle
control and he shit his shorts, moaning. The bites turned proud
and shiny seal-skin black. His legs swelled like windsocks, twice
normal size.
Eight hours after being bitten they ballooned like a cartoon
character’s. Swelling spread beyond his groin to his abdomen,
crushing nerves. Breathing was a struggle. His lungs felt full of
concrete. Phantom vipers circled as his sight blurred and swam.
Through spasms, delirium, and yellow strings of vomit, he heard
rattles buzz behind every saltbush and sage tuft.
It was a long night.
Shortly before dawn, a rancher searching for a lost cow found
Val instead. He was barely conscious.
Val was medevacked into Phoenix. At the Poison Control
Center, nurses injected him with antivenin and morphine. The
antivenin fought the poison but couldn’t reduce the swelling.
Surgeons cut incisions the length of his calves and partway up his
thighs. The skin fell open like a rotted melon. More skin was taken
from his thighs. They grafted it to his calves with metal sutures.
The transparent patches obscenely looked like fishnet stockings.
Later, a toxicologist told Val if the snakes had pierced an
artery, they would have bagged him. “You are one tough guy,” he
said, shaking his head.
Privately Val attributed his survival to sources other than
a healthy constitution. “All the drugs and toxic crap in my body
killed the poison.”
When he turned on the TV in his hospital room, the first
program to appear was a documentary: “Poisonous Snakes of the
World.”
After a week he woke up feeling stiff. Slight movement caused
great pain. It was antivenin shock. The doctor cut him off all
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drugs. He spent ten more days in the hospital enduring minor
withdrawal.
After almost a year of intense therapy, his leg capability
recovered. Loose skin over the grafts had to be tightened a few
times. A year and a half later his nerve problems persisted.
Sometimes below the knees he felt deadness or a pins-and-needles
sensation.
Complete recovery lasted three years from the night of the
bites. The graft scars were permanent. They furrowed Val’s calves
like crumpled paper which had been re-smoothed.
“Hey, Val,” Ponder said, eyeing the shotgun on the back of his
daypack. “How does that work on snakes?”
“Great. Turns ‘em into a fine red mist.”
			
Half an hour later, Val spoke up. “Early last fall, a few
weeks before you came back from New York and we hooked up
again, I was in the southern Chiricahuas on a road in the forest,
just cruising along. I saw three deer about four hundred yards
away. They looked kind of weird so I stopped and pulled out my
binoculars. Guess what they were?”
“Wood nymphs.”
“Wolves, man. Mexican grey wolves.”
“I’ve never seen one in the wild.”
Mexican grey wolves had only recently been reintroduced to
Arizona.
“Yeah, but you’ve seen every bird in existence.” Val didn’t
exaggerate by much, at least as far as Western Hemisphere
species. Ponder’s father started him at two.
“True.” Ponder nodded. “Still though, a wolf,” he said. “That’s
really cool. You thought they were deer?” He doubted Val would
make a mistake about such a thing.
“They were huge. I had no idea from pictures or TV.”
“Goddammit,” Ponder sighed. “I deserve to see a wolf.”
			
A mile and a half from the trailhead they glided along. Gravel
crunched under their boots. Cicadas buzzed in mesquite bushes.
A few score yards ahead, two women approached, outfitted in
baggy gauze pants and sandals with thick socks. Flower-print
scarves pennoned from the crowns of floppy sun hats. The Subaru
at the trailhead with dolphin and tofu bumper stickers probably
belonged to them. Middle-aged earth mothers. Looking at the
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rocky ground, they talked as they walked. They didn’t notice
Ponder and Val. One carried a store-bought pull-spout bottle
of mineral water in her hand. When they did look up, acute
consciousness spread across their faces. Especially the woman
holding the water bottle. Over Val’s shoulder, Ponder studied her
expression. She had the look of a cat which has tumbled out of a
tree. It was strangely funny. She was transfixed by Val.
The women edged together at one side of the trail.
Val swept past them. “Unh,” he grunted.
The woman dropped her bottle on a rock. It split open. A
whole quart of water splashed on the ground. The soil didn’t even
leave a puddle. Dark brown sand splotched the middle of the trail.
Ponder looked them up and down as he stepped over it.
“Morning,” he said.
Wide-eyed, they stared but didn’t respond.
After rounding a bend out of earshot, Ponder whistled. “Did
you see their faces?”
“Like rabbits in headlights.”
“They freaked.”
“Bet they stay in town next weekend and hike Camelback,”
Val said.
			
A half-mile later the Dutchman’s trail forked with the Coffee
Flat. They switched and headed east. The Coffee Flat led over a
creek and through a canyon pass, then linked with others into the
inner mountain deeps. The eastern edge of the flats was private.
A rusty four-strand barbed wire fence divided ranch land from
wilderness area. Scrapwood signs every quarter-mile warned
trespassers they would be shot. The black paint had dripped under
the words’ weight before it dried.
Val stopped, doffed his hat, and mopped his forehead with
a bandanna. He pored over one of the signs. “Remember at
Havasupai when some guy tried to buy cigarettes from me?” he
asked.
“He freaked when you wouldn’t sell him any.” Ponder
chuckled.
“Just couldn’t understand why his money wasn’t worth
anything anymore.” Val sighed.
“Money and life, man.” Ponder swigged from his water bottle.
“Neither of them worth shit out here. Remember that raven?”
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“No.”
“At the parking lot on the rim? We threw him four Fig
Newtons. He stacked them with all the fruit edges on the same
side.”
“Oh, yeah!” Val exclaimed. “He flew off holding all four in his
beak.”
“Ravens always act like they know something no one else
does.”
“I get that feeling too. When they caw, it feels like being
laughed at by some rich guy thinking how much better he has it
than you.”
“In the Bible there was a prophet named Elijah who lived
alone in the wilderness,” Ponder said. “The Old Testament says
ravens brought him food and water in their beaks. Not a bad way
to go out. Big black birds supplying Fig Newtons and trail mix.
Want some?” Even though Val carried plenty of his own water,
Ponder held out his bottle.
“Thanks, buddy.” The gesture’s substance lay in its form. Out
there, sharing water was sharing life. At a hundred and fifteen
degrees a man will die in about five hours without water. Before
heat kills, it traumatizes cerebral tissue. The brain is an organ with
less stamina than a tropical fish. Uncooled, it simmers in the skull
like a Brussels sprout in a vegetable steamer.
Val took a modest sip, carefully screwed on the cap, and
handed the bottle back. His eyes widened and gleamed. “There’s
already been an Elijah in the Superstitions.” He smiled.
“Who?” Ponder asked.
“Elisha Reavis.”
“He spelled it differently. He probably meant Elijah, though.”
Ponder paused, then chuckled. “He probably didn’t know
how to write in the first place,” he said. “It must have been his
pronunciation. Old Elisha didn’t have much use for words, I bet.”
“Neither do I, sometimes. This ought to be called something
besides ‘wilderness.’ That’s what you call some pussy meadow or
woods. Desert’s more than wild. I mean, this was Apache country.”
“The conquistadors had a word like that.” Ponder mused.
“They called central Arizona the desplobado. It’s the same as
wilderness, but with twice as much ‘wild’ in it.”
“The des-plo-bado,” Val enunciated. “I like it. Rhymes with
‘desperado.’ “ He grinned while Ponder laughed.
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“I’ve seen Spanish maps in books,” Ponder said. “Everything
north of Mexico— New Spain back then—they called ‘The
Northern Mystery.’ “
Val slowly nodded. “That’s perfect,” he murmured. “It has
respect. Nowadays they slap such shitty names everywhere. Nueva
Rica Estates. Whining Sands Golf Community.” He abruptly
looked at Ponder. “What it’s going to come down to,” he said, “is
me holed up in the mountains, with my guns, my drugs, and a case
of dynamite, pouring whiskey in my gunshot wounds.”
“Sounds like Steely Dan,” Ponder said.
“Exactly. ‘Don’t take me alive.’ I’ll leave decoy camps, attack
federal trackers at dawn, steal a horse and wrap its hooves, lead it
over slickrock, double back, ride it to death, eat it, steal another.
Just like an Apache.”
“How did a Montana boy get so down on horses?”
“My brothers were such assholes about them that by the time
I was old enough for my own I couldn’t stand them. Horses are
dumber than dogs. They really fuck up trails, too.”
“You must be the first native son who doesn’t ride.”
“The first Anglemann who doesn’t, believe me. You want to
impress me, tell me about wild animals you have known. Where
are the eighteen-seventies in the nineteen-nineties?”
“Mexico,” Ponder immediately said.
“Once Aurelio asked if Roger and I wanted to come down
there and work with him.”
“Your coke connection?”
“Yeah. You saw him leaving my place once. He says the
business still has sport down there. A gentleman’s game. Like
the Prohibition guys who ran rum on schooners and yachts. Like
before some asshole created crack and gave everything else a bad
name.” Val sighed. “Maybe I will go to Mexico with Roger. South,
like Butch and Sundance. They’ll play corridas about us on border
radio. Most of the famous outlaws made their names in their early
twenties, you know.”
“I know most of ‘em were dead a couple years later, too.
Doesn’t take long to make a legend, Val.”
				
Near the foothills of the Coffee Flat Mountains they
abandoned the trail and cut south into the bush. They meandered
game trails, skirted foothills, slipped along arroyos. The midafternoon desert silence was dense and precious as diamond. They
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unclipped water bottles from carabiners and drank on the move.
Ring-collared lizards skittered beneath rocks. Sky glinted robin’segg blue. It was the hottest part of the day. Breezes pushed hot as
if from an open oven door.
“Feels like if you lit a match the air would ignite,” Ponder said.
“We’ve done about ten miles.”
“That’s not much for five hours,” Val said.
“It’s a hundred and twelve out. That makes it count as fifteen
miles. You hungry?” Ponder asked.
“Starving.”
“Me too. Let’s eat. Then we should think about heading back.”
Over an arroyo bank, a spiky palo verde tree offered spotted
shade. Ponder reclined beneath it. He crossed his legs at the ankle
and ate an apple. Had he worn tweeds, he would have reflected
an Edwardian Scottish lord taking his ease in the heather after a
morning of gunning for grouse.
Shaded by his felt hat, Val squatted on his haunches gnawing
a bagel slathered with canned chicken and hot sauce. Beside his
right knee stood the daypack. The stiff leather shotgun scabbard
held it upright. “Didn’t you have heat stroke once?”
Finished with the apple, Ponder chewed on a blueberry
toaster pastry. “Uh-huh.”
“How’d it feel?”
“Like being really drunk.”
Val thought about this for a moment. He paused and pried a
small stone from the tread of his boot with his knife. “God, you see
some weird things, huh?”
“Yeah.”
Ponder had seen weird things, in heat and isolation. Visions
without the influence of drugs. Things which may or may not have
been real. Once, hiking alone, he saw a leather disk sail across the
sky. Rawhide laced its edge. It spun in circles. Another time, in a
canyon, some rocks caught his eye. They were unusually arranged:
two crescents of ivory surrounding a red core. He bent to pick the
stones up. They blinked. In a windy rush he fell back. His head
clipped a rock. The splayed fossil of an allosaur ripped from the
earth, roared, and slashed at the air. With the clattering chock of
stone steps, it awkwardly pounced away down the canyon. There
had been others. Heat stroke fever or snakebite delirium did not
explain the apparitions. Neither did hallucinogenic flashbacks
induced by physical stress. His generation’s LSD was far less
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potent than Owsley in the sixties or the California Sunshine in the
seventies. The only cause he could think of was some sort of rare
mirage. He never told anyone about them. He didn’t want to seem
like a flake.
After some thought he decided not to tell Val now. He
unfolded the map in his lap to roll a joint on. When he finished, he
rolled up the bag of marijuana and tucked it back inside his first
aid kit with the cigarette papers. He struck a wooden match on a
stone, inhaled a shallow hit then a deep one, and passed it to Val.
They smoked in silence, looking east across the flats at the
mountains. Fierce summer sun gracefully cut silhouettes from
ridgelines. The shapes were projected across slopes behind. In
another hour or so the sun would begin to dip. Late afternoon glow
would tint the desert into a daguerreotype.
For Ponder, the season’s light contained power of its own. The
tawny glow of spring and summer had the same effect long drives
alone did, conjuring antique images. Long riders in dark coats
tattooed with white sweat rings, boots sheathing eighteen-inch
knives. Sashed Apaches slipping through sage. Dust pillars trailing
columns of invaders: Americans, Mexicans, Spaniards, jungle
lords from distant empires faceless behind azure plumes and jade
masks.
Sometimes he thought the sights too detailed to issue solely
from imagination. They lacked the startling quality of the other
visions (the “weird things” ) though. And he could summon them
at will. The others just appeared.
Val placed the roach on a rock between them. The movement
broke Ponder’s reverie. For now all he saw was a cactus wren
perched on an ocotillo branch. The plant’s long thin stems
undulated upward. They made it look like an undersea plant,
terribly lost and petrified by heat. Between thumbnail-long thorns,
the wren planted toothpick feet. Ponder marveled over the brown
and white bit of speckled fluff. Man may have walked on the
moon, he thought, but he’ll never walk on an ocotillo branch.
The wren stood on one leg. Ponder thought this was a bit
egotistical.
Then it abruptly flew away.
Val snapped his attention from his boot soles. He slid his
shotgun from its scabbard, laid it on the daypack, and scanned the
dry creek bed and banks. “Someone’s coming,” he murmured.
Ponder cocked his head. “I don’t hear anything.”
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“Something made that little bird split.”
Ponder felt profoundly pacific. Paranoiac reconnaissance with
drawn guns through thorny brush held little attraction. “Maybe he
spotted a nice fat bug.”
Val shook his head. “Look.” He pointed down where the dry
creek bed curved. Bush tops jiggled. Something struggled in the
mesquite. A dead branch snapped with a dull crack.
A man pulled free. He stepped out on the smooth sand.
Sweat shone on his face. He blinked, pulled tethered horn-rim
glasses down around his neck, and wiped his face. About forty-five.
His light blond hair was close-cropped. Around his temples it was
starting to grey. An elaborate pair of running shoes cradled his
feet. His t-shirt memorialized a ten-kilometer foot race. He wore
neon-green gossamer nylon shorts. A neoprene strap hung over
his left shoulder and crossed his chest.
Probably a dentist or a lawyer or something like that,
Ponder thought.
Peering around, the man looked directly at them stock-still
beneath the palo verde in dappled shade. He didn’t see them.
Out of the corner of his eye, Ponder noticed Val smirk. On the
rock the roach wisped a thread of smoke.
The man hesitantly moved up the arroyo. His shoes rasped
on the sandy bed instead of crunching like boots. About ten yards
from the palo verde he halted, put his hands on his hips, and
peered from side to side. He scowled with pursed lips and swiveled
to look.
Ponder and Val looked at each other, then down at the roach.
Val shrugged and covered it with his toe.
When the man was four or five yards away, Val cleared his
throat. The man jerked his elbows back in a start.
“Lo,” Val said. Ponder nodded.
The man squinted at them through his glasses. “Smoking a
little green?” he asked. “The ranger won’t like that.”
They eyed him. A breeze rattled seed pods in the mesquite
trees. The dried pods imitated a gentle rain’s dull hiss. The planes
of Val’s face sharpened. His eyes congealed flat and glassy. He
stared through the man and picked up the Mossberg. He stood
it upright on the pistol grip and chambered a shell. The pump
action made an oily metallic shick-shack. He laid the shotgun back
down on his pack. Its barrel faced the man. The detail caught his
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attention. His eyes widened. He’d never imagined this. None of
this was in his universe.
“I really don’t give a shit,” Val said. The words softly trailed
out of his thin lips. “Why don’t you tell that to the ranger?”
“I just—”
“You just shut the fuck up. You come into camp without
asking permission. You mouth off, to people you don’t even know.
Do you think that’s polite?”
The man looked from one to the other, down at the ground,
then back up. Sun sparkled in his matted hair. Sweat rivulets
streamed off his forehead, along his nose and behind his ears.
Apparently he didn’t know what to say. He peered back at them.
“Or wise?” Val abruptly asked. He gazed away, across the
flats. The man turned his head and looked.
Saguaros spiked the expanse between the mountains. They
undulated through heat waves. Gullies. Yellow dirt pans. White
caliche. Sand. Rock. Cliffs. Mesquite and other stunted, tortured
trees. Sapphire sky behind towering ramparts of immaculate
cloud.
Without looking at them directly, the man opened his mouth
as if to say something, then shut it and nodded once. He coughed
and began to deliberately sidle past them. Ponder leaned forward
from the palo verde trunk as if to yell. Val raised a hand.
Silently, they watched the man move up the arroyo. He could
feel their eyes. They knew it. He glimpsed back once, then passed
out of sight.
“I was going to suggest he apologize,” Val said after a few
minutes. “Then I figured the hell with it. If he doesn’t do it on his
own, he’s naturally a hopeless asshole. Why bother? There’s no
point in trying with those types.”
“We can beat him back. If we bushwhack it’s only five and a
half miles.”
“I know. Don’t worry. Even if he got the plate numbers on
your truck it wouldn’t matter. I never held the gun on him. I didn’t
make any verbal threats. What he thought wouldn’t mean shit in
court. It was tempting to say something like ‘Dead men tell no
tales,’ though, believe me.” Val held the shotgun over his pack and
pumped the chamber empty. Before reloading the unspent shell he
inspected it for dust. “Besides, what’s he going to say?” he asked.
“ ‘Hi, I’m a pencil-pushing, tie-wearing, little-Jap-car-driving
dude from the city. I went out in the desert alone and bitched at
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two guys with a gun who were smoking pot and they were mean
to me! This is outrageous! This never happens in Indiana, where
I’m from! What’s the matter with this place? Why isn’t it like
Indiana??’ Can you see a couple of Pinal County deputies listening
to that?”
“Good point.”
For a moment neither spoke. The exquisite silence settled
again. They sat and looked across the gilded vista. Sun backlit
saguaro spines, embuing the tall cacti with white halos.
“He was out of place,” Val said.

RATTLESNAKE.
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On Sleeping Near a Dead Moose in the Talkeetna Mountains
Talley V. Kayser
In some country, the brush crowds close
so close you can’t move through it—not without
the path the prey cut first. Moose, caribou:
long-legged, deep-chested, they part the
snarl, and open one narrow way. All prey
slip down that path, where predators
find and kill them. So it is: the passage
clutters with the dead. So it is: I walked
many miles over bones. Ribcages and
vertebrae snapped
at my heels. Fur snagged
in my laces. I walked
more miles. This was rugged
terrain, under merciless sun.
Mosquitoes funneled my blood
to feed their hungry eggs. I let them.
I thought, each day I grow
so many wings. I scuffed past skulls
and wondered about your bones,
what writhes between them now. Alaska
crumbles dust to dust with ease
but every corpse I know by name
will slump too slowly in chemical
sludge. I walked, and did not want
to wonder any more. I sang
to the grizzlies: each brave eye
shall sprout a tree. I tired, but
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there was no gap in the brush—
no place to lie down. I ran
out of water. I stumbled upon
a jawbone, fell in the scrub,
and bled a little. I thought,
This is not a safe place
to be wounded. The light slung low,
and lower. I dragged my shadow
like a tail. When there appeared (at last!)
a single patch of earth, as bare as skin
I cheered. Huffed my pack
from my shoulders. Then saw
the long-dead hummock
of tuft and bone. The dry
eye-sockets, the molars
much like mine. Call it
a smile—what my teeth
did then. Call it a scream—
the sound when I woke
curled close to that
polished grin. So close
my breath warmed bone
so close I breathed
its dust so close
that the dim midnight
hid nothing.
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Wilderness
Cynthia Ezell
The ending of a long marriage heralded my entrance into the
wilderness. It was a time of wandering and being lost, of learning
to navigate the world in a new way. A more independent woman
might have reveled in the freedom that singleness offered, but I
had been married at the age of twenty and had therefore skipped
a host of necessary developmental tasks. Being single at mid-life
was terrifying. Who was I? What were my skills? What did I want?
Those first few mornings after my husband moved out began
with a small panic attack. What did I know about being single?
Managing a family on my own? Filing my taxes? It was as if I had
been transported to a world I knew nothing about, a wilderness for
which no map existed.
My ex was in such a hurry to escape that he left all the hiking
gear behind; the ultralight tent, the little propane camp stove
that folded up to the size of a baseball, the fleeces, the backpack
with so many ingenuous compartments and straps you needed
an engineering degree to navigate them, the down sleeping bag,
water purifier, headlamp, sleeping pad, and hiking poles. We had
accumulated the gear in our twenty years of hiking together. What
better way to prove to myself that I didn’t need him than solo
backpacking? I loaded up the gear and the backpack and set out for
a familiar spot. I would claim it as my own.
The Savage Gulf State Natural Area is on the western edge
of Tennessee’s Cumberland Plateau. It rises over a thousand
feet above the Tennessee basin and lies west of the Cumberland
Mountains which snuggle up to the southern tip of the
Appalachian Mountains. It was an easy car ride from my new
house.
A few miles from the Stone Door ranger station, at the
intersection of TN Highway50 and TN Highway56, the traffic light
blinked red. Standing under the light was a middle-aged woman
dressed in a black pantsuit. Her silver-tinged hair sat piled up in a
roll on the back of her head. Her lips were frozen in a half-smile.
The morning sun had sent little rivers of sweat tracking their way
through her makeup, down her temples and over the ridge of her
jaw. She held a sign printed on white poster board with a black
magic marker. It read: PLEASE HELP TWEEDY WITH MEDICAL
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BILLS. She kept her eyes on my car as it slowed to make the turn,
swinging wide to the side of the road before stopping.
“Who are you collecting money for?” I shouted, trying to
sound friendly.
“A lady here in town.” She studied my car as she began to
walk slowly toward me.
“What happened to her?”
“She had a nervous breakdown.”
She said it just as matter-of-factly as if Tweedy had had gall
bladder surgery or had been in a car accident. She took a few more
steps in my direction, the sign flapping against her ample thighs. I
noticed her left hand, each finger bejeweled with inexpensive gold
rings with tiny diamond chips and pale gemstones that glinted in
the sunlight, little sparks of color preceding her.
“Is she in the hospital?”
“She has been, but she’s out now.”
She walked up next to the car, her shoulders softening. She
never smiled, but simply took the twenty-dollar bill from my hand
as she looked me in the eye for the first time.
“Thank you.”
“I hope Tweedy gets better soon,” I said and smiled, hoping to
be remembered as a kind stranger.
She watched me until the road curved and my car disappeared
behind a wall of trees with their spackled veil of ochre and orange
and brackish brown. Her image stuck with me for miles. If I had
a nervous breakdown, my friends would visit me in the hospital,
they’d bring me food and take care of my children, but I doubt
they’d stand in the middle of the road asking strangers for money.
Was that a small-town thing, or a real love thing? Would anyone
ever love me that much again?
The road continued to wind through the countryside, past a
small residential area and into deep woods before ending at the
Stone Door ranger station. After signing in and chatting with the
ranger, I walked the easy mile to the Stone Door, a massive crack
in the sandstone bluff at the edge of Big Creek Gulf. Artifacts and
petroglyphs found in the caves and rock shelters scattered through
the Gulf suggest Mississippian and later Cherokee hunters camped
and hunted here, but never established villages due to the rough
terrain. Legend has the Native Americans who hunted in the
gorge using the Stone Door to escape the Scots-Irish and German
settlers who invaded the area to mine coal and cut lumber.
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The trail down to the creek bed at the bottom of the gorge
is a trek of almost a mile around switchbacks and over scattered
boulders. Half-way down the steep trail, the spotty rain had
become a light drizzle, making the rocks slippery. There was no
cell phone coverage at Savage Gulf, and, so far, no one else on the
trail. A broken leg, a twisted ankle, and I would be lying on the
trail until the next night when the park ranger began to wonder
why my car remained in the parking lot.
The hiking got easier at the bottom of the descent where the
access trail intersects the Big Creek Gulf Trail. About two and a
half miles in, I reached The Sinks, an opening in the creek bed
where the water disappears into an underground stream and
emerges a mile away. A waterfall trickles over a big sandstone
outcropping there in wet weather. It was the perfect spot for lunch.
The patter of the water as it hit the sandstone rubble was
the only sound in the forest. Up on the plateau, a few wildflowers
bloomed beside the trail. Here at the creek where the sunlight
filtered through the dense forest leaves, there were small
mushrooms called amanita muscaria, and sheets of moss, and the
grey-green of lichens to admire.
On the other side of the creek, massive cliffs towered above
the trees. The quiet magnificence of the cliffs lent perspective to
my petty human heartbreak. Once the rhythm of walking quieted
my thoughts, the isolation became a welcome companion. The
forest enveloped me with its moist fecundity and its drip and
spatter and sigh.
The last mile of the Big Creek Gulf trail involves a steep climb
back up the side of the gorge to the plateau. This section, the
hardest part of the trail, made me regret my decision to pack in a
tarp to cover the area outside my tent. Even a steady rain would be
bearable if I had a tarp to protect a dry spot for cooking, but it was
a heavy addition to the load on my back. A series of switchbacks
and stone steps leads up to an old logging road and a connecting
trail that veers to the left and the campsite at Alum Gap. I walked
into the campsite an hour later than I had planned, wet, and tired.
No one else was there.
After setting up camp, I took the trail to Greeter Falls to
collect water for cooking and washing. The trail to the falls
meanders under huge sandstone escarpments and crosses a
creek that runs in the spring but is dry by summer. A long,
steep stairway provides access to the plunge pool at the bottom
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of Greeter Falls. Huge rocks scattered beneath the falls offer a
comfortable place to sit and watch Firescald Creek crash over the
precipice and into the icy pool.
It was oddly comforting to realize that the water and rocks
did not know and did not care what human troubles beset me.
This provided a re-orienting truth. The world goes on, no matter
what you are feeling. Even though my marriage had been largely
an unhappy one, I found myself wishing for my old life back, the
life with its predictable certainties and its middle-class social
comforts. Being divorced was a challenge I’d never anticipated.
Every day now involved a series of pretended competencies, a false
front contrived to convince my children they could depend on me.
By the time I returned to camp and made some dinner, the
light was bleeding off the sky, and the woods loomed deep and full
of shadows. Darkness came on fast as I straightened up my gear
and drank a mug of hot chocolate. The night creatures had not yet
begun their reveries: no tree frogs singing, no cicadas buzzing, just
silence. A feeling of panic gripped my chest. I was truly alone in
the woods. This was the fear I had come here to conquer.
Nothing out here can hurt you, I told myself. Breathing
deeply and reminding myself that killers don’t bother to hike five
miles into the wilderness to find victims was marginally effective.
Just as my heart was returning to its normal rhythm, a figure
emerged out of the night heading toward me. It was a man. Alone.
A momentary rush of relief at having company curdled quickly
into apprehension, the result of millions of years of male predation
of women and my own sense of vulnerability. Why hadn’t I
anticipated this situation? Should I pack up and walk out in the
dark?
As he got closer, a Boy Scout badge was just visible on the
side of his pack, like a Good Housekeeping seal. My Eagle Scout
ex-husband used to recite the Boy Scout oath…. “A Boy Scout is
thrifty, clean, reverent, brave.” If he were a Boy Scout leader, I told
myself, he must be a nice man.
“Good evening,” he offered stiffly as he strode by, before
heading to the farthest end of the campground to set up his tent.
While I was trying to decide whether to stay put or flee in
the dark, he walked over and introduced himself, most likely to
reassure me that he posed no threat. After a brief visit, I climbed
into my tent, reassured his presence was benign, then turned off
my flashlight and went to sleep.
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In the middle of the night, a rustling in the leaves outside my
tent woke me up. Then my tent began to shake, joggling violently
as if someone were trying to pull it up by the stakes.
Its him!
I kicked at the side of the tent. Perhaps if he realized I had
woken up he would leave me alone. The whole tent began to
shimmy. I rummaged frantically for anything that might function
as a weapon. I’d left my pack stove outside. My knife was tied onto
my backpack which hung on a tree outside the tent. Nothing. It
sounded as if he were trying to rip my tent apart. Running was
not an option, not in the dark. No one would hear my screams
for help. I’d gotten what I’d wanted. I’d walked so far into the
wilderness, so far into solitude there was no one to count on but
myself. Crouching near the tent fly, I zipped it open as quickly as
possible and screamed at the top of my lungs.
“Leave me alone!”
As soon as I could stand, I swung my flashlight over my
head, ready to strike at whatever part of him came at me first.
Neurochemicals flooded my brain, my heart beat wildly, my breath
came quick and shallow. I swung the flashlight around to locate
my attacker. The beam of light fell on four yellow eyes staring up
at me from the brush beside my tent.
Two big raccoons stood on their hind legs, unfazed by my
screams, their little hands folded as if in prayer. I was catching my
breath and sorting things out when Mr. Boy Scout came tearing
though the campground, his flashlight throwing erratic beams of
light up into the mute tree limbs as he ran.
“Are you okay?” he wheezed.
The raccoons scurried into the woods at his arrival.
Humiliated, I apologized for waking him and tried to make the
raccoon story as dramatic as possible. He had on a pair of gym
shorts, a t-shirt and a pair of Keens. His feet were spattered in
mud, and he hugged himself against the cool night air. He had run
to me as soon as he heard my screams.
Perhaps he understood my being afraid. Perhaps he thought
I had no business being in the woods alone, and coming to my
defense made him feel helpful. I’ll never know. He walked back to
his tent, and I didn’t see him again until the next morning when he
stopped on his way out of the campsite to interrogate me about my
tarp, criticizing me for adding the unnecessary weight to my pack.
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I was thankful that he gave me something to feel just a little miffed
about.
I broke camp in a fine mist, folding the tarp up and sticking
it near the top of my pack. Mr. Boy Scout had been right, having
the tarp had not been worth the extra weight. It might have made
the evening more pleasant, but it made the hike a lot harder. I was
not invincible, or independent, and no number of solo treks would
change that. The wilderness is an experience we all face sooner or
later. Me with my divorce. Tweedy with her nervous breakdown.
Every one of us when old age arrives with its paucity of choices
and its inevitable conclusions.
At the trailhead, near the ranger station, sat a large bear-proof
garbage can. I took the tarp out and stuffed it in the garbage. So
much for comfort.
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Stones in Translation
Dian Parker
Insects eat sage and rabbit bush. Snakes and lizards eat
insects and other snakes and lizards. Bobcats eat rats and mice.
Rats and mice eat snake and lizard eggs. Wolves and coyotes eat
jackrabbits, rats, and mice. Hawks and owls eat any small animals
they can catch; vultures eat the dead. And the desert ate away
rock. She could start there, sucking on them to squeeze out their
voice so she could hear. Just like her, rocks had their longings.
Their last time together she said, Look if you just wait a
minute I’ll tell you what I want. She waited, but he did nothing.
I’m pregnant, she said. What about our baby? He looked at her
then but not really, and he left. No words, no touch, no nothing.
One day they’re entwined, sweating between the sheets; the next
day he’s gone and the sheets are cold.
For one whole year they’d made plans. Travel the world and
then have a family. First he would make a lot of money selling
high-top kicks while she landed some sort of job maybe translating
for the United Nations (her English was that good—what with two
gringos for foster fathers, even though they hardly spoke to her at
all, so busy rummaging through her body).
A desert is a place lacking and to desert is to abandon. She
knew about that well enough. One dysfunctional home after
another and now, here she was, out on the street again. There was
no way she’d stay in that tenement alone. She had her bag and
backpack. She had shoes. She had a life too you know and another
one coming.
Foreign sounds had always appealed to her, desert words the
most. Cac-tus. Bas-i-lisks. Scor-pi-ons. Kangaroo rats, petrified
forests, horned toads, chaparral cocks. The words were rough
inside her mouth, then popped out, hardening before they hit the
air alive, carved out of her. She imagined riding a bicycle in the
desert, the bike chain clicking against the heat, the smell of dust
mixed with grease, wheels caked in blanched sand. Maybe she’d
find the bones of pter-o-saurs or maybe a mid-get-fa-ded rattlesnake. But mostly she’d be walking with the baby, slowly, with a
film of heat wavering around their bodies. The two of them would
be a mirage, walking until the sun went down. There might not be
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any shade for rest. She hadn’t any when she crossed the border.
But she was just a kid then. Stupid.
There were other things too. She’d seen pictures of towering
sand dunes and bleached bones. A snapshot of a blue raven
sleeping inside a white bone. Those bones howled in the night. A
bobcat hiding in the shadow of a hoodoo. She even saw a video of a
Gila monster eating an iguana. She wanted to see that for herself.
Show that to her little girl waiting to be born.
In the end he’d lost all their money. She’d supported them
both tutoring kids in Spanish, which was fine with her. He rode his
Honda 850 who knows where while the dinner got cold. They had
no TV. She didn’t care. He held her tight in bed. Besides, Northern
Mexico was a hellhole and she was in America, even if she wasn’t
legal. Crossing that mean desert littered with syringes and rape
(another item of addiction) still gave her nightmares. At least her
boyfriend didn’t do crack. Her last father did, for God sakes. But
now he was gone too, like all the other men in her life, in a cloud of
dirt spewed out from that damn motorcycle, clogging the air with
his need for freedom. She’d show him freedom. What was more
free than barren heat?
She really wanted to know what a midget-faded rattlesnake
looked like and find out its secret. Tiny and invisible was good.
She knew desert; it was in her bones. She was born under
a cactus at high noon, or so the story went. Maybe she was. She
was hot enough. Besides, she hated those white kids with their
Converse high tops and hot pink lipstick. They didn’t want to
learn Spanish. They only wanted ass and they weren’t getting hers.
Besides, it was too cold. For her the desert never had good or bad
weather, it had no weather. It refused weather like it didn’t belong.
Just like her.
It was not a question of when to go, but how to prepare. She’d
start with the rocks. They were ancient and held wisdom. Rocks
would help her understand how to live true and choose true like
the earth does. She practiced first with pebbles, arranging them on
her black plastic bag according to size and color. The dark ones she
whispered to. The white ones she put in her mouth, rolling them
against her teeth and humming. When she was ready to try words,
she thought Spanish was better than English. What did English
know about heat anyway? She was the one to hear desert rock
speak and then translate. She could read minds. She read his. She
knew he was leaving before he did, like all the others.
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She has plenty of water, so this isn’t the problem. The
problem is simple and therefore makes her angry. She hadn’t
considered it would be hard to catch a lizard, rabbit, or snake
because she never sees any. When she crossed the border in that
putrid water infested with leeches, she’d seen plenty, even crocs.
That bastard coyote that ran off taking all her savings led her
right to that raging river. But out here, out in the forsaken land,
this Devil’s pit, there isn’t any food. She searches under those
compelling rocks but there is only more sand. She worries about
the baby; not the food, only water. She’d gone without food plenty
of times. But with no water, they would last three days max. With
one gallon, four days. Double that and she’d have a good ten days,
more than enough for her to hear what rocks have to say.
The heat is luminous. The clear blue sky hitting the
shimmering sand leaves her reeling. Now that she isn’t running,
she can appreciate the beauty of the desert. Lying in a patch
of cactus shadow, she watches the trailings of heat across the
sand and imagines, like the rocks, that the heat has a voice too.
Everything can speak, even the thorns in the cactus and the bits
of plastic flying in the wind. The desert is silent, a perfect place
to hear the stories of the earth. The earth is the only being that is
true, and she is here to listen and listen hard. She’d wanted the
truth her whole life.
Walking is okay, but after a while her body doesn’t want to
go anymore. Why would it? Everything she needs is right here. In
one square foot she has a million grains of sand and all the rocks
she’s collected, enough shade, her water, and the baby inside. If
she stays put, the water will last longer. She needs time to hear.
This time there will be no border to cross because she’s stopped
crossing. Even to God, because there isn’t any. She is done hoping,
except for her baby. That is hers alone, and she has volumes of
hope, which, she knows, isn’t the correct English.
When the rocks first speak to her, she isn’t ready and forgets
to say the words she’s practiced. She’d piled up a tiny mound of
rocks under her head to hear better, and when the sound first
comes, it’s more like soft, warm waves than actual sound. It is
comforting. She and the baby sleep well on them.
At night when it’s cold, she finds that the rocks along with her
black plastic keep them warm. She makes little excursions during
the day to collect more rocks until she has enough to build a small
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shelter not much bigger than a gravestone, but big enough for the
two of them, a flat rock pillow, and her black bag. She likes the
rocks’ weight, their hard insistence, as much as she likes their taste
of bitter salt. Or chipotles, which he never liked. He never liked
anything hot.
After she sucks out their taste, she needs more rocks. During
the day she wanders farther from their home, leaving behind a
trail of rocks. She and her baby are home now, not some box in
the city that they share with someone who never understands. Not
some cardboard box under a railroad bridge. Not some trailer box
she was made to share with her dirty old so-called fathers. She is
here for her baby and the rocks. To hear their language. Rocks are
quiet and ancient, still and at peace. When she hears them, they
will tell her the truth about life, and then she will tell her child
because no one else will. She could even translate these findings
for others, giving lectures about the earth and its sustaining
power. I will hear the earth, she’ll say, and give you the right path.
The land will tell me and I will tell you! The world might need her
even if he didn’t.
Day after day she collects rocks while composing her lectures.
In her mind, more people come to hear and she always has more
to say. But then one day she forgets that sound comes from her
throat. She sits under the cactus trying to recall sounds she’s
made, but how can she remember if she doesn’t know how to make
them? She tries shaking her head, twisting her body, pricking her
skin with a cactus thorn, but nothing comes out. She hits the sand
with her feet but there is only the muffled slap, the print left in the
dirt. She is mute, just like he always wanted.
The rocks can tell her how to make sound, so she sucks on
them longer. But her saliva has no moisture. She rubs water into
their curves, giving them wet to speak. Even on her swollen belly
she watches the water evaporate. With the rocks in her mouth she
tries rocking back and forth, like a pendulum, giving them rhythm.
Words have rhythm. No sound comes, so she tries stillness—rocks
know stillness—but still they say nothing.
She can see the pores of her skin tightening into tiny
fractures. At first she likes that, wanting to be like the desert
reptiles which she has yet to see. But after a while she can also see
she is shrinking. Her fingers look like the snake bone she sucked
dry. There isn’t any pain, but then maybe she is too dried out to
know. Her baby lies against bone.
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Every night the sky dances overhead. Her cactus salutes the
half moon, the color of snow. She remembers snow, so white and
cold, but she’ll never go there again to that frozen world of frozen
voices. He never talked to her, even when she begged.
Even if she doesn’t hear the rocks yet, she can detect
prehistoric creatures waking up under her body encased in the
dust of centuries. She hears them slither to the surface and buff
the thorns of the cactus with their tails. A sky of spilled stains
drips onto her skin and moistens the scales. The reptiles will teach
her the secrets of their cold blood. When night slips in between the
orange and red, a shooting star offers her a bit of boundary for the
endless expanse, but still the desert hasn’t revealed its secrets. The
night feels sticky inside her toes, eyelids, and heart. That’s okay. A
placenta is sticky too.
The last time he listened, if you could call it that, he said he
didn’t know why she had so many problems about his bike. Bike,
she said, bike? I don’t give a damn about that bike. I’m pregnant!
What about that? He went for his jacket, zipping it up, then the
helmet. Now he’d never hear. Wait, she said. I love you, she said.
He had on his helmet now and asked, what’s that you said? and
walked out the door. Just like that. Another bastard. He turned
away for the last time.
Then there is the turning. How could it have escaped her
attention before? Only ten feet away, she sees a funnel of sand. She
watches as the dust stains her eyes and the brown powder grows
heavy in her hair. It is not inside her, like her baby and so many
other things, but outside. The turning.
Carefully she watches. It never changes rhythm, only round
and round, round and round. Like English. Soon the rocks join in.
They turn inside the turning. They dance. They spiral and leap and
swing. Like Spanish. Like real life.
The turning is pulling her, so she jumps in to join the rocks.
She wants to dance with them with her baby. Soon bigger ones,
flat like saucers, join in too. Everything is dancing now, even those
illusive desert creatures. There, she’s sure of it, is the midget-faded
rattlesnake with ten of her babies as tiny as fingers. The horned
toad and chaparral cock. Everything is dancing happy and free. All
the dancing is inside the turning. Her and the baby. They are free
now too.
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The black center of the turning grows. The dancing is a
growing frenzy. All the turning, she and the child and the desert,
spin into chaos. She grows dizzy. Confused. Terrified.
She must slow the turning down. Dried yucca stalks snap
quickly. She hurls rocks, but they are sucked into the center and
disappear. Vultures that have been hovering for days fly in. Rocks
swirl and pound against her chest. The sands curl and twist. The
burnt crust trembles.
Then the earth begins to spit. The turning reverses and out
from the center come the desert creatures—iguanas, snakes,
cactus, coyote—spewing out, all banished from their home.
Quick, she must do something before her home is taken away
from her too. Headfirst, she dives into the center of the turning.
At her insistence the earth yields. She drops deep inside, sinking
below to no sun. The darkness here is silver and blue, and she
finds it calming. Even the roar of rocks has ceased, but she can feel
their echoes lying cold inside her joints and skull, inside her open
mouth. Nothing resists, least of all herself. She is inside her home,
she and her baby. Safe.
Now, inside the earth, she can hear the clear voice of stone
and understand.
Gently, they begin. At first they are only faint murmurings
inside her belly. It is not enough. She wants them on her tongue.
She must lie still, as still as night, and let the vagueness solidify
and become more insistent. She is listening! She is here for them.
They begin to speak. First with sighs against her thighs. Then
whispers along the spine. And in her belly too. It twists with glee.
Sí, mi bebé, mamá te oye. Estoy escuchando. I will always listen.
The rocks are speaking. She hears them clearly. They speak to
her and the baby. They speak of distant rains. Of spongy, wet soil.
Of heavy oxygen, dense humidity, and seeping places. She sees
the images they speak of so clearly, right before her eyes. Buttress
roots and banyan, ilang ilang and bamboo. Perpetual mist. Barrel
cactus. Madagascar periwinkle. Lianas. These words reach high
into the fluid canopies of teak, mahogany, and rosewood.
Her body becomes a warm, moist couch for the incessant pull
of the rocks’ voices. The rocks stretch and roll and rest on her. Oh,
what weeping she hears. She can feel their loss; palpable. They
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are mourning their forsaken roots, like hers now dust in the earth.
Their gushing streams now dry as ashes. This earth, cracked wide
open, seeking water to be bathed. She never expected feelings,
only wisdom in their stony silence. But she had asked, and now
they are relentless.
She listens as the stones tell of their erosion. They’d once
been granite sheets of cold, pointed peaks piercing thin clouds.
And before that, supporting the massive pressure of the inky deep
where ancient squid flutter. So much stone, upholding civilizations
of humans in their towers of achievement, now bombed and
blasted.
The rocks press hard against her bones, cracking them to
splinters. Merging blood to blood. Inside the earth.
Under the hot sand, the blood of rock and her blood and the
baby’s blood all surge ahead. Creating new pathways. Building new
worlds.
Rocks have their longings. And she had listened.
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Thoreau Knows
—“The mass of men lead lives of quiet desperation.”

Ken Craft
Making sense of things,
Trying to track
Nine pebbles of sadness
To their source.
Sly crows
Stole them a mile back,
But Thoreau knows
I should walk anyway
Under sun-coined trees
Thick with wood-thrush song
Till I reach undergrowth
Dense and itchy with the past
Till the air shifts and I am near
Enough to con crow talk,
Mouths full, stories dark.
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Mahoosuc Notch
Robbie Gamble
My hiking companion is Russian
her English fearless, experimental.
We have hauled up this ridge to brew
coffee and oatmeal, watch the sun rise,
hover, break open a blinding spectrum
across the corrugations of western Maine.
This feels patriotic, she says.
I think, how compact a sweep
compared to your exponential Motherland:
the dead-ass mill town beyond that last rise
sloughing into the Androscoggin River,
limp flags on porches,
mangy clearcuts marching up
far slopes. But we do love this land,
the tessellating sky,
the mud, the fractured granite footholds,
the swirling sugar maple
foliage reignited
by the dawn. Here, now,
we are equally alienated,
palming our coffee mugs,
all the color drained from our words.
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Order Largely Absent

—From the hearth to the field is a great distance.
Henry David Thoreau

				
Mathina Calliope

Long-distance backpacking amounts to this: We surrender
modernity. We step intentionally backward along the path of
human progress. Away from soy lattes, yes, but away from much
more elemental technology. What innovation must the first
human have wanted? A roof, of course. A close second must have
been a level surface. Someplace flat on which to set something so
it wouldn’t tip over. Perhaps that requires the thing that would
tumble—a cup? Would desire for a vessel then precede desire for a
reliable surface? But, no: you need a level grade to sleep.
Today’s backcountry travelers want to experience the wild, yet
with equal fervor we try to mitigate the hardship of the wilderness.
We pack food, we don’t hunt. We carry ultralight shelter, we don’t
build. We use superfast stoves, not fire. We have headlamps,
not candles. For the modern adventurer, there’s little wild in the
wilderness. In that case, why go into the woods at all?
The question may have as many answers as there are
backpackers. For me, attempting a solo thru-hike of the
Appalachian Trail was a choice to quit middle-class comfort and
endure hardship so I would, on my return, have the courage to
work in a field with more meaning but less security and lower pay.
At forty-three, although I seemed to have arrived at the American
Dream, in fact I was lost, softened into mediocrity and beginning
to panic at what I might have sacrificed in favor of complacency. I
needed to toughen up so I could survive a starving-artist term or
two.
The states containing the Appalachians lack the hurricanes
and tsunamis of other parts of the world. Even so, once I was
out in the weather full time, its every-minute relevance was an
unavoidable reality. When the barrier between the world and me
was a nylon membrane, I noted every mercury drop, wind puff,
sunbeam, and moisture change. My ultralight umbrella—most
prized possession—rain jacket, and rain skirt kept me only half
as dry as a roof would have. Being outdoors all day every day and
all night every night was pleasant in certain conditions; these
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occurred less often than I hoped. Living under roofs my whole life
permitted me ignorance of how often the outdoors are wretched.
The woods contain undomesticated animals not often
encountered in suburbia: deer, black bears, gnats, mosquitos,
snakes, boar, turkeys, ticks. Mostly harmless. Mostly more scared
of us than we of them. But it took only one used-to-humans bear
at a nearby campsite biting through someone’s tent and punching
four holes in his calf to make megafauna’s capacity to kill me
impossible to ignore.
Entropy was evident everywhere. Only in the woods could
I begin to comprehend the disarray that ensues absent constant
human effort against it. Decay displayed itself flagrantly, from
decomposing leaves underfoot to dangling limbs overhead,
tumbled from the canopy and caught in branches. Trees died,
and their trunks listed. Slumping, rusted, barbwire fences gave
up, decades after their owners were forced off the land, and trees
recloaked the hills.
Of course the forest doesn’t feature only degradation: leaves
grow according to plan and pattern, trees space themselves
rationally per access to sunlight and soil. But order is largely
absent.
Despite but also perhaps precisely because of this chaos,
scientists increasingly recognize time spent with Mother Nature
as imparting any number of advantages—from improving our
hormonal balance to giving our brains a boost. These gifts suggest
creation’s benevolence. And for busy cubicle dwellers and minivan
soldiers, it is nature’s contrast to rigidity, traffic, deadlines,
and short-attention-span demands that gives it this capacity.
As a defector from the realm of emails and Excel, I sought this
difference. I needed to experience not only backpacking’s hardship
but the backcountry’s beauty: the mercy in a mountaintop sunrise,
the atavism of sleeping under stars, dewdrops sparkling from a
spiderweb, tranquility attainable only this way.
But nature is no mother. It sent the storm no matter the
tantrum I threw. It provided people Lyme disease and poison ivy
and Giardia and heat stroke and dehydration and splinters and
stress fractures and rolled ankles and holey calves. It nudged the
thermostat to prevent sleep. It sent sun without wind; rain without
cease; cold, clammy mornings; and gnats whose tenacity was
unmatched. Nature. Did. Not. Care.
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Even so, wasn’t life in civilization more dangerous? A friend
asked me this when I came home after a stress fracture ended
my 675-mile trek. Wasn’t it worse, he proposed, to hurtle down
the highway at 65 mph, inches from another screaming metal
cage? Wasn’t it safer to escape humans’ worst enemy, other
humans? This suggestion upset me even as I understood that he
may have had a point; I had used the same argument when trying
to persuade my parents I would be just fine on my solo forest
sojourn. It was the apocryphal statistic every thru-hiker carried in
their back pocket to ward away well-intentioned worry. But after
two and a half months in the bush, I strove to convey to my friend
just how indifferent nature was, how close to the bone I lived while
in the wild.
Maybe my very life wasn’t (often) in peril in the forest, I told
him, and, after all, the trail wasn’t that remote; it threaded through
a narrow parcel of woodland never more than fifty miles from
an exit. But I did not feel safer there than in civilization, I said. I
described miles of mud, cold wet socks, and a cold wet sports bra.
I recounted heat exhaustion, climbs under unrelenting sun before
the trees leafed out. I told him about the tendinitis that developed
in my right foot on my sixth day hiking, how only popping 12 daily
ibuprofen pills permitted me to walk on it. I related the burden
of carrying my bed, bedroom, kitchen, wardrobe, food, and water
wherever I went.
I felt nature’s menace, I protested. No, it mostly didn’t
threaten life and limb. Instead it doled out mere hardship. What
word is less hyperbolic than torture but more emphatic than
discomfort? Misery. Anguish. Maybe these will do. But wasn’t
that my friend’s point? We might feel worse in the country, but as
complacent as we are in the city, the city is not in fact safer.
What I longed for while away and revered on my return was
simple, no big deal. And it was complex, everything important: It
was civilization. But what was that, precisely? On the trail I mused
on these things as if for the first time, like a second-grader flipping
through a picture book filled with images of a time unimaginably
distant. Milk doesn’t materialize in the fridge? Running water
isn’t sorcery? At its most elemental, civilization is trade and
specialization. Building a roof requires time, which means
someone else has to gather the food.
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And more: Civilization is the pursuit of everything that such
advance makes possible by freeing up time, i.e. art and culture.
A partial list of items I missed keenly: Buffalo wings, jazz, NPR,
goat milk, a dance floor, bourbon, Wi-Fi, and anything created by
Frank Lloyd Wright.
For which postindustrial person would the sputter of truckengine braking provoke delight? One afternoon, for about a mile
and a half, the path skirted and then crossed a major highway. It
forced the walking into unrelenting sun on paved roads. And yet
the excitement the cars’ whooshing roar engendered after days
of hearing exclusively natural sounds turned my trudge into a
scramble down the steps on Christmas morning. The profound
certainty that other humans existed and carried on their industry
created one of the better senses of well-being I experienced
out there. Despite not being that far from twenty-first century
conveniences, despite carrying many of them on my person, I felt
preindustrial, felt feral, felt thoroughly immersed in and of the
unimproved realm. I didn’t forget that sidewalks and ice cream
shops existed. They just didn’t occur to me.
I got used to this state of things, of course. I got used to
having to labor to meet my basic needs. To climbing down a
winding, rooty, and rock-strewn path to a spring and hauling my
water back up to camp. To passing it through a filter. To securing
the bottle between my feet to keep it from tipping over on the
uneven dirt. To building my home every night and taking it down
every morning. To digging a hole in which to poop. To being too
cold at night and too hot during the day. I got used to everything
being difficult.
And still none of it came close to how actual early humans
lived—without vaccination, without salsa music in their ear buds,
without vacuum-sealed packets of tuna and long-shelf-life tortillas.
Backpacking in the eastern United States doesn’t replicate life in
preindustrial times. For rich-world people, though, it’s a decent
proxy. (Thoreau’s Walden cabin, incidentally, with a bed, stove,
table, two chairs, and functioning door, was nicer than any shelter
on the AT.)
After jumping the highway that day, the trail led straight back
into wilderness. But brief contact with modernity had consoled
enough to sustain me.
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I knew all this civilization business of course; I knew it all. I
didn’t appreciate it, though, until I went without it. And why? Why
did I have to forgo it to treasure it? Why does anyone not know
what they’ve got until it’s gone, especially if this idea is universal
and true enough to be the cliché that it is?
Some backpackers go into the forest believing the experience
will affirm the superiority of the primitive. We mostly own more
than we need, and this excess clutters, creating noise and reducing
our enjoyment of what objects might otherwise add actual value,
and we suspect if we can just get away from it all for a little while
we’ll understand we don’t need it. But not needing it and not
acknowledging its worth, its capacity to genuinely enrich our lives,
are two different ideas. Our trouble as a modern people is not
technology but rather the use we make of it, letting it master, not
serve, us. The problem is not that we have advanced; the problem
is how we allow the lesser aspects of our advances to detract from
the greater ones.
The ease with which we are able today, in any second, to
reach another human, digitally or actually, is unprecedented, a
truth much lamented. And its instantaneity is ever skyrocketing.
Even five years ago I might not respond to a message for an hour
or more. A day might pass between an email and its answer.
Now, five minutes’ silence induces fidgeting. “Soon as you see
the text reply me,” warns Drake. Of course digital dependence
fractures our attention spans; of course we could all do with less
of it. And, of course, electronic communication improves our lives
boundlessly. Only in connection with others are we truly human.
Doing without taught me the true scope of my needs, and
when I came home from the AT, I laughed at the frivolity of
most of my belongings. It was easy to declutter my life, and this
permitted me to live in smaller quarters, pay less for housing, and
pursue more meaningful, lower-paying work. But I more devotedly
cherished other material items such as chairs and roofs.
It may now be more difficult than ever for first-world citizens
to depart, however temporarily, from twenty-first century life. But
haven’t we always trended in that direction? In every “now” it is
harder than in any “before” to forgo connectivity, convenience, or
comfort.
My last day backpacking, I asked another hiker whether she
believed our pre-modern forebears were as disconsolate in their
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everyday deprivation as we were in our temporary, self-inflicted
hardship. Did they crave creature comforts as we did (how could
they miss what didn’t exist?) Did they experience privation as
unpleasant? In other words, how much of our suffering was
a function of contrast? She reckoned early people felt plenty
wretched. I’m not convinced it was just as onerous for them to, for
example, collect, and carry water every day than it was for me to
do so after decades of simply turning a tap.
But if it was? Wow. What a time it is to be alive.

PUMA 2.
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Eau de Backcountry
Kelsey Hontz
If the Big Sur Trail was bottled and sold as a fragrance,
It would smell like poison oak embedded in soaked wool,
Sprinkled with cheerless purple flowers,
Spiked with chips of rotting wood from the felled trees on the path.
And—I’m telling you this right now—I wouldn’t buy it.
You’d be hard-pressed to market the perfume that
Turns quick trots into molasses-slow funeral marches,
Slashes the day’s expectations from ten miles to four,
Lets you crest a hill for a brief glimpse of landscape before
Plunging you back down to erase the thousand feet you just climbed.
The heady scent gets into your nostrils and also under your eyes,
Flowing as unexpected tears, the oh god if I start to cry now
Of knowing there are miles to go before you sleep.
It’s really, all things considered, a bottle of poison,
A punishment, the unmaintained stress of the overgrown trail,
And yet,
Sometimes in my dreams, as I toss in my sheets,
The four walls of my room crowding in, bearing the weight of
The city and all of humanity’s drama—
Sometimes, then, I catch a woodsy, wooly whiff
And smile.
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Backward to Slumgullion Pass
Lauren Camp
We were about to reach the sky—to our left a full plummet
and trees charred to graves, a pulse
of ravens sketching land for dinner. In the bones of this, we saw
tracts halved long after they were loosed
from family, a ranch intersected
by bridge. Bridge separating consonants
of old and new. Grazing cows. We didn’t need
much or at all. My man might have considered
happiness and how we have had it
at times. He had that silk look
of vulnerability. We were letting our silence
grow and vanish and wake again. How human
our hours. Begin again with only this
to do. We hiked. Our bodies called
their limitations: foot, hip, more. We followed the veins
of soil. Landing in truth. Lizards reeled
on stone and slipped through edges. Birds pecked
a melody that confessed nothing
but peaks. Now was also then: undeniable.
We kept climbing. Stone, stone and arm
and maps, a circumference of tracks,
of unbreakable heat. I stopped thinking
about thought. Simply the same red of the cliff
that had always been. Simply the violent height
of exhaustion. Some kind of sweet.
Each length of dust, the root of details.
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The Lessons of My First Backpack
Philip Jay Davis
Driving north from Albuquerque on Interstate 25, I
recognized it from photographs. It towered at the edge of the
Great Plains, above the northeastern New Mexico town of
Las Vegas. I liked its profile. It didn’t have that intimidating
jaggedness of a number of its fellow mountains in the region,
that unnerving serration that promises relentlessly steep climbs,
twisted ankles, and exposed slopes that render the climber
vulnerable to battle-axes of lightning. No, Hermit Peak, elevation
10,260 feet, resembled a partially-extracted molar. It stood
somewhat isolated beneath the yawning blue sky, gradually,
smoothly inclining from west to east, its summit ending at a
massive cliff.
I would begin climbing this peak that morning with some
thirty-five pounds on my back: my first backpack. I knew from a
book now resting on the passenger seat, Harry Evans’s 50 Hikes
in New Mexico, which conveniently combined maps with trail
guides, that I would be approaching the summit from the west, so
I anticipated a reasonably comfortable ascent up that seemingly
benign incline.
Still, I wondered. It would be my first attempt at this peak.
The looping couple of trails upon which I’d hike would cover
thirteen-plus miles and involve a net elevation gain of 2,700 feet.
In what condition would I be at the end of the tramp? Should I
have consulted a weather forecast? Would I achieve the solitude I
crave? Would my long night utterly alone deep in the forest rattle
me? Would there be bears? Mountain lions?
It was July, 1988. I had now lived in New Mexico for six
months. At thirty-seven, I considered myself a latecomer to
backpacking. Oh, I’d had my Kelty backpack for over a decade,
but I’d used it almost exclusively as a suitcase to occasionally
transport a sleeping bag, tarp, foam rubber cushion, canteen,
matches, and a can of Dinty Moore Beef Stew. From the comfort
of my car, I’d haul these essentials a mere hundred yards or so
to a babbling creek somewhere in Colorado, my previous home.
Alongside the creek there would have likely sprouted, within a
doughnut of trampled earth, a campfire ring, its rocks blackened
by soot and glossy with the fat of hundreds of roasted wieners,
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the ring brimming with sodden ashes, crumpled aluminum foil,
a crushed beer can or two, and the rotting remnants of a sock. In
other words, a familiar used-to-death American campsite. On this
summer day in New Mexico, however, I planned to deliver my
Kelty and me miles from the nearest road and automobile, into
the sweet, clean wilderness―officially, the Pecos Wilderness―of
Hermit Peak.
I drove the fifteen miles―through the farming, ranching, and
lodging town of Las Vegas; up Gallinas Creek Canyon; through the
Spanish hamlets of Gallinas and El Porvenir―to the trailhead just
outside of the United States Forest Service Porvenir Campground.
There, I opened the hatchback of my Mercury Lynx and
beheld my backpack at last prepared to fulfill its highest purpose:
covering ground. Packed inside it were a little Svea gas stove,
down-filled mummy sleeping bag, gallon of water in a collapsible
container, compass, small metal pot with a removable handle,
drinking mug, headlamp, box of Kraft Macaroni and Cheese,
clean underwear and socks, rain poncho, and various storage
bags containing toilet paper, matches, snacks, and instant coffee.
Cinched to the outside of the pack were a one-person tent and a
thin sleeping cushion. Gazing at this handsomely compact bulk,
inhaling deeply, I felt my concerns on I-25 dissolve, replaced by
several new feelings.
The first was confidence in my physical condition. I was
certain I had the strength to do this. I’d quit smoking ten years
earlier. In Colorado, I’d regularly bicycled up steep grades, jogged
occasionally, and played heart-racing games of racquetball. I
wasn’t muscle-bound, but I felt I had a strong heart and pair of
lungs, and the hips and shoulders to support and corral my load.
The second was a feeling unlike any I’d had in my thirty-seven
years: a remarkable, empowering self-sufficiency. Everything I
needed to comfortably enjoy the next twenty-four―or even, in a
pinch, forty-eight―hours in the wilderness would ride on my back.
The buoyancy of this reality seemed to overcome at least a dozen
of those thirty-five pounds.
Lastly, can one feel a negative? If so, I was feeling an absence
of naïveté. I knew I was no John Muir, the venerated nineteenthcentury conservationist who’d wander for days in the Sierras of
California carrying only bread, tea, and a blanket. I was relying
heavily on the high-tech backpacking equipment of the nineteeneighties. Much as I would have liked, I knew this wasn’t going to
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be a demonstration of pure freedom. But this feeling, too, gave me
buoyancy, although a buoyancy that arguably threatened that of
the second feeling.
The first four and a half miles of the loop through the Santa
Fe National Forest crisscrossed Hollinger Creek some twenty
times. In the eighties, the only “bridges” spanning the creek were
the natural ones: the stepping stones and recumbent logs. With a
combination of balance and strength, I proudly managed to keep
my (high-tech) boots dry. The creek, meanwhile, was lovely as
it pooled in the golden sunlight and tunneled emerald through
boughs of alder, willow, aspen, and pine. Nonetheless, I was glad
to leave it when I did. The trail and campsites along it bore too
many reminders―grimy fire rings, discarded cans and bottles,
curiously-abandoned underwear―of the humanity I wished to
escape for a couple days. At the five-and-a-third-mile mark,
Hollinger Creek was well behind me as I continued north. From
now until a purported spring at the summit―five miles of trail
away―my only water would be that upon my back.
Until now, the climb had been gentle. As I paused to consult
the trail guide and map, I learned the next mile would not be. Its
grade “averages 21 percent,” warned Harry Evans. In addition,
studying the map, I noticed an obvious change in the trail’s
printed configuration, representing something that lay just ahead.
Until now, the trail on the map was a gently wavering succession
of dashes printed end to end. Now, however, those dashes were
an inch-long cluster that recalled the teeth of my mother’s pinking
shears. What does this mean? I wondered.
I soon found out. The cluster represented switchbacks,
a deliberate zigzagging of a trail over a steep incline to retard
erosion. Of course, switchbacks can also serve to ease the foot
traveler when ascending and steady the same when descending. I’d
negotiated some as a day hiker, but never as an overnighter with a
serious load on my back.
Whatever their purpose, I was miserable upon them. There
were about a dozen of them covering an eighth of a mile. I had
to pause at every third one, my madly beating heart seemingly at
the doorstep of my tonsils. I sweated. I swore to the crowns of the
conifers, not caring if man, woman, or beast heard me. During
the torment, I was tempted to simply jettison my load, collapse
to the luxurious ground, and never get up again. But my pride
wouldn’t let me, not even for two reoxygenating minutes. I was
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only thirty-seven, for goodness sake, with barely a pinch of fat on
me. So I merely bent forward, hands to knees, gasping, negotiating
furiously with heart and lungs.
The next half-mile, although free of switchbacks, remained
steep, and the struggle barely let up. I became aware of a rhythmic
creak in my backpack, and found it annoying, like the drip of acid
into my ear. Johnny Cash’s thumping recording “Apache Tears,”
which had been playing endlessly but joyously in my head since
I-25, was now amplified by my driving blood to an unpleasant
volume my brain could not silence. An empty beer can beside
the trail begged me to do the right thing and pick it up, but I just
couldn’t bring myself to add its few ounces to my burden. Looking
up, I searched for the relief of a horizon. Finding none, I returned
my dead-eyed stare to the ground as sweat smeared my glasses. At
last, the trail plateaued in a slight clearing. Screw it, I thought, I’ll
bag the peak―still some three and a half miles away―mañana.
Never was I so happy to discover an overnight lodging. I
dropped my pack and collapsed on a carpet of pine needles and
that forest vegetable with the fantastic Native American name
of kinnikinnick, a high-elevation plant of dark green, leathery
leaves. It was still mid-afternoon. The sun through the forest
canopy was bright. Initially, I thought I would just lie there for an
hour, sipping water, munching raisins, apologizing to my frayed
heart valves, and observing the wilderness. However, I found
myself―Yes, me, the Nature Boy who was so longing to escape
the strangling domesticity of the city!―anxious to set up camp,
fashion a temporary home. So I commenced to do so.
First, I erected, in a mere two minutes, my little free-standing
tent. What a remarkable invention! Then, anticipating my
comfort, or lack thereof, during the long night ahead, I crawled
into the shelter and stretched out. Nope. Ground not level. Feet
too high. I got out. Studied the immediate terrain. Moved the
tent. Crawled in. Uh-uh. Too much tilt to the right shoulder. I got
out, sweat returning. Swiveled the tent. Got in. No. Something
poking into the left buttock. I did this for several minutes, like
a neurotic golfer calculating an eighteen-foot putt for an eagle.
At one point, absurdly, I wondered if anybody was witnessing
this ridiculousness. Then it finally dawned on me: there is
absolutely no level ground in the wilderness. None. That’s why it’s
wilderness. So I staked my tent wherever and prepared myself for
a night upon the whimsically-textured but unfailing breast of my
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Mother Earth. I unbundled my sleeping bag, wolfed down an early
supper of mac and cheese―delicious!―and waited for night to
fall. According to my map, I was 9,500 feet high and, as the turkey
buzzard flew, some five miles from my parked car―the farthest I’d
ever camped from civilization. I had seen no one since hitting the
trail.
That night, sitting cross-legged in the forest, I did my best to
surrender to this new experience. Before nightfall, I had weighed
the idea of building a campfire. However, with my headlamp at
my side as needed, I was glad I didn’t. Sure, the fire would have
offered me company and warmth until slumber. On the other
hand, I knew from experience that a dome of campfire light
would render invisible all that existed beyond it, and I concluded
this might threaten my peace of mind. Thus, I chose to sit in the
darkness like a furtive porcupine, warm in my sweatshirt and long
pants and surprised at how much of my terrestrial surroundings I
could still discern. As for a “campfire,” I had the millions of stars
above.
Ah, but then I sensed a threat to my composure that was
beyond my control. The forest was dead still, and in that stillness
that seemed to extend for miles in all directions, I imagined the
possibility of a sound I would not be able to readily identify, and
this put me on edge. I longed for a steady breeze that would get
the pine needles above me to howling and their neighboring aspen
leaves to chattering. So, while I eschewed a dome of light, I craved
a dome of sound. I sort of wanted to know one thing and didn’t
want to know another. This apparent contradiction amused me,
and, to a certain extent, my amusement was a welcome distraction.
Eventually, weary of the entangled riddles of my wilderness
impressions, I crawled into my tent, folded and stacked some
clothing for a pillow, and slept fitfully the remainder of the deadstill night.
I was up at dawn, grateful for the little sleep that I had
managed. The unfolding morning was the most beautiful I’d
ever beheld. A whiskey-amber light slowly flooded the forest
floor and climbed my bare legs. I listened to the conversations of
chickadee and nuthatch. I enjoyed the comical, ratchet-like chatter
of a squirrel. The surrounding wilderness, so disorienting and
spooky throughout the previous day and night, felt utterly safe
and welcoming. I felt as if I could wander a mile in any direction,
without map or compass, over log and under bough, studying
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wildflowers and bear scat, and easily find my way back to camp.
But hunger and a desire to combat the morning chill demanded
my attention.
As I enjoyed a breakfast of Fig Newtons and hot coffee, I
recalled the lone year I spent at a boarding school for boys in
western Massachusetts. I hated the school―its coats and ties, rules
and regulations, compulsory athletics, conformity, cacophonous
dormitories, daunting academic expectations, and absence of girls.
Yet I loved its surroundings: the thickly-wooded Berkshire Hills.
To maintain my sanity, I periodically sought them out, always
alone and sometimes on the sly. A mile or two from the campus,
sometimes even in the rain or a wet snowfall, I’d sit on a stump,
smoke a chain of forbidden cigarettes secretly mailed to me by my
sister, and marinate in blessed solitude and what the Thoreau of
Walden keenly identified as the “sympathy” of the surrounding
oak and maple trees. In the New Mexico wilderness that morning,
I wasn’t on the lam from the hell of a boarding school, but I
nonetheless felt that old, familiar “sympathy,” this time emanating
from the conifers and aspens. They, too, understood my solitude.
Immediately after breakfast, I broke camp, packed up, and
began my final thrust, now heading south to Hermit Peak. Johnny
Cash no longer performed in my head. Instead, “Val-da-riiii!
Val-da-raaa!” I sang to the treetops: words from “The Happy
Wanderer,” a post-World War II German song I learned in grade
school. “My knap . . . sack . . . on . . . my . . . back!” Corny perhaps,
but the song recalled the innocence, curiosity, and boundless
energy of my boyhood. And for all I knew, my joyous singing of it
as a kid planted the very seed of my current junket.
Two miles from the peak, I found myself in a particularly
gloomy patch of conifer forest that included the junction of a trail
that headed north. A wooden Forest Service sign―dark, mossy, its
letters and numbers neatly carved as if by a router―indicated this
adjoining trail ran for six miles to someplace named “San Ignacio.”
This humble little sign in the middle of nowhere touched me. To
this city mouse, it was a delicate human footprint that lent a gentle
and reassuring order to this wild and beautiful mountain. Forget
bombers and battleships, this is how I like my federal tax dollars
spent, I thought. I imagined the comfort―the food, drink, and, yes,
humanity―that awaited the wayfaring stranger in mysterious San
Ignacio. Then I walked on.
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After two and a half miles, including a smattering of
switchbacks―and still encountering no one―I arrived at Hermit
Peak. Except, in my estimation, it wasn’t a peak. It was a generous,
lightly-forested plateau. The huge sky, like the weary backpacker,
didn’t slide off of it, but rather rested firmly and comfortably
upon it. As expected, the plateau docked up against―fortunately,
without any ugly, distracting, infantilizing, manmade barriers―an
astonishing gulf of space: the cliff edge I noticed from I-25 the
day before. New Mexico author William deBuys described it as
a “balcony” overlooking the rolling Santa Fe Mountains foothills
and, beyond, the New Mexico helping of the Great Plains.
Gazing between the abyss and the forest, I felt the pluck
of that chord again. It was the same exhilarating sensation I
experienced six months earlier when, on the cusp of a new chapter
in my life, I approached by automobile Albuquerque and central
New Mexico and noticed the scattered mountains generously
spaced upon desert plains―part of what geographers identify
as North America’s basin-and-range province. Yes, central New
Mexico appealed to me immediately, and now, similarly, did
Hermit Peak. It wasn’t until years later that Christian academic
and backpacker Belden Lane put this attraction into words. He
identified it as the lure of the combination “refuge” and “prospect.”
Call it a hideaway with a grand view, and, in Lane’s words, a place
to “see without being seen.” During early Christian times in the
Judean Desert, he explained, holy men and women established
places like this, “hanging caves” on cliff faces, for instance—
places where monks offered spiritual guidance, safely and with
objectivity, to the yearning masses who would trickle in from the
distant cities.
Heaven knows, I’m not a holy man. However, throughout
much of my life, I’ve been a private, even occasionally fearful
person, although one who’s always had a great curiosity, a hunger
for answers―to life’s philosophical as well as practical questions―
that might dwell in great spaces. In the years that have followed
my introduction to Hermit Peak, I have sought out dozens of
places like it throughout the Southwest, some forested, some
appallingly barren.
After a half-hour on the summit, I prepared for the four-mile
descent to the Porvenir Campground. On this section of my map,
there were dashes, covering roughly a mile and a quarter, that
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resembled not so much pinking shears’ teeth as the bellows of an
accordion that had been dropped from the roof of a twenty-story
building. What kind of terrain did this portend? I wondered. Well,
I would find out. I knew the trek ahead would be all downhill, and,
though exhausted, I would surely handle it.
Descending the mountain, how much lighter I felt! And no
wonder: My gallon water container was nearly empty. There was
just an ounce or two of fuel remaining in my stove. I’d eaten all my
food, converting most of it into weightless energy and satisfaction;
the rest, with all due consideration to sojourners in my wake,
into forest fertilizer. Finally, unlike the previous day, I no longer
felt the weight of the summit; in a way, the summit was now far
beneath me.
Kind of like feeling a negative.
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Two Lessons Learned Climbing Mt. Elbert,
Colorado’s Tallest Mountain
Tricia Knoll
I can still see bright flares, what I thought were torches
coming through the black woods. Women shouting.
Halloos of tall men waving light.
I climbed Mt. Elbert, the highest
peak in the Rocky Mountains with church-camp kids.
We started before dawn slipped up the Sawatch range.
I smelled oranges every step up the dusty trail.
We summited at noon to find
a tin can inside a rock cairn.
A small area for looking over the edge.
The counselors said eat your oranges.
I couldn’t swallow. Others signed their names
on the curled paper in the can.
I wanted down. We went down,
toes jamming into cheap Keds. We forded a stream
we had not crossed going up. The counselors said sit.
The leader guessed the stream route was a short cut.
Glacial run-off soaked our white cotton socks.
Don’t drink the water.
That stream started the blistering, flaying
skin-flapped feet. The counselors kept saying
we’ll be there soon—like untrustworthy parent-promises
on long car trips. We stopped singing Mountain Dew.
Dinner time came and went. I ate half an orange and a chocolate.
Stars outed one by one. My counselor said that when camp buses
came and we weren’t there, they’ll know we were delayed.
Lost, she meant lost. My sweat shivered.
Those men found us way past midnight, miles from the parking lot.
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Twenty-five years later, on top of the World Trade Center,
I knew where my fear of heights came from.
And, that prayer doesn’t heal blistered feet.

WOODPECKER.
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Desert Cabal

by Amy Irvine
Torrey House Press 2018
ISBN: 978-1-937226-97-8
Reviewed by John Yohe
If there is a patron saint of backcountry enthusiasts, it is
Edward Abbey. And if there is a book that has ruffled the feathers
of Abbey fans recently (especially men, and especially men who
haven’t read the book), it’s Amy Irvine’s Desert Cabal. It’s a short,
fast, informal, read—perfect, say, for carrying with you into the
backcountry, which is where her imaginary conversation with the
ghost of Ed Abbey that frames the book takes place. Mostly this
talk takes place around his iconic book, Desert Solitaire, though
also Abbey in general, all his contradictions and hypocrisies
and grumpiness. Desert Cabal is not an attack, but Irvine asks
important questions, not just for Abbey but for all of us lovers of
wilderness. She is definitely claiming a place at the table, as an
equal, and genuinely wanting to understand a man and writer who
meant so much to her.
Each chapter focuses on some aspect of Abbey’s thought,
with Irvine’s commiserations—we get her experiences in, and
thoughts about, the backcountry too. And Irvine may prove
to be a little prickly to some readers, just like Abbey—she’s no
fan of Republicans or Democrats, no fan of upper-middle class
environmental activists who look down on the working poor while
driving SUVs, and she at least has some grudging respect for the
occupiers of the Malheur Wildlife Refuge for standing up to the
federal government. And she carries a Glock.
Of course, Abbey can’t answer back, and Irvine does make
some suppositions about how he might react to what has been
happening recently, most of which I agree with. The one big one
I question is thinking that he in fact might be in favor of Trump’s
border wall. As evidence, she invokes Abbey’s (in)famous quote
about sending Mexican immigrants back from the border with
a rifle and a box of ammunition (which I have always thought
is misunderstood by most). My thought is that Abbey would
have hated the wall, not because of the humans it’s supposed to
(symbolically, at least) keep out, but because of the wild spaces it
divides. Because of the jaguars and wolves and pumas.
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The biggest question Irvine has for Abbey, and the biggest
revelation of the book, is why Abbey took out references to
his wife and children from Desert Solitaire. Irvine has access
to the original typed manuscript, and sees first-hand the
sentences mentioning them crossed out. As a writer, it’s clear
she understands the conceit, or concept, of the solitude of Desert
Solitaire, the Romantic (with a capital R) experience of the writer/
speaker in and against and with Nature (also with a capital). But
as a woman, and a mother, she can’t help but take that (not just
omission but) deletion personally.
We’ll never know if by keeping his family in Desert Solitaire
it would have been the bestseller it was (and still is). My guess?
Yes. It certainly would have been different. With the inclusion of
those few sentences, the entire vision would have been changed.
Which is Irvine’s point. She sees a missed opportunity, which
women would have seen automatically: “Solitude, for women, is
a different animal entirely.” And, a little later: “We [women] seek
not so much solitude as solidarity, intimacy more than privacy.
But it’s the way of wilderness—in a thriving ecosystem, integration
matters far more than independence.” In other words, what if we’d
had a bestselling book that shaped decades of activists and nature
lovers which advocated for solidarity instead of a leftover sense of
American rugged individualism?
Again, Irvine still values Edward Abbey as a huge, good,
influence. was happy to read that the book of his that really meant
the most to her is his novel The Monkey Wrench Gang, for its
spirit of activism. It was there she learned that she “could resist
authority...on behalf of...these beloved public lands!”
Which brings us to the ‘Cabal’ of the title. Irvine prefers the
French, and female, version, la cabale, but in either case it is the
(perhaps conspiratorial, perhaps witchcrafty) group of us, all, who
love the wilderness, but also want to save it from our governments
(local and federal) and tourists and maybe from ourselves. Her
invocation (her ‘calling in’) to us is the reverse of the famous
Abbey proclamation to his readers not to get bogged down in the
activist part of life, but to “Get out!” and enjoy the wild. Irvine
does not deny that at all, but suggests to us (and Abbey’s ghost)
that, decades later, maybe it’s time to “Come back!”:
“So I say to you, go solo, into the desert. Yes, do this and love
every minute. But then come back. Come back to the cabale that
has joined together, to save what we know and love.”
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Spoken Word
—for Wendy

Karen Warinsky
Two young, single girls on a Saturday.
Your old station wagon named George
and your black lab named Blue,
we were feeling good and free
as we set out toward
Issaquah
to get out of the city
out of our 9 to 5
and into an adventure.
It is years ago now.
I remember I didn’t have
hiking boots,
just my old college snow boots,
scuffed tan faux leather with red laces and spongy souls,
and it was fall,
cloudy and dramatic like it is in the Northwest.
Hiking deep into the trees,
off of an old logging road
we came out on a ledge,
sat to eat our sandwiches and
my 35 millimeter rolled down to the bottom of the ravine,
but smart Blue went down and got the thing.
After lunch we hiked a little higher
and there was a moment when we both stopped short
because we heard it at the same time.
Not a sound,
but a thought coming from
a giant fir tree,
and you grinned at me
because trees always talked to you,
but it was my first time.
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Pothole Grace
Anna Taft
Many years ago, backpacking alone in the desert, I waited
for an epiphany. I had descended into a remote redrock canyon,
recommended to me by my friend and boss, the director of the
outdoor expedition program for which I would soon be leading a
group of teenagers through the backcountry. During several days
I meandered upcanyon, planning to climb to the rim at another
point and cross the mesa to return to my car. I pretended not to
be waiting, not to expect anything. In the morning I hiked and
explored until I was afraid the sun would make me go crazy. I
could stay out in that sun that descends in one continuous rolling
wave, that becomes particles as it pushes into my back, my
shoulders, my neck, becomes cloud as it enters my mind, slows
and fogs my mental processes. The canyon was an oven, and
cookies left too long in the oven become crisp and defined, with
hard, dark edges and sharp points, the soft, delicious ambiguity
baked right out of them. I sought crispness, but my thoughts were
green beans left too long in the steamer. It must have been the
water in my brain evaporating, turning my mind to mush. I could
stay out in that sun, but I was afraid of losing too much coherence.
I might forget to go back to my car. I might forget to drink water. I
might forget to move.
The suggestion of a stream trickled from one pool to the next
at some points in the canyon, and I dipped my water bottle into
it, hoping to re-orient my mind to the place. I wanted to let go of
the commentary in my head that kept me attached to normalcy, to
clear a canvas on which translucent images might be painted—you
have to get lost before you can be found, explained the minister
at my family’s church in one memorable sermon—but I was
also afraid of losing that tie to everydayness that kept me sane.
And, besides, it might be for nothing. Open space could as easily
degenerate into wasted time, unproductiveness, worthlessness,
as admit a drop of truth. So I vacillated. And during the moments
when I embraced that narrative that bound me to the rest of my
life, I found myself overly fearful. If I made a mistake, if I got
hurt, didn’t come back, my mother’s unimaginable pain would
be my responsibility. If I slept in the wash and a flash flood came
during the night, I would be guilty. If I slipped while climbing up
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and around a pouroff, I would have made an error in judgment.
I would not fear these things if I were with other people. It was,
after all, not a very difficult move from a fallen boulder to the
ledge above. But in that space between green beans and blank
canvas, the narrator tying me to the ground of my everyday life
had to think of things to say and to lend them importance, and the
cautiousness it induced brought fear.
When I was smart enough to get out of the sun, I lay in the
shade, staring at the sandstone overhang above, tracing the lines
of its successive layers, or listening to the metronomic drip of a
minute spring. I pretended to be simply relaxing, enjoying these
sensory impressions, but I could not fully disguise the waiting. I
was waiting to learn something, to discover something about the
desert or about my life, to come to some realization, to find out
why the heck I was out there by myself in the blazing midsummer
heat.
The thin veneer over the waiting wore through, and I grew
weary of the nothing-doing and mind-wandering and irrational
fears. I didn’t need to stay out there; I’d done my trip successfully
and was expected back the next day. What had I thought? That
epiphanies would come on call? That all I had to do was sit out in
the desert for a few days and everything would become clear? How
ridiculous.
Resolved to leave behind the vague fears that my fuzzy mind
concocted, I began my ascent out of the canyon too early, while the
afternoon heat still hung thick over the sandstone bedrock. It was
no time to be hiking in the desert, I knew, but I needed to move,
to do something, to end the waiting. After scouting a viable route
to the rim, I filled my water bottles and hefted my pack, carrying
it up the sloping talus and slickrock. Hoisting it onto a ledge then
climbing after it, I emerged on the rim. I consulted my map, drank
half a quart of water, and set off in the direction of my car. It was
still hot. Picking my way along tiny washes to avoid crushing the
fragile cryptobiotic soil crust that covered much of the mesa, I
sweated profusely, wasting water. Reminding myself to ration
water in my body, not in my canteen, I rested in the speckled
shade of a juniper and drank another half quart.
The mesa top was traversed by small dry drainages that
did not even register on the map. As I worked my way across
sandstone rims and jumped from one tiny sandy wash to the
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next, my fears overtook me. Checking the map again, I discovered
that I was not as far along as I had thought. The entire distance
was only a few miles, but I worried that I would zigzag across it,
continually confused, and run out of water before reaching my
car and its bulging plastic jug. Dreading the embarrassment of
recounting navigation errors to my friends, I nervously checked
and rechecked the map, which the wind nearly tore from my hand,
ripping it up the middle. Though I had some water left, I was
dehydrated from my hike through the heat, and that condition
clouded my judgment. The danger was not great—if necessary, I
could always follow the curve of the canyon rim back around to
where I dropped in—but fact had no power over the worries.
I followed a train of black-ringed dry potholes, the mud
within cracked and split, descending the scale of the canyon wren’s
song down sloping slickrock. Lying dormant in their dust were
tiny creatures that would reemerge when raindrops rehydrated
their world, but I knew that I did not have the adaptations of
those ostracods or fairy shrimp. Sharp spears of yucca pointing
out towards the sky began to offend my eyes. Coming upon a
wash larger than those around it, I took it for an indentation
in the contours on the map and followed its sandy meanders,
leaning precariously around a stunted juniper tree to step by
without crushing the black-crusted sandcastles on either side of
the streambed. Soon, though, I realized its direction was not what
I expected and it could not be the indentation I had taken it for. I
climbed out of it and worked my way south onto a small rise. From
there, I could barely glimpse a side canyon toward which I was
supposed to be heading, indicating that I had made less progress
than I had thought. By now, lacking confidence in my navigation
and unsure of my location, I tried vainly to triangulate my position
using the distant cliffs of Redwall Mesa and The Needle. This
exercise confirmed that I was somewhere within the general area
I was in. Great. Nervousness ate away at my stomach as the sun
sank toward the horizon.
A mule deer bounded across the slickrock ahead of me,
hooves click-clacking on the stone. This blessing nudged me
slightly from my nervous stupor, and suddenly the brilliant stripes
of the western sky perforated my consciousness. I regretted
that I was not better able to appreciate these wonders, which at
other times would have held me plastered against the slickrock,
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awestruck. Resignedly, I decided to walk to the next rise to see if
I could see anything that would give me a clue as to my position,
and then stop for the night. I climbed from one rocky ledge to the
next, passing by sage and broom snakeweed and hardly noticing
as brittlebush scratched my legs. As I stepped to the top of the rise
and looked ahead, I saw the crimson, gold, and violet of the sunset
reflected in the rock: one resplendent full pothole amid scores of
desiccated ones.
I could not ask for a more concrete expression of grace.
Mosquitoes buzzed around the pool, lighting on my
shoulders and forehead as I approached, but I was not about to
complain. I filled a water bottle and walked a short distance away
to sleep. Extended on the smooth stone, I gave thanks for this
unbelievable blessing, resolved to appreciate the mosquitoes as
part of the water. They come together, I thought, and it seemed a
perfect opportunity to put into practice my understanding of the
inseparability of the desirable and the undesirable. “How Great
Thou Art” ran through my head, punctuated by the bzzzzzz--h
as a mosquito landed somewhere on my face. At first, I brushed
them away patiently, but as I drifted in and out of sleep, still
hearing that bzzzz, knowing that its end meant a landing on my
nose or cheek, I grew less appreciative. So blessed as to stumble
upon water, I could not even maintain enough gratitude to be
patient with the creatures who came with it. With this awareness
of my wretchedness, the tune switched to “Amazing Grace;” I did
not deserve such blessings and gave thanks that I did not have
to deserve them, but only to open myself in humility and accept
them.
In the morning, I awoke and hiked twenty minutes to my car.
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Around the Fire
Travis Truax
Every pebbly star
beyond the pines
shines
on nights like this—
three days in,
full pack
through
mountain sage
to post camp
and start a fire
as darkness becomes
a real thing.
A blue call,
a brook song
on cold rocks,
ash flecks at your
feet, the world now
on your shoulders.
Thrum of mountain
night,
an eye
upward, a sparkle,
a fresh glance
across freezing pines
to the top of a place
you’ve never seen.
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Chilkoot

—a gold miners’ trail from Alaska to Yukon

Scott T. Starbuck
In these woods
if you shout “I’m lost”
the echo returns
through mammoth spruce
like a friend
trying to find you.
Salmonberries glow
yellow, orange
or soft red
depending on the hour
and just where
light meets them.
Miles from the historic pass
rest miners’ cabins
not on any map.
Through creaky doors
and unlatched windows
sun and rain
kept out for years
have gotten in
and swept the boards clean.
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More Than Ever: What Wilderness Means Now
To know the wilderness is to know a profound humility,
to recognize one’s littleness, to sense dependence and
interdependence, indebtedness, and responsibility.
Howard Zahniser

Marybeth Holleman
All around I hear the exhalation of whales. Yet I see no
slick arc of gray, no feathery column of mist; only placid water
punctuated by brilliant icebergs, a flock of Bonaparte’s gulls rising
against a spruce forest, white shell beach and black lichen-covered
boulders. No whales.
Perhaps my ears deceive me, disoriented by the contrast
between where I am and where I was. Four hours ago I stood
in the parking lot of a grocery store in Juneau, Alaska, the sun
beating down on asphalt, wind whipping my hair, traffic roaring
by.
“Yes,” says Sean, when I ask. “They’re whales. They’ve just
already gone back under, and the spout mist has dissipated by the
time you hear them.”
The whales are that far away, this bay is that vast and quiet,
the mountains around us so steep and encircling that whale’s
breath echoes off them.
I’m on Little Harbor Island in the Tracy Arm Fords Terror
Wilderness in the heart of the Tongass, the nation’s largest
national forest. Seven of us have arrived, Sean and four other
rangers, photographer Irene Owsley and me, after a three-hour
boat ride south of Juneau on the 25-foot Sumdum Ranger. This
small island houses the rangers’ base camp, from which they do
summer fieldwork in this 653-thousand-acre wilderness. Irene
and I are along for the Voices of the Wilderness artist residency.
For eight days we will shadow these wilderness kayak rangers, to
experience this wilderness and create art inspired by it.
As we pull to shore in the inflatable, Solan tells Irene and me,
“We’ll unload the boats, you go do your art.”
I hop from boulder to boulder across the beach, around the
point, over a jumble of tan rock. I sit; I pull out my writing pad.
But it’s too soon. It takes more than the boat ride to be here, to
have anything to say, even in field notes. So I listen to whales,
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stare at icebergs, and jot down the names of seabirds floating
before me on the island’s lee side, diving for fish that dimple the
water’s mirrored surface.
The Wilderness Act of 1964 describes wilderness as “…an
area where the earth and its community of life are untrammeled
by man.” That word “untrammeled” was chosen carefully:
wilderness is where a place expresses its own will. But just over
fifty years later, I come with a nagging question: what is the role
of wilderness in this age of extinction, ocean acidification, and
climate change? What is left untrammeled when the human
footprint spreads over the entire planet, and beyond? What good is
wilderness now?
Before long, I’m on the water in a bright yellow kayak,
paddling with Solan to Round Island. Like Harbor and Little
Harbor islands, Round Island’s shoreline is a weathered
wonderland of soft eroded slate and greenschist forming knobby
spires, rounded boulders, and turrets like cathedral spires.
Upon our approach the flock of Bonaparte’s gulls rise up,
this year’s newly-fledged with their bandit faces, rubberband calls
filling the air. Closer, a bundle of harlequin ducks and surf scoters
plop off rocks and into water, then slide away in a straight line.
Around a rock headland, we encounter a kelp bed so thick it
looks like solid ground, but among the kelp are the shiny heads
of harbor seals, big liquid eyes turned to us. At first they are
motionless. Then one rolls and slaps the water with its side flipper,
and they all disappear, not even a ripple to mark where they were.
Just beyond, a humpback calf squeals loudly as it rolls on the
surface with its mother. In a small embayment along a pebbled
shore, a silver cloud of tiny fish undulates around my boat,
through eelgrass and between popweed-covered rock, like a single
animal.
“Most likely salmon smolt,” says Solan.
We have tried three times to have a conversation, Solan and
I, about my writing, about his work as wilderness ranger, the
kind of talk between two people who’ve just met. But each time
the place interrupts—birds fly up, seals splash down, fish jump,
whales exhale. The vibrant fecundity of this place commands
our attention. It overwhelms. I feel as if I’ve stepped into a living
animal, all its life signs strong and organs pumping, the heaving
and pulsing and current of life moving and swirling around me so
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that all I can do is paddle slowly through it all, keep my eyes and
ears open, and breath deep.
I sleep on the beach where the tide comes so near it wakes me
in the night, and I think of what Sean tells us: once the tide did rise
to their tents, and he awoke to feel his legs weightless, floating.
What would that be like, drifting, boatless, in a watery wilderness?
Instead I wake to whalesong, which is too soon joined by the
steady drone of a boat engine. All day there is at least one boat
engine in the background, groaning down the fjords and across the
bay. In the afternoon, after a staff meeting on the beach, Kevin, the
lead ranger, sits cross-legged on the sand and tells me why there
are so many boats.
Glacier Bay National Park, 120 miles northwest along the
Gulf of Alaska coast, began limiting vessel traffic to preserve the
park’s wilderness character. So now, many cruise ships bring their
passengers here. Only in Glacier Bay, designated before Alaska’s
statehood, are the waters included in wilderness designation.
Here, only the land is classified as wilderness—so the Forest
Service can’t restrict boat traffic.
The wilderness staff does what they can, and crafted a
Wilderness Best Management Practices agreement, which most
operators voluntarily uphold. But such agreements are limited.
Three rangers spent a week in Ford’s Terror—named for a
naval crewman who, in 1889, got trapped in the ripping tidal
surge—to monitor for an experiential aspect of wilderness called
Outstanding Opportunities for Solitude. They concluded that, with
growing boat traffic, such an experience there is now extinct.
All around are signs that land and water are inextricably
linked, except by law. It’s the land that’s wilderness, but it’s the
water where all the action is.
The next morning, Solan, Irene, and I paddle across Holkham
Bay to Tracy Bar, a sand spit that juts out into the mouth of Tracy
Arm. Fog obscures the line between water and air; whales spout all
around. We walk among cyan icebergs stranded by wind and tide
as if through a sculpture garden out of Alice in Wonderland. Each
berg is a unique form created from its melt and its break from the
glacier’s face. Some have dark striations, some layers of bubbles;
they melt into fantastical shapes of curves and narrow spikes. All
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this variation is the result of compression and movement of a huge
river of ice over hundreds of years. We drift apart, silently, Irene to
her lens, Solan near the kayaks, and me wandering through bergs.
I’m sliding my arm down the long hollow of one iceberg when
the deep moan of a foghorn startles me. Above the fog layer is the
angled outline of what looks like a city skyline, the top of a cruise
ship, an apparition so huge it dwarfs the bergs and the mountains.
I start to lose my balance, and try to grab the slippery edge of the
iceberg with my bare hand.
On the paddle back, a raft of scoters scatter at our approach,
black singing butterflies on a white canvas. The splashdowns of
breaching whales boom off the mountainsides. Then one whale
surfaces so near that my heart begins to pound. Bundled in several
layers against the 50-degree chill, I suddenly get very warm.
Irene, Solan, and I move closer, and I think about what our little
kayaks must look like to a 40-ton whale—some slender pieces of
driftwood. Solan says they know we’re here, and won’t surface
beneath us. That does not still my racing heart.
Three humpbacks circle us as they feed, surfacing on either
side. One surfaces so close to Irene that she could have stuck out
her paddle and touched it. We look at each other, eyes wide. Then
one surfaces right next to me, a paddle-length away, and my heart
leaps into my throat, lodged like a stick in the whale’s mouth, the
one Jonah used to make his way out. The two go down and then all
three whales surface in unison, moving away from us. I feel small
and insignificant.
Despite Solan’s assurances that the whales won’t hit our
boats, a few days after returning home I read about a whale
breaching on top of a sailboat in southeast Alaska, sinking the
boat, as the two boaters clung to a floating ice chest. What would
we have clung to, had a whale breached on our kayaks, breaking all
three like toothpicks?
Still, through my hard-beating heart what I feel more than
anything is safe. Safe in this wilderness where we’re put into
proper scale. Here, in the bay, in the fog, with the cruise ship out
of sight, in our small yellow kayaks on a still and foggy sea, here,
with whales around us, is where I feel that safety of scale. Like the
surf scoters, or the marbled murrelets, small and held, held in the
place, as if our human concerns and transgressions have shrunk,
as if there’s still a place where we can go and be forgiven.
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The next morning, in a light rain, Irene, Solan, Sean, and I
arise early and pack our kayaks. We paddle along Harbor Island
to its northeastern point and wait. Two cabin cruisers plane the
waters on the other side of the bay, turning at Tracy Bar to head up
the fjord. Then another boat appears and slows alongside us. This
is the Sikumi, a 67-footer that is our ride up Tracy Arm.
The rangers’ work here is a combination of researching the
status of the wilderness habitat and wildlife, and of educating
visitors. Education, said the principal authors of the Wilderness
Act, is the most profound benefit of wilderness, because it reveals
our connection with Earth’s community of life. So, in exchange for
a ride up the 32-mile-long fjord, these kayak rangers spend time
onboard tour boats doing a version of a ranger fireside chat.
After Sean and Solan finish their talk, a woman from Colorado
asks the first question: How is climate change affecting this
wilderness?
Solan tells her what is already, for me, too familiar. The three
tidewater glaciers at the heads of Tracy and Endicott Arms are
among the four southernmost tidewater glaciers in North America.
So it’s no surprise that these glaciers are rapidly retreating. It’s
not, however, a steady, predictable retreat; big changes occur in a
matter of seconds.
Beyond that, the effects of a changing climate are more subtle.
Yellow cedars, at their northernmost range in the Tongass, have
begun dying, and scientists speculate it’s because winter snowfall
has decreased, winter snow melt has increased, and tree roots
freeze without the protective blanket of snow. Marine life, too,
is declining, and not only because of rising temperatures. Ocean
acidification from CO2 absorption is threatening shellfish and
plankton—the plankton that feed salmon and humpback whales.
It is no longer possible to have any piece of the planet,
no matter how remote and rugged and inaccessible, be truly
untrammeled. Not only because of climate change: persistent
organic pollutants now contaminate every region of the world.
What’s more, humans have directly transformed more than threequarters of the ice-free land on our planet. In a story titled “Nature
is Over,” Time magazine reports that there is no more free-willed
nature, no place that truly exerts its own wild will without human
dominance. Human activity now shapes the Earth more than any
other natural force—more than wind, water, or eruptions from the
planet’s hot core.
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Sean tries to keep spirits up by telling passengers how lucky
they are to be seeing these tidewater glaciers before they’re gone.
But as Aldo Leopold said—knowing all this leaves you living “in a
world of wounds.” It’s a different feeling, watching a dying glacier,
seeing something you know is on its way out.
This mountain and seascape before us is so expansive,
these glaciers so ancient and massive, that it’s hard, standing
on the deck of one small ship, to believe we’re affecting them so
drastically. When John Muir came here in 1880, he wrote that
it was “two of the best and brightest of all my Alaska days.” This
wilderness is a nexus of geologic, ecologic, and human history
with two surprisingly different personalities: the eroded islands,
old-growth forests, and expansive waters of Holkham Bay, and the
younger, more dynamic one that we’re about to enter.
Traveling up the fjord is like going back in time. From the
wide-armed bay fringed with forested slopes containing some of
the largest stands of coastal temperate rainforest left on Earth,
the fjord narrows and then—in one sharp right-angle turn—
suddenly becomes steep-sided cliffs. This turn marks a dramatic
change in geology, from eroded sedimentary and volcanic rock to
immoveable granite. The arm tightens to less than a mile wide, a
stark corridor of rock so high we can’t see the 7,000-foot peaks
around us. Spruce and hemlock give way to alder and willow,
waterfalls drop straight down to seawater from ancient icefields,
and icebergs line the passage. Gone are the serenading whale
spouts, gone the rafts of harlequins, scoters, and Bonapartes.
Around another corner, the rock walls containing us are bare;
not even fireweed has pioneered. Another turn, and South Sawyer
glacier pours into view: a crevasse-rumpled expansive tongue of
ice ending in a 200-foot-high forget-me-not-blue face. From its
looming face spreads an ice floe—thousands of icebergs and bergy
bits crowded so tightly that we can’t see the water on which they
float. Off to the south side, a curve of granite walls tilt back to a
small rock outcropping. As we move closer, this mound of granite
explodes with the high-pitched calls and lilting flights of an arctic
tern nesting colony.
The ice floe is dotted with the dark crescents of harbor seals.
Hundreds of them. Endicott and Tracy Arms contain some of the
largest populations of harbor seals in Alaska—and the world. Seal
populations have dropped sharply from Glacier Bay north into
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south-central and western Alaska, but here their numbers appear
stable. The previous July, two rangers climbed nearby cliffs and
counted over 1000 seals in front of South Sawyer glacier alone.
“This place is a nursery,” Sean says softly to nearby
passengers, “especially during pupping season, just last month. All
these seals are in a really delicate state right now.”
Harbor seals depend upon icebergs to birth and raise their
pups, safe from predators and not covered by tides. Arctic terns
depend upon the upwelling at a glacier’s calving face for the
nutrients which feed the fish they eat. This ice-laden environment,
the complex connections and reliances between seals and ice and
glaciers and terns—all is evident before us.
And makes me realize: we humans are a lonely species,
moving as we do through our days with little connection to other
species or our environment. For this we need wilderness: here we
are more connected to the larger community of life, where no one,
not a solitary bear or humpback or halibut, is ever truly alone.
This community, however, is at risk: South Sawyer is one
of four tidewater glaciers fed by the Stikine Icefield, an icefield
rapidly disappearing, threatening to take with it this entire web
of life. Sean points out a line just above the tern colony where the
rock face turns lighter. “That’s where the glacier came out to. Right
where we’re sitting was glacier just a few years ago. This entire bay
is new.”
Over an eighteen-month period beginning in late 2003, South
Sawyer retreated one and a half miles, its 300-foot face slumping
and receding. Now this new curve is filled with icefloe and harbor
seals, and this rock mound levitates with arctic terns.
As remarkable as all this is, my thoughts quickly turn dark.
We can’t even protect these seals from too much boat traffic, much
less from the loss of their glacier. In this interconnected world,
pollution in India and China and Pittsburgh is destroying these
glaciers and threatening these seals. A Wendell Berry quote keeps
circling in my head: “There are no unsacred places; there are only
sacred places and desecrated places.”
After watching South Sawyer for crashing icebergs, we say
goodbye to the Sikumi, slip back into our kayaks, and paddle up
another fjord to an outcropping near Sawyer Glacier, where Sean
says we’re spending the next few nights. Upon approach, our
campsite doesn’t look like anything but bare rock and a rushing
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torrent of whitewater surging into saltwater. Up close I see a small
indentation in the lee of the outgoing tide large enough for us to
get out one at a time and climb vertical rock, coordinating to haul
drybags and kayaks up to another ledge large enough to wedge
each boat into a crevice. We each find a flat spot on the mounds of
cascading rock to pitch our tents, all of us ending up at different
elevations. Mine is next to a small rivulet limned with river
beauties, one of several waterways that slip down rock to gather
and form the waterfall where we took out.
The next day, we paddle back to South Sawyer and along the
very same steep-sided rock, but this time closer, more slowly, and
more attentively. Once more the scale and abundance astonishes.
The water changes hue at tidal lines, the blue milky with glacial
silt. We paddle by a seal curving in and out of a waterfall’s outfall;
we watch arctic terns dart overhead with thin silver fish in their
beaks. We paddle by the tern colony, far enough that they don’t
dive-bomb us. We sit in our kayaks to eat lunch, listening to the
distant mewing of young seals and the groaning, cracking face of
the glacier.
Paddling back to our campsite in late afternoon, I crane my
neck to look up the vertical rock; cliffs that appeared bare from the
Sikumi are adorned with dark bracken ferns, pale lichens, emerald
mosses, and the dusty leaves and brilliant blossoms of fireweed
and lupine. Sun pushes through clouds to warm my back. Then I
hear a breath expelled, close. I glimpse a gray-brown skin break
surface—a harbor porpoise, the most shy and rarely seen marine
mammal in these waters.
I talk again with Solan, our voices soft against rock cliffs.
“That was a great first question, aboard the Sikumi, wasn’t it?
About climate change?”
“Yes, I suppose,” Solan says. “But I find it hard to talk to
visitors about climate change. It’s so—intimate, somehow.”
That’s my opening to ask the question that clings to me like
kelp around an anchor: what does wilderness mean in this time of
climate change?
“That’s a good question,” Solan answers. I shift in my seat; I
can’t stand to leave my dark question hanging above these azure
waters.
“Well,” I say, “Maybe, I don’t know, maybe we need it now
more than ever.”
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We ride the Wilderness Explorer back out the fjord, a
larger boat with eighty passengers. Sean starts off with a map
of wilderness areas in the United States. He asks people to find
the wilderness nearest their hometown, and many do: the Upper
Buffalo in Arkansas, West Sister Island near Toledo, Congaree
Swamp in South Carolina, Sierra Estrella near Phoenix. Then
Solan starts his talk by asking people why they’d come. Hands
shoot up, answers ring out:
“To escape the heat.”
“To see wildlife.”
“To bask in the beauty.”
“To nurture my soul.”
“To feed gratitude back to help it survive.”
I sit in the back, listening. These answers make it clear why
we need wilderness. There’s no denying the human need for
places that we haven’t man-handled into homes, shopping malls,
cattle pastures, and gas stations. And the last answer, which Solan
repeats in a happy voice, implies our responsibility back.
When it’s time for questions, the first one is, again, about
climate change. It’s on everyone’s minds as they sit before the
crystal cerulean of these towering glaciers waiting for the booming
crack, the roar, the rush of huge waves from a calving berg: how
much longer will all this be here?
On our last morning in the wilderness, we walk a forest trail
so narrow it could have been made by bear or deer. Towering
spruce and hemlock block most of the sky, and a feathery
understory of blueberries, maidenhair fern, Solomon’s seal, and
deer cabbage cover moss and dark soil.
Climbing to ridgeline, we enter a muskeg meadow. We step on
a spongy earth of sphagnum moss and sundews, bog orchids, bog
cranberries. A necklace of small ponds meanders through, yellow
lilies spreading flat leaves over dark water. On the edges of muskeg
are the big leaves of skunk cabbage, many nibbled by deer to look
oddly, in this wet place, like cactus. Quiet envelopes us. The only
sounds are rain pattering on my coat and the distant cry of a crow.
I walk the edges, more than once getting in spongy water up
to the tops of my rubber boots, the ground sucking so hard my
boot nearly pulls off. It may be folly, but I want to reach the other
side, where Solan has pointed out two tall yellow cedars, some
of the largest still living around here. So I push onward. I stand
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between these two cedars growing on the edge of muskeg, behind
them an open forest of stunted hemlock and berry bushes, and
look up into spiring limbs. The trunks are straight, reaching a
hundred feet or more into the clearing blue air. Time and winds
have draped old man’s beard over their flat lacy fronds like
trimmings on a Christmas tree. Then I look down. A half dozen
cedar seedlings flourish within a few yards of these two trees.
It’s true, there’s no such thing as untrammeled wilderness
anymore; everywhere is damaged by human’s encroachment
across the Earth. Near the mouth of the fjords there was once
a Tlingit community, and then a mining community of nearly
150 people, where now from the water there is no trace. Nature
reclaims. With climate change, nature’s ability to reclaim is put to
the task.
But I believe in the resilience and tenacity of nature. These
two yellow cedars, pushing against their northernmost range, not
yet succumbed to whatever climate change phenomenon is killing
their brethren, stand as proof of nature’s abilities—if left alone. I
look out beyond the seedlings to a flat place on the ground: some
animal’s bed last night.
If nature were a wild animal—and she is that, times infinity—
then she’d want to hide away and lick the wounds we’ve inflicted.
For this she needs wilderness, these areas we’ve chosen to leave
untrammeled, as places to heal-all. After many failed efforts to
clean up and rehabilitate wildlife after the 1989 Exxon Valdez oil
spill in Prince William Sound, many of us realized the best path
to healing was to leave it alone. All that we’re inflicting on the
natural world with climate change, so much so fast—wilderness
might provide some place for nature to simply go off and lick her
wounds.
When I’d told Solan that, with climate change, we need
wilderness even more, it was only an impulse inspired by the sheer
scale of the place. But the more I thought about it, the more I
knew it was the kind of right insight wilderness gives. The answers
onboard the Wilderness Explorer echoed it. We need wilderness
more than ever, and so does the rest of the planet. We need
wilderness to provide some baseline, however imperfect, from
which to know what a healthy temperate rainforest looks like,
feels like, behaves like, even as climate change alters it. We need
wilderness as a seed bank for restoration. In the same way marineDEEP WILD: Writing from the Backcountry
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protected areas help restore the surrounding habitats, we need
places we leave alone so they can harbor the seeds of restoration—
even if restoration is so far off we can’t imagine it. Not everything
works on human scale.
But some things, like photosynthesis, do. Dr. Thomas Lovejoy
has calculated that if we re-green our emerald planet, making
every available area forested and grassed once more in plants,
then we’d reduce CO2 to an acceptable level. And Dr. Sarah Scheer
said that, in order to withstand the effects of climate change on
our world food supply, agriculture needs to practice three things:
resiliency, flexibility, and diversity. In other words, we need to
grow more wild, for resiliency, flexibility, and diversity are the very
qualities of an intact wilderness ecosystem.
Even in this time of climate change, when it is under siege,
wilderness can save us. But I wonder if we’ll give it the chance. At
the northern boundary of this wilderness, just across from Tracy
Bar, is a bay that, if an Alaska Native corporation and some state
legislators have their way, will soon house a lodge, complete with
floatplanes and tour boats.
Kevin told me the question visitors most often ask is, what’s
the biggest threat to wilderness? He doesn’t answer climate
change, or development, or pollution, but, he said, “It’s if people
like you who come here and experience this place don’t stand up
for it when you go back home.”
Onboard the Wilderness Explorer, Solan had asked the
passengers a question of his own: “How do we as human beings
exercise the restraint necessary to leave part of the world
untrammeled?”
I don’t know how we cannot. I can’t imagine not being able to
spend time in a place like this, where I can feel the deep relief that
comes from being put in proper scale. I can’t imagine what would
happen to me if I could not feel so small, insignificant, and held by
something far greater than that which human hands can build.
Back in Holkham Bay, Solan, Irene, and I paddle around
Holkham Island. Before being renamed by British explorer George
Vancouver, this bay was known by the Tlingit as Sum Dum—the
name itself expressing, in both meaning and pronunciation, the
sound of ice calving from a glacier. When the Tlingit lived here,
glaciers were closer. Now all is quiet, save the serenade of whales
and the intermittent splash of a salmon. We round a corner to
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see Admiralty Island and the Kootznoowoo Wilderness, the wide
stretch of Frederick Sound out toward Baranof Island, and beyond
a glimpse of the Pacific Ocean, curving to the horizon.
Solan names it all and says, “See? We’re just around the
corner from the edge.”
And so we are. As we continue to transform the entire planet
so completely that we now, with great hubris and unfortunate
accuracy, refer to this geological epoch as the Anthropocene, we
must work harder to protect, preserve, and restore the remaining
portions of the planet that have not yet succumbed, that may be
frayed at the edges and melting in the core, but are still, though
incomplete and imperfectly, as close to self-willed wilderness as
we have left.
Wilderness can save us. And itself. If we let it.
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The Tent Breathes
Angela Belcaster
slowly,
moves in and out by convections,
weak morning sun on its eastern side,
cold alpine air sucked in
through the dark mesh
on the west.
Everywhere, sound—
without meaning,
river, wind, juniper scraping against bush,
like the white noise
we play at home
on electronic boxes with cords next to our bed.
Here,
I put my tent
close to companions;
openness becomes
the same as unknown
and I’m rocketed back to
wandering roots in which numbers
meant safety.
Here,
we dip our pots
into the ice rivers,
set them to the flame,
listen to the blast when gas and flame meet,
study the growth of bubbles in the pot till it boils
and give silent thanks when it churns at altitude
because now we may eat
and warm ourselves.
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Contributors’ Notes
Based in Modesto, California, Matthew Andrews is a private investigator
and writer whose poetry has appeared or is forthcoming in Sojourners, Red
Rock Review, The Dewdrop, pacificREVIEW, and Remington Review, among
others. He draws inspiration from the abundance of wild places in and around
California
Susan Austin lived for thirteen years in a 1910 homestead-cabin bordering
wilderness, in what was then isolated country. In blizzards, she found her
way home on skis by the feel of the land in her bones. She is the author of two
chapbooks, Requiem and The Disappearing Word (Seven Kitchens Press).
Quinn Bailey is a poet, naturalist, and tracker who for the last seven years
has been helping people find a deeper connection to the natural world through
ancestral skills and cultural mentoring. He’s most at home wandering the hills
and rocky shores surrounding the Salish Sea where he now lives.
T-M Baird’s first memory is of a maple tree. Forests have always been her
home, her respite, her culture, her cathedral. It has something to do with
how her body and soul never split apart. She discovered the mountains as a
teenager, and at least one of her feet never left.
Clara Mae Barnhart grew up on the Susquehanna River in the foothills of
the Catskills. She prefers a little wildness in most things, including flowers,
dogs, and friends. She’s had one pair of perfect hiking boots in her life and will
forever be searching for the next. Suggestions are welcome.
Angela Belcaster grew up barefoot on an island in the Mississippi River. Her
work has appeared in Florida Review, 580 Split, Tampa Review, and others.
She loves the remote and untrodden as places of refuge and quiet focus, but
mostly because they make her feel so small, soft, and breakable.
Todd Burritt is a lifelong student of the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem. He
has worked in five of its wilderness areas, lived in five of its communities, and
walked the lengths of its twelve mountain ranges. In 2018, he published Outside
Ourselves: Landscape and Meaning in the Greater Yellowstone.
Mathina Calliope grew up in Northern Virginia in a house near a little
wooded area where she roamed freely as a Gen-X child. Her first backpacking
trip was an attempt to thru-hike the Appalachian Trail in 2016. She is a
freelance writer, teacher, editor, and writing coach.
A native New Yorker, Lauren Camp moved to New Mexico in 1994, where
she learned that she is most inspired by natural spaces, especially those only
partially inhabited by humans. She is the author of five books of poems, most
recently Took House (Tupelo Press 2020). www.laurencamp.com
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Ken Craft, who spends summers in a hundred-year-old cabin on a Maine
lake, frequently hikes trails through the Oxford Hills and visits the Atlantic—
especially uninhabited stretches—for walks along the shoreline. He is the
author of two collections of poetry, Lost Sherpa of Happiness and The
Indifferent World.
Philip Jay Davis has been hiking, backpacking, and advocating for the
mountains, deserts, and plateaus of the Southwest for 33 years. He has worked
as an environmental activist, professor of English, and practical nurse. He
lives in Albuquerque, New Mexico, and blogs his memoir of the Southwest at
wickingthemoisture.com.
Aaron Denham is an anthropologist and author from Idaho with an affinity
for the Desert Southwest. As an ethnographer, he inhabits and writes about
the spaces between people, places, and phenomena. He is the author of Spirit
Children: Illness, Poverty, and Infanticide in Northern Ghana. Learn more at:
aarondenham.com
Hannah W. Duane is a 17-year-old aspiring writer from San Francisco. She
attends an arts high school for creative writing and loves rock climbing, poetry,
and pretty stones. She fell in love with the backcountry at age two, and can’t
imagine subsisting without the glow of mountains in the morning.
Alex C. Eisenberg is a child of the Pacific Northwest, enchanted by the
mountains, forests, and coastlines of this wonderful land. Every summer she
embarks on solo forays and guides youth rites-of-passage in the backcountry.
Otherwise, Alex spends her time writing, rooting, grieving, and gardening on
the Quimper Peninsula.
Cynthia Ezell is a psychotherapist, farmer, and writer. Her literary work
emerges from the intersection of the psyche and the environment, reflecting an
intimate relationship with land and place. For clarity or solace, she heads to the
woods on her fifty-acre farm or to a Tennessee trail.
Tim Fab-Eme experiments with poetic forms; he writes about the
environment and intimacies. Tim turns to reggae and jazz whenever the news
weighs him down; he’s featured in The Malahat Review, Reckoning, apt,
Magma, New Welsh Review, etc. Tim enjoys roaming the mangrove and rain
forests of the Niger Delta.
Federico Federici is a physicist, translator and writer. His works have
appeared in 3:AM Magazine, Jahrbuch Der Lyrik, Poet Lore, Raum, Sand,
Trafika Europe, Magma and others. Among his books: Requiem auf einer Stele
(2018); the Poetry/Concrete catalogue: A private notebook of winds (2019).
Tova Feldmanstern lives in the San Francisco Bay area and is a licensed
clinical social worker. Trees and music make her go wild. Her writing has
appeared in Thirty West, The Weekly Degree, Panoply, Gravitas, and Aurora.
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Robbie Gamble’s stomping grounds are the woodlands and peaks of New
England. He is a few peaks shy of completing the New England 72 FourThousand Footers. A big highlight was a winter ascent of Katahdin. Poems have
appeared in Slipstream, RHINO, Rust + Moth, Poet Lore, and others.
Diane Gansauer’s trail name is “Grace,’ which reminds her to be more
gracious to people…including herself. Grace is an interfaith minister and lifecycle celebrant who writes and presents story-enriched ceremonies, especially
for the end of life. In her senior years, she has been section-hiking the
Continental Divide Trail.
Marybeth Holleman is author of The Heart of the Sound and Among
Wolves, among others. Raised in North Carolina’s Smokies, she transplanted
to Alaska’s Chugach after falling for Prince William Sound two years before the
EVOS oil spill. She is happiest in places where humans are outnumbered. www.
marybethholleman.com.
Kelsey Hontz has hiked some paths that filled her soul with joy and some
that were the Big Sur trail. She’s still not sure how she survived to tell the tale!
When she’s not lacing up blister-inducing boots or writing, she’s juggling, pole
dancing, or dangling from the aerial silks.
Talley V. Kayser teaches college courses that combine literary study with
outdoor expeditions. During summers, she enjoys solo mountaineering. It
matters to her that John Muir actually wrote “the mountains are calling & I
must go & I will work on while I can, studying incessantly.” Read more at www.
talleyvkayser.com.
Tricia Knoll lives in the north woods of Vermont. Her work appears widely
in journals and anthologies. Her recent collection How I Learned to Be White,
received the 2018 Indie Book Award for Motivational Poetry. Other books focus
on poetry of place in the Pacific Northwest. www.triciaknoll.com
Maria Kochis is interested in exploring how our interactions with wilderness,
wildlife, and the changing environment transform personal narrative. She was
awarded the Arkansas International Emerging Writers’ Prize for Fiction in
2018 and attended the Bread Loaf Environmental Writing Workshops in 2019.
Brandon Losier, winner of the 2020 Deep Wild Undergraduate Essay
Contest, will graduate from Ball State University in Winter 2020. He is Senior
Editor of the 2020 issue of The Broken Plate, and an avid hiker and bush
camper. One of his goals is to hike the Pacific Crest Trail.
Karina Lutz worked as a sustainable energy advocate for three decades, and
as an editor, reporter, and magazine publisher. She teaches yoga, sustainability,
deep ecology, and writing, and re-wilds the land at her permaculture
community, Listening Tree. Her books, Preliminary Visions, and Post-Catholic
Midrashim, can be found through karinalutz.wordpress.com.
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Kat Manton-Jones, our featured artist, is a painter and backpacker. She has
logged 538 miles of the Arizona National Scenic Trail. Her hikes are recorded
in an illustrated journal dubbed The Katlas featuring an illustration of the
environment for each day on the trail. KatlasJourney.com
John Manuel grew up on the banks of the ironically-named Chagrin River
in Gates Mills, Ohio. The peace he found there launched him on a lifetime of
canoeing on the rivers of the U.S. His coming of age memoir, The Canoeist, was
published in 2006.
Susan Marsh, our cover artist, lives in Jackson, Wyoming. Her writing
explores our human ability to discover hidden wisdom in the land and ourselves
through encounters with wild nature, and how we change as a result. She has
been writing and painting since retiring from the Bridger-Teton National Forest
in 2010. www.slmarsh.com
Dian Parker’s backcountry travels have taken her to the deserts of Morocco,
Syria, Sinai, Jordan, Mexico, and the Southwest U.S. She lives Vermont
surrounded by forests with moose, bear, deer, and fox. In the wilds she has
learned through surrender, love, and long hours of stillness, that everything is
interconnected. dianparkerwriterartist.com
Samuel Prince lives in London. From a young age, he has been enthralled
with snakes. “Inland Taipan Country Roamers” is part of a sequence of poems
which use different species of venomous snakes as their ‘organizing conceit.’
The poems are informed by the traits, environment, and locale of each snake.
Marjorie Saiser, author of seven books, was asked recently how she manages
to keep writing in these times. She found herself answering: “I take long walks
on the trails, listening for birds. I keep my camera hanging from a strap around
my neck. That keeps me going.” See poetmarge.com.
Scott C. Seckel lives in Phoenix, Arizona. He is from Sag Harbor, New York.
He went west to see the elephant. He succeeded and never came home.
Daniela F. Sieff has always been curious about what makes humans who we
are. In her 20s, she studied evolutionary anthropology. Her research took her to
Tanzania, where she lived for seven years. Her focus today is emotional trauma
and healing. She is author of Understanding and Healing Emotional Trauma.
www.danielasieff.com
Inspired by a return to rural California after moving around for graduate
school, Corey Sparks’ work is invested in what he calls the intimate
mythologies of rural spaces. He lives in Chico, California, in a house built in
1916 with his wife, two preschoolers, and two cats.
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Scott T. Starbuck’s Trees, Fish, and Dreams Climateblog at riverseek.
blogspot.com has 65,000 views from 105 countries. His book of climate poems
Hawk on Wire was a July 2017 “Editor’s Pick” at Newpages.com. He feels
the destruction of Earth’s ecosystems is closely related to spiritual illness and
widespread urban destruction of human consciousness.
Anna Taft is Founding Director of The Tandana Foundation. She enjoys
exploring, waterfall walking, packrafting, stand-up paddling, and canoeing. She
feels at home in the canyon country of the Colorado Plateau, but she splits her
time between southwest Colorado, southwest Ohio, northern Ecuador, Oahu,
central Quebec, and central Mali.
Travis Truax grew up in Virginia and Oklahoma and spent his twenties
working in National Parks out west, including Zion and Olympic. A graduate of
Southeast Oklahoma State University, his work has appeared or is forthcoming
in Salamander, The Hopper, Plainsongs, Colorado Review, and Phoebe. He
lives in Bozeman, Montana.
Anannya Uberoi is a full-time software engineer and a part-time tea
connoisseur based in Madrid. A travel junkie, she has extensively toured the
Himalayas of Northern India, Bhutan, and Nepal. Her works have appeared or
are forthcoming in Tipton Poetry Journal, The Loch Raven Review, and Lapis
Lazuli. www.anannyauberoi.com
Cassie Van Domelen grew up backpacking through the west, which turned
into a lifelong habit. Her nonfiction work has been published in the Eastern
Iowa Review.
Karen Warinsky is an avid hiker and kayaker. The Pacific Northwest and
Japan left her with memorable outdoor experiences, and she enjoys being out
whenever possible. Her works have been published in several journals, most
recently the Mizmor Anthology (2019). Her book Gold in Autumn will be
released in 2020.
Born in Puerto Rico, John Yohe grew up in Michigan and lives in Oregon.
He has worked as a wildland firefighter, deckhand/oiler, bike messenger,
wilderness ranger and fire lookout. He is the Fiction Editor for Deep Wild
Journal. www.johnyohe.com
Rebecca Young lives in Leadville, Colorado, where she must constantly
choose between playing outdoors and staying at her writing desk. On days when
her writing desk loses, you can find her on mountains or in canyons. Among her
favorite backcountry activities are nerding out over avalanches and scrambling
on rocks.
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Credits
The following work has been previously published and is reprinted
here by permission of the authors:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

“Changing Winds: Portrait of a Landscape in Transition,”
by Todd Burritt, in Stories From the Wild, a local history
page of the Museum of the Mountain Man
“Hunger,” by Susan Austin, in High Desert Journal
“Azalea Campground,” by Clara Mae Barnhart, in
Streetlight Press
“Backward to Slumgullion Pass,” by Lauren Camp, in The
Phi Kappa Phi Forum
“Mahoosuc Notch,” by Robbie Gamble, in Muddy River
Poetry Review
“More Than Ever: What Wilderness Means Now,” by
Marybeth Holleman, in an earlier version titled “What We
Talk About When We Talk About Wilderness,” in Minding
Nature, a publication of the Center for Humans and Nature
“Two Lessons Learned Climbing Mt. Elbert, Colorado’s
Tallest Mountain,” by Tricia Knoll, in The Poeming Pigeon
“Reborn on the Chatooga,” by John Manuel, in The
Canoeist (Jefferson Press, 2006)
“Stones in Translation,” by Dian Parker, in James Franco
Review
“Desplobado,” by Scott C. Seckel, in Arizona Time: A Novel
& Five Shorts (Pulp Hero Press, 2018)
“Chilkoot,” by Scott T. Starbuck, in High Country News
and The Current
“The Exit is the Entrance,” by Rebecca Young, in an earlier
version, in Animal Literary Magazine
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Thank you...
...for joining us on these wilderness forays in this second issue of
Deep Wild: Writing from the Backcountry, the home for creative
work inspired by journeys to places where there are no roads.
We are a not-for-profit journal published annually in the summer,
and we depend on subscriptions and donations for our existence.
Subscriptions are $20 for one year, $35 for two and $50 for three,
postage-paid anywhere in the United States. (Contact us for
international postage rates.) Please visit deepwildjournal.com/
subscribe.
Submissions are open in the fall for the following year’s issue.
We welcome the opportunity to consider poetry, fiction, nonfiction, book reviews, and art that are true to our mission. See
deepwildjournal.com/submissions for full guidelines and exact
deadlines.
To stay in touch, follow us on Facebook, Twitter, or Instagram, or
on our blog at deepwildjournal.com.
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Happy hiking, climbing, kayaking, skiing, rafting, snowshoeing,
canoeing…living!

“The most alive is the wildest.”
Henry David Thoreau
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